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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The purpose of this document is to explain the procedure and the method used for the Deliverable
1.2 – TCMS Use Cases. Step-by-step it is explained how the system’s boundaries were set, how
the epics were defined, and how the actors analysis were performed.
Chapter 6 explains why the user stories approach was additionally chosen to receive consensus.
In Chapter 7 the method of use cases is explained – the principles that should be followed during
the creation in order to have valid use cases that describe the next generation TCMS system from
a high level functional point of view.
The conclusion states the importance of the high level requirement management for the technical
specification of the other WPs.
In Annex 1, the user stories collection can be found.
In Annex 2, the use case collection can be found.
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ABBREVIATIONS AND ACRONYMS
CTA: CONNECTA
D1.2: Deliverable 1.2 TCMS Use Cases
EN: European Standard
S2R: Shift2Rail JU
Tx.x: Specific task of another work page within CONNECTA
TCMS: Train control and monitoring system
UC: Use Case
WP: Work Package
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1. INTRODUCTION
CONNECTA answers the S2R-IP1-CFM-02-2016 call under the Shift2Rail umbrella and belongs to
the so called Technical Demonstrator 1.2 (TD1.2) – Next Generation TCMS and Technical
Demonstrator 1.5 (TD1.5) – Brakes. This means that the project
•

shall contribute to the overall goals of Shift2Rail, namely by:

•

cutting the life-cycle costs of railway transport by as much as 50%;

•

doubling railway capacity; and

•

increasing reliability and punctuality by as much as 50%.

•

It is part of a larger work programme described by the Multi-Annual Action Plan (MAAP)
which will continue until 2022.

CONNECTA aims at contributing to the S2R’s next generation of TCMS architectures and
components with wireless capabilities as well as to the next generation of electronic braking
systems.
The project will conduct research into new technological concepts, standard specifications and
architectures for train control and monitoring, with specific applications in train-to-ground
communications and high safety electronic control of brakes.
The objectives of the high level requirements management process within WP1 are:
•

to describe what the next generation TCMS shall do and which functions it has to fullfill

•

to define the actors and stakeholders who are interacting with the system

•

to provide the scope and the value of the system by contributing the basic requirements to
all other partners involved. The high level requirements are the base for further technical
detailed specification in the different work packages.

In order to address these objectives the method of use cases has been chosen to model the next
generation TCMS system. It is a narrative way of collecting requirements that describes a system.
In Task 1.2 a use-case model is produced, which creates an easily accessible big picture that
makes the scope and goals of the system visible to all the partners of CONNECTA. The high level
requirements provide a fundamental basis for more detailed specification work during the process
of system development. Coordination with other WPs is ongoing and information is constantly
shared and provided to other WP’s.
The deliverable is divided into several parts that need to be viewed a whole:
•

The deliverable D1.2 document itself, explaining the procedure and the method.

•

Appendix 1, featuring the user stories collection.

•

Appendix 2, featuring the use case collection.
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2. APPROACH
The high level requirement management needs to follow a certain process to make sure the
system will the analysed and described in an accurate way. It begins with the analysis of the
system and the definition of the boundaries. In order to support the right structure the main
functions which the TCMS shall fulfil are defined. An epic is more or less a collective term to gather
user stories and use cases deriving from the same function.
An analysis of the persons directly and indirectly interacting with the system provides the list of
actors.
Based on this knowledge the creation of the user stories can be performed. In addition to that, the
use cases are created.

SB

• Definition of the system's boundaries

EP

• Definition of epics as function groups

AC

• Analysis of the actors

US

• Creation and compilation of user stories

UC

• Creation and compilation of use cases

Figure 1: Requirement Management Process
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3. SYSTEM BOUNDARIES
For the high level requirement management process the system of interest is the next generation
TCMS. For the work in WP1 it will be viewed on a global scale. Therefore, the black box approach
is chosen where the TCMS is viewed as one unit.
That reduces the potential actors to persons who are outside of the TCMS system. Technical use
cases that require a subsystem of the TCMS as an actor will be collected in the tasks that relate to
the technical specification of TCMS subsystems.
The figure below shows the black box approach of the TCMS system for the work in D1.2. The
boundaries are set around the TCMS system, including all the IT functions of a train. The actors
are outside the system’s boundaries, triggering an interaction with the system. The processes
within the black box aren’t within the scope of Deliverable 1.2. The result of the interaction will
affect the same or even another actor, who will be the beneficiary of the use case.

TCMS

Figure 2: System of Interest: TCMS
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4. EPICS
An epic in the context of requirement management is the description of requirements on a very
high level of abstraction. Every day language is used to formulate an epic.
In the requirement development process it features a very summarised and rough overview of the
system requirements, without going into details. In the case of CONNECTA, an example could be
the function of “braking”, “providing information to passengers”, or “surveillance”.
In the process of story decompositioning an epic can be broken down into several user stories to
describe the epic somewhat more detailed.
The definitions that have been made within D1.1 made some iteration loops and are being
improved to suit the needs for CONNECTA and WP1.
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5. ACTOR ANALYSIS
The actor analysis in Task 1.2 will be the general basis of actors that are used and referred to in
the context of the CONNECTA project. The scope of Work Package 1 are the high level
requirements of the TCMS system, meaning that only actors are relevant who are interacting with
the train’s IT systems and they have to be outside the system boundaries. In that regard only
persons, groups, or organisations can be actors, which are relevant for the WP1. Whenever a
technical subsystem needs to be defined as an actor to create a valid use case, we are talking
about a technical use case, where the interaction of technical systems are described. These use
cases need to be collected in the specific WP and task, due to their level of detail. Nevertheless
they need to be in accordance to the high level use cases of D1.2.

5.1 ACTORS
The main objective of the actor analysis is the identification of the persons who are in interaction
within the system. There are some restrictions to make sure to identify actors. An actor is anyone
who is interacting with the system. That can be a person who provides input to the system or uses
the output of the system. The actor is always outside of the system boundaries. To verify an actor
as valid he has to fulfil the following requirements as listed below:
•

Interacts with the system

•

Provides input to system / Uses output of the system

•

Is outside the system boundaries

In the context of use cases there can also be stakeholder be described. The stakeholder can also
be a lobbyist as well as a legal entity. It does not necessarily need to be in direct interaction with
the system. This is a clear determination to the actor, who is in interaction in any case.
The subject of Work Package 1 is the high level requirements. In that context the TCMS will be
regarded as a black box. This means that inside the black box are the safety related and nonsafety related IT functions of a vehicle.
Most of the actors are in interaction with the TCMS system while the vehicle is in operation. There
are several other states where the vehicle can be in such as in the service depot or in the process
of manufacturing. In both of them, fewer actors are interacting with the vehicle’s TCMS system.
Every actor can feature specific attributes. This means that the same actor can occur with different
characteristics. A very good example in the context of public transportation is the passenger. A
passenger can use the mobility service of a train by himself. Other passengers can carry bulky
things along such as a bicycle, a pram or even a wheelchair. Passengers who require a wheelchair
are also in the need of special aid to support their travel by train. Passengers who are aurally or
visually impaired also require special features in a train.
The following table shows the result of the actor analysis. The main goal was to agree on a level of
actors that is applicable to several operators in Europe. In that regard some characteristics of
specific operators had to be abstracted, to make sure to find a common level. The best example is
CTA-T1.2-D-DBA-012-05
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the train staff. This actor includes all persons, who are employees of the railway undertaking and
commute on the train for work related purposes. The activities that need to be performed by the
actor vary but will mostly include ticket inspection, ticket sales, manual announcements, platform
handling, serving food and beverages and many more, depending on the job description of the
employing operator. The train staff does not perform any actions to move or stop the train during
normal operation. All these actions are performed by the driver. In case of a driver-only operated
vehicle, the driver can also perform some of the activities usually performed by the train staff, such
as surveying the platforms before leaving the station.

Name

Description

Attributes

Driver

A person who is operating the
train.

None

Train staff

Train staff includes all kind of
persons who are part of the
crew during operation, except
the actor who operates the train.

None

Passenger

A person who uses the mobility
offered as a service by the
railway undertaking.

has a bicycle
has a dog
has a wheelchair
has a pram
is aurally impaired
is visually impaired
is PRM

Maintenance staff

A person who is responsible for
service such as maintenance,
repairs or other issues for which
the vehicle needs to be in a
service department.

None

Cleaning staff

A person who is responsible for
the cleanliness of the train.

None

Subsystem Supplier

Actor/company that supplies the
rail vehicle manufacturer with
subsystems.

None

Rail vehicle manufacturer

Company which produces rail
vehicles.

None

CTA-T1.2-D-DBA-012-05
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(Example: Bombardier,
Siemens, Alstom, CAF,
Ansaldo)
Railway infrastructure company
(RIC)

Company that runs
infrastructure where railway
undertakings can operate their
trains.

None

(Example: DB Netz AG, SNCF
Réseau)
(It does not mean the
agreement governing the
exchange and use of coaches in
international traffic which is
administered by a special group
and its bureau which is part of
UIC).
Railway undertaking
(RU)
Synonym: Train operator

Company that operates trains.

None

(Example: DB Fernverkehr AG,
DB Regio AG, SNCF Mobilités)
Table 1: Definition of Actors

5.2 HIERARCHY
It can occur that the same use case affects two or more actors. In order to avoid redundancy
during the process of user story and use case creation, actors can be set into a hierarchy. The
higher arranged actor summarises the actors below him in the pyramid. For an easier
understanding, the hierarchy is depicted in some drawings.
The following table outlines the additional actors that have been created to summarise two or more
actors. This helps reduce the number of use cases by using the actor of a higher hierarchical level.
Name

Description

Transportable staff

This actor summarises the none
driver and the train staff.
Transportable staff will be
used for any use case
involving both actors.

Transportable person

This actor summarises all none
persons who can be on a train.
These are the operator’s
employees as well as the
passengers.
Specifically
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speaking from the bottom view
of the pyramid these are the
driver, the train staff as well as
the passenger.
Table 2: Actors Hierarchy

The following figure shows all persons who are on a train. The actors who are working on the train
are on the left side. On the right side there is the passenger who has several attributes. That
means a passenger can have different characteristics. He can carry a bicycle or a pram with him,
can be accompanied by a dog or a person with reduced mobility who also needs a wheelchair.

Figure 3: Actors on a Train

For the industry the following actors “rail vehicle manufacturer” and “subsystem supplier” are of
interest. Their interaction with the TCMS system is mainly during the process of development and
manufacturing of the system.
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Figure 4: Actors during the Manufacturing Process

Figure 5: Actors for Cleaning and Maintaining the Vehicle

Figure 6: Actors from the Operator and Infrastructure Side

5.1 HOW TO ADD ADDITIONAL ACTORS
During the development process of the next generation TCMS system there will be certainly the
need to add iterations to the CONNECTA TCMS actors. The need will result from the work
progress and the level of details the progress of the development will go through.
In any case, if there is the need of the identification of an additional actor, the WP leader of the
WP1 must be informed about this so that he can discuss, agree and document the needed
changes or additional information to the actors.
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6. USER STORIES
A user story is usually the basis of defining the functions a system must provide. It is the very first
step in the process of requirement management, so it is a way to express non-functional
requirements.
A user story contains of a high level and black boxed view of the system as well as the user (actor)
and the goal that the user wants to achieve by interacting with the system. A user stories captures
what the actor wants to do or achieve with the referenced system and why. This provides a very
high level view of the system, which supports the comprehension of the big picture.
Every user story features a unique ID. Every contributor has a certain range of IDs, what makes it
possible to track back the source of every single ID. Every user story is mapped to a specific epic
as a collective term for a group of user stories. Essentially the actor for every single user story is
named. Most important is the user story itself. It is written in everyday language, following a very
simple and concise template:
"As a <role>, I want <goal/desire> so that <benefit>"
Example:
As a train driver, I want to release the doors so that passengers can exit and enter the train.

In some cases the “so that” clause can be regarded as optional:
"As a <role>, I want <goal/desire>”
Example: As a train driver, I want to open and close the doors.
Every single user story contributes to one of the Shift2Rail main goals. This is defined as well as
the severity of the contribution the specific main goal. The documentation of the author is essential
to be able to track back the requirement during the whole requirement management process as
well as during the development and testing phases.
Additionally several entry fields where defined for easier clustering or filtering the requirements.
The following table features an overview of the categories being used for the collection of the user
stories.
Category

Explanation

ID

Unique identifier for every user story.

Epic

Highest level of categorisation. Predefined
values.

Cluster

Keywords for easier categorisation and
classification. Enhances filtering and clustering
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of the requirements
Actor

Referenced actor as defined in chapter Actor
analysis in this document. Only predefined
selections are available

User Story

User story written in the predefined template.

Reason

The motivation and/or rationale behind a
requirement can be stated. Optional entry

S2R main goal

The S2R main goal can be selected to indicate
on which main goal the specific requirement
contributes to. Only predefined selections are
available.

Severity

This field refers to the S2R main goals and
states how severe the requirement contributes
to the specific S2R main goal.

Author

Entry field for the author of the requirement to
track back and clarify questions.
Table 3: Description of the User Stories Collection Categories

The collection if the user stories is attached to this document as Annex 1.
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7. USE CASES
A use case describes the different ways of using a system to achieve a specific goal for a particular
user. The set of all use cases describes all useful ways of using the system and its benefits. It
illustrates concisely the scope of the system – what is included and what not. That gives the whole
development team a comprehensive picture of what the system will do and its benefits. It is
relatively easy to produce a use-case model for a complex system like a rail vehicle’s TCMS,
creating an accessible big picture that visualises the scope and the goals of the system to
everyone involved.
A use case can cover a much broader scope than what just requirements capture. They can be
used to guide the whole process of the system development, such as tracking and testing at the
end of the cycle.
There are a couple of basic principles for any successful application of use-cases:
•

Keep it simple by telling stories

•

Understand the big picture

•

Focus on value

Principle 1: Keep it simple by telling stories
Telling stories is the simplest and most effective way to pass knowledge from one person to the
other. It’s an efficient way to communicate what a system should do and to make sure that
everybody who is working on the system is focusing on the same goals.
Every small story that is told by a use case is part of the big picture. Step-by-step it is possible to
understand the functions of the system.
When using the story telling technique to communicate requirements it is essential to make the
stories actionable and testable. For that reason the use case narrative is accompanied by a set of
test cases. At the end of the development process it will make sure that the function described
through the use case can be proved valid. This makes stories real and helps ensure the validity of
the created use case.
Principle 2: Understand the big picture
It is essential that everybody involved in the creation of the system understands the big picture.
Without this knowledge it will not be possible to make decisions about what functions to include in
the system or what the cost driver will be. A use case is a simple way of providing an overview of a
system’s requirements.
Principle 3: Focus on value
When trying to understand how a system will be used it is always important to focus on the value it
will provide to its users. Value is only generated when the user interacts with the system simply by
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using it. The focus should always be on how the system will be used instead of endless lists of
functions or features it will offer.
Use cases provide this focus by concentrating on how the system will be used to achieve a specific
goal for a user.
During the process of establishing the use cases, the principles should be followed to guarantee a
constant quality.

7.1 METHOD OF USE CASES
This chapter describes what is needed to comprehensively and adequately describe a use case. It
also describes how the use case collection is built up. As a first step a template was developed
with the contributors in order to make sure that all categories necessary for a successful use case
description will be featured.
Every use case has a unique ID. The contributors have an assigned range of IDs, which supports
the track back of the ID to its source. Every use case is mapped to a specific epic as a function
group. The idea is to cluster the use cases which derive from the same function. In a second step
the user story ID is stated, so that it is possible to track back to the requirement. The name and a
short description support an easier understanding of the use case. The basic flow describes stepby-step what actions need to be carried out to receive the desired result. The primary actor is the
main person involved in the use case. Mostly it’s the one who triggers the use case. The
secondary actor is a person who is also involved or affected by the use case. Before a use case
can be triggered the system needs to be in a certain precondition. This is the basic requirement
that the actor needs in order to trigger the use case. He needs to fulfil the steps explained in the
basic flow. At the end of it, the system should be in the state described as a result. If that is the
case, the use case was performed successfully. A test case helps to make sure that the behaviour
described in the use case can be tested after the implementation.
Every single use case contributes to one of Shift2Rail’s main goals. This is defined as well as the
severity of the contribution to the specific main goal. The documentation of the author is essential
to be able to track back the requirement during the whole requirement management process as
well as during the development and testing phases.
The following table features an overview of the categories being used for the collection of the user
stories.
Category

Description

ID

Unique identifier for every user story.

Epic

Highest level of categorisation. Predefined
values.

User Story ID

Link to the user story with the same subject.

Name

Name of the use case.

Short description

Short description of the use case in roughly
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about 1 up to 3 sentences. It gives an rough
overview about the use case.
Basic Flow

A step by step description of the steps that
needs to be performed after triggering the use
case to reach the result.

Subject

Reference to the system of interest. In the case
of D1.2 it’s the TCMS.

Primary Actor

The primary actor is the one who wants to
accomplish a goal within the system who is
captured by the use case. The question: “Who
has this goal?” provides the right answer during
the process of use case compilation.

Secondary Actor

Some use cases involve two or more actors.
The secondary actor states the actor who is
also a beneficiary of the use case.

Trigger

Events that start a use case.

Precondition

A precondition must be set to make sure the
system is in the right state to fulfil the user
interaction.

Invariant

Things that should not change during the
execution of the test case.

Result

Describes the expected result.

Test case

Describes a test procedure about how the use
case can be tested after implementation in the
system.

S2R main goal

The S2R main goal can be selected to indicate
which main goal the specific requirement
contributes to. Only predefined selections are
available.

Severity

This field refers to the S2R main goals and
states how severe the requirement contributes
to the specific S2R main goal.

Author

Entry field for the author of the requirement to
track back and clarify questions.
Table 4: Description of the Use Case Collection Categories

The collection of the use cases is attached to this document as Annex 2.
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8. CONCLUSION
This deliverable describes the procedure and the method of collecting the user stories and the use
cases as high level requirements for the next generation TCMS of CONNECTA. The collection has
been performed as agreed in D1.1, by using excel-based templates. The final collections are
attached to this document as Annex 1 and Annex 2.
Initially it was planned to start with the use cases straight away. In the process of defining the
method, it was decided to additionally apply the method of user stories for an over and above layer
of abstraction. The reason is that it will be easier to find an agreement and common strategies,
which apply to all countries of the European railway area, whenever the requirements management
process is started at a very high level of abstraction.
The requirements set in this deliverable are the basis for a more detailed technical specification for
the different subsystems of the TCMS. They will be provided to the other CONNECTA partners as
agreed in D1.1. During the process of system development, in accordance to the procedure of the
V model approach, there will be the need to make some iteration loops to improve and adapt the
requirements.
Constant communication and exchange of information regarding the other tasks and WPs is
required, in order to ensure a similar understanding of the big picture.
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ANNEX 1
User Story Collection

ANNEX 2
Use Case Collection
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ID

EPIC - Level 1

Cluster - Level 2

Actor

User Story
"As a <role>, I want <goal/desire> so that <benefit>"

ID_00001

Detect
emergencies

Fire

Transportable
person

As a transportable person, I want to inform the train staff in
case of any danger. (fire, unexpected door opening, …)

Safety

Reliability

high

W. Benner

ID_00003

Detect
emergencies

Medical

Transportable
person

As a transportable person, I want to stop the train when
reaching a station in case of a severe medical emergency.

Safety

Reliability

high

W. Benner

Reason 1

ID_00004

Move vehicle

Braking

Driver

As a Driver, I want to stop the train at the next main signal as
requested by the control center.

ID_00005

Move vehicle

Braking

Driver

As a Driver, I want a recommendation for speed and brake
power so that I can operate the train energy efficiently.

ID_00006

Move vehicle

Braking

RU

ID_00007

Monitor vehicle

Position

RU

ID_00008

Monitor vehicle

Position

RU

ID_00009

Monitor vehicle

Systems

Transportable
staff

As a transportable staff, I want to monitor the functions of all
Operations
consists of the train so that I am informed about the train status.

ID_00010

Superordinated
control of vehicle

Systems

RU

As a RU, I want to know the status of all consists of the train so
that I can schedule maintenance.

ID_00011

Superordinated
control of vehicle

ID_00012
ID_00013

Create vehicle
arrangement
Create vehicle
arrangement

Position

RU

Decoupling

RU

Coupling

RU

ID_00014

Create vehicle
arrangement

Coupling

RU

ID_00016

Control doors

Outer doors

Transportable
person

ID_00017

Control doors

Outer doors

Maintenance
staff

Severity Author

Future
Available
require
Today
ment

Safety

Operations

Reliability

high

W. Benner

Power
consumption

Environment

Lifecycle
Cost

high

W. Benner

Safety

Capacity

high

W. Benner

Lifecycle
Cost

low

W. Benner

Passenger
comfort

Reliability

medium W. Benner

Safety

Reliability

high

S. Tesar

1

Capacity

high

S. Tesar

1

Reliability

high

S. Tesar

Operations

Capacity

high

C. Schultz

Operations

Capacity

high

C. Schultz

Operations

Capacity

medium C. Schultz

medium S. Tesar

As a RU, I want to operate the train on ETCS equipped railway
Operations
tracks.
As a RU, I want to know the exact position of the train so that I
can calculate the optimal speed recommendation for the driver Operations
at any time.
As a RU, I want to know the actual position of the train at any
Operations
time so that I can calculate delays.

As a RU, I want to know the actual position of the consist so that
the information is provided to other systems on the train and
wayside systems.
As a RU, I want to decouple one or more consist of the train so
that it can be operated as two separate trains.
As a RU, I want to couple consists so that the consists can be
operated as a single train.
As a RU, I want to couple consists in operation with consists that
are out of operation so that I am able to tow a consist that is out
of order.
As a transportable person, I want to have access to the
passenger area so that I am able to enter and exit the train at
stops.
As maintenance staff, I want to access the onboard restaurant
so that I can refill the stock.

Reason 2

S2R Main
Goals

Operations

Operations

Passenger
comfort

Operations

Passenger
comfort

Capacity

Maintenance

Passenger
comfort

--

S. Tesar

1

1

ID_00018

Detect
emergencies

Driver

As a Driver, I want to recognise emergency situations so that the
Safety
passengers are protected.

Reliability

high

S. Tesar

1

ID_00019

Provide passenger
Position
information

RU

As a RU, I want to inform passengers about the actual position
on the route so that they know where they actually are.

Capacity

medium S. Tesar

2

ID_00020

Surveil passenger
area

Transportable
staff

As a transportable staff, I want to surveil the passengers area so
Safety
that I am aware of the situation.

Capacity

high

S. Tesar

ID_00021

Surveil passenger
area

Driver

As a Driver, I want to see the surrounding areas of emergency
brakes as well as the passenger alarm system so that I am aware Safety
of the actual situation in case of an event.

--

--

S. Tesar

ID_00024

Passenger services Communication

RU

As a RU, I want to provide internet access so that passengers can Passenger
connect to services of the the world wide web.
comfort

Capacity

medium S. Tesar

2

ID_00025

Passenger services Communication

RU

As a RU, I want to enhance mobile coverage so that passengers
can use their mobile phones.

Passenger
comfort

Capacity

medium S. Tesar

2

ID_00026

Passenger services Infotainment

RU

As a RU, I want to provide onboard video and audio content so
that the passengers can be provided with entertainment.

Passenger
comfort

Capacity

medium S. Tesar

1

ID_00027

Passenger services Reservation

Passenger

Capacity

high

S. Tesar

Passenger services Ticket

RU

Operations

Capacity

high

S. Tesar

ID_00029

Passenger services Ticket

RU

Passenger
comfort
Passenger
comfort
Passenger
comfort

Operations

ID_00028

As a passenger, I want to pre-book seats so that I have a
reserved seat in the train.
As a train operator, I want to provide an onboard point of sales
so that travellers can buy a ticket.
As a RU, I want to provide onboard ticket validation so that
passengers can validate their pre-purchased tickets.

Operations

Capacity

high

S. Tesar

ID_00032

Move vehicle

Propulsion system Driver

As a driver, I want to accelerate the train.

Move vehicle

Operations

Reliability

medium C. Schultz

ID_00033

Move vehicle

Propulsion system Driver

As a driver, I want to decelerate the train.

Move vehicle

Operations

Reliability

medium C. Schultz

Safety

Operations

Reliability

high

C. Schultz

Environment

Operations

Lifecycle
Cost

high

C. Schultz

ID_00034

Move vehicle

Propulsion system RIC

As a RIC, I want the automatic train protection to ensure the
speed limit of the route so that railway accidents can be
avoided.

ID_00035

Move vehicle

Onboard
RU
electrical system

As a RU, I want the consist to be as energy efficient as possible
so that energy costs can be reduced.

ID_00036

Light vehicle
interior

ID_00037

Move vehicle

Driver
Onboard
Driver
electrical system

Passenger
comfort
Passenger
comfort

As a Driver, I want enough light to enter the train to occupy the
Safety
driver's cab so that I can avoid accidents at work.
As a Driver, I want to know why certain train modes are
currently unavailable so that I can execute specific actions or
provide information.

Operations

Safety

Reliability

C. Schultz

Reliability

medium C. Schultz

1

As a Driver, I want to switch the train mode so that I can change
between shutdown mode, switched-on mode, in-service mode, Operations
driving mode, service retention mode, and energy saving mode.

Safety

Reliability

medium C. Schultz

ID_00038

Move vehicle

Onboard
Driver
electrical system

ID_00039

Move vehicle

Onboard
RU
electrical system

As a RU, I want the train to automatically change into a "safe
mode" so that I can prevent loss of control or any damages.

Safety

Operations

Reliability

high

C. Schultz

ID_00040

Maintain vehicle

Onboard
Maintenance
electrical system staff

As maintenance staff, I want to change the electrical current
system so that I can test the functionality of different voltages.

Operations

Safety

Reliability

high

C. Schultz

ID_00041

Maintain vehicle

Onboard
Maintenance
electrical system staff

As maintenance staff, I want to set the consist into a specific
mode to wash the exterior of the consist so that I can prevent
damage during the process of washing.

Operations

Safety

Reliability

low

C. Schultz

ID_00042

Move vehicle

Onboard
Passenger
electrical system

As a passenger, I want to arrive as scheduled so that I can rely
on the timetable.

Passenger
comfort

Operations

Reliability

high

C. Schultz

ID_00043

Move vehicle

Onboard
Driver
electrical system

As a driver, I want to lower the phantograph quickly in case of
damage of the overhead line so that the roof systems of the
train can be protected.

Safety

Operations

Reliability

medium C. Schultz

ID_00044

Detect
emergencies

Onboard
Transportable
electrical system person

As a transportable person, I want sufficient lighting so that I can
Safety
move around in the train to avoid accidents.

Reliability

low

ID_00045

Climatise vehicle

Temperature

Passenger

ID_00046

Climatise vehicle

Humidity

Passenger

ID_00047

Climatise vehicle

Odour

Passenger

ID_00048

Climatise vehicle

Oxygen

Passenger

As a passenger, I want to sense fresh air in the passenger area.

ID_00049

Climatise vehicle

Temperature

ID_00050

Climatise vehicle

ID_00051

RU

As a RU, I want an automatic control of a preset temperature
range in the passenger area.

Passenger
comfort
Passenger
comfort
Passenger
comfort
Passenger
comfort
Passenger
comfort

Power
Reliability
consumption

medium W. Benner

2

Humidity

RU

As a RU, I want an automatic control of a preset humidity range Passenger
in the passenger area.
comfort

Power
Reliability
consumption

medium W. Benner

2

Climatise vehicle

Odour

RU

Reliability

medium W. Benner

2

ID_00052

Climatise vehicle

Oxygen

RU

Reliability

medium W. Benner

2

ID_00053

Climatise vehicle

Temperature

ID_00054

Climatise vehicle

Humidity

Transportable
staff
Transportable
staff

As a passenger, I want to sense a comfortable and constant
temperature in the passenger area.
As a passenger, I want to sense a comfortable and constant
humidity level in the passenger area.
As a passenger, I want to sense a pleasant odour in the
passenger area.

C. Schultz

As a RU, I want an automatic control of a preset odour
(selection/intensity) in the passenger area.
As a RU, I want an automatic control of the amount of fresh air
in the passenger area.
As a transportable staff , I want to manually adjust the preset
temperature in the passenger area.
As a transportable staff, I want to manually adjust the preset
humidity in the passenger area.

Passenger
comfort
Passenger
comfort
Passenger
comfort
Passenger
comfort

Safety

--

W. Benner

--

W. Benner

--

W. Benner

--

W. Benner

--

W. Benner

--

W. Benner

2

Transportable
staff
Transportable
staff

As a transportable staff, I want to manually adjust a preset
odour (selection/intensity) in the passenger area.
As a transportable staff, I want to manually adjust the amount
of fresh air in the passenger area.
As a driver, I want to manually adjust the preset temperature in
the Driver's cabin.
As a driver, I want to manually adjust the preset humidity in the
Driver's cabin.
As a driver, I want to manually adjust the preset odour in the
Driver's cabin.
As a driver, I want to manually adjust the amount of fresh air in
the Driver's cabin.

Passenger
comfort
Passenger
comfort

ID_00055

Climatise vehicle

Odour

ID_00056

Climatise vehicle

Oxygen

ID_00057

Climatise vehicle

Temperature

Driver

ID_00058

Climatise vehicle

Humidity

Driver

ID_00059

Climatise vehicle

Odour

Driver

ID_00060

Climatise vehicle

Oxygen

Driver

ID_00061

Climatise vehicle

Monitor

RU

As a RU, I want to monitor climate parameters remotely in real
time.

Operations

Power
Lifecycle
consumption Cost

high

W. Benner

1

ID_00062

Climatise vehicle

Control

RU

As a RU, I want to control climate parameters remotely in real
time.

Operations

Power
Lifecycle
consumption Cost

high

W. Benner

1

ID_00063

Maintain vehicle

Onboard
Maintenance
electrical system staff

As maintenance staff, I want to know which electrical systems
are discharged so that I can work safely.

Safety

Reliability

high

C. Schultz

1

Maintain vehicle

Onboard
Maintenance
electrical system staff

As maintenance staff, I want to use an external power supply for
the consist during maintenance so that the maintenance and
Safety
repair can minimise lead time and work in parallel.

Reliability

medium C. Schultz

Operations

Capacity

high

Operations

Power
Lifecycle
consumption Cost

medium W. Benner

1

Operations

Power
Lifecycle
consumption Cost

medium W. Benner

1

ID_00064

ID_00065

Passenger count

Statistics

RU

ID_00066

Passenger count

Train control

Driver

ID_00067

Passenger count

Train control

RU

ID_00068

Passenger count

Emergency

RU

ID_00069

Passenger count

Emergency

Transportable
staff

ID_00070

Passenger count

Comfort

Train staff

As a RU, I want to count the number of passengers entering or
exiting the train at station so that statistical analysis can be
conducted.
As a driver, I want to have the same traction and braking
performance indepentend from the number of passengers or
train load.
As a RU, I want to know the number of persons and load on the
train, so that I can set the right parameters for operation e.g.
traction or braking.
As a RU, I want to know the number of passengers and train
staff on the train so that I can coordinate rescue in case of an
emergency.
As transportable staff, I want to know the number of passengers
and train staff on the train so that I can coordinate rescue in
case of an emergency.

--

W. Benner

--

W. Benner

Operations

--

W. Benner

Operations

--

W. Benner

Operations

--

W. Benner

Operations

--

W. Benner

W. Benner

Safety

Reliability

medium W. Benner

1

Safety

Reliability

medium W. Benner

1

Capacity

high

1

As train staff, I want to know the number of passengers that are
Passenger
leaving or entering the train at a certain door so that I can
comfort
selectively guide passengers to less crowded vehicles/consists

W. Benner

As train staff, I want to know which seats are occupied so that I
can guide passengers to available seats.
As a passenger, I want to know where I can find an available seat
so that I can quickly find a seat.

Passenger
comfort
Passenger
comfort

As a passenger, I want to know if seats are available in the
dining car area so that I can seat down while I am eating.

Passenger
comfort

As a transportable person, I want to know where lavatories are
available.
As a RU, I want to get statistical information about lavatory
usage.
As a RU, I want to get statistical information about restaurant
visits.
As a RU, I want to surveil the passenger area of the train from a
wayside monitoring centre in real time by video and audio so
that I can support emergency response coordination and
support legal authorities in investigations on crime and
vandalism.
As a RU, I want to surveil the passenger area by on train video
and audio recording so that I can support emergency response
coordination and support legal authorities in investigations on
crime and vandalism.
As a transportable staff, I want to be able to surveil the
passenger area of the train from a centralised monitor in real
time by video and audio so that I can provide support to detect
emergencies, crime, and vandalism.

Passenger
comfort
Passenger
comfort
Passenger
comfort

Cost reduction

Safety

Regulation

Safety

Regulation

ID_00071

Passenger count

Comfort

Train staff

ID_00072

Passenger count

Comfort

Passenger

ID_00073

Passenger count

Comfort

Passenger

ID_00074

Passenger count

Comfort

Transportable
person

ID_00075

Passenger count

Statistics

RU

ID_00076

Passenger count

Statistics

RU

ID_00077

Surveil passenger
area

Security

RU

ID_00078

Surveil passenger
area

Security

RU

ID_00079

Surveil passenger
area

Security

Transportable
staff

ID_00080

Surveil passenger
area

Security

Transportable
person

As a transportable person, I want the passenger area to be
monitored so that the probability of luggage theft is reduced.

ID_00081

Provide passenger
Announcements
information

Passenger

ID_00082

Provide passenger
Announcements
information

ID_00083

Capacity

high

W. Benner

1

Capacity

high

W. Benner

1

Capacity

low

W. Benner

1

Capacity

medium W. Benner

Lifecycle
Cost
Lifecycle
Cost reduction
Cost

low

W. Benner

1

low

W. Benner

1

Capacity

medium W. Benner

2

Capacity

medium W. Benner

Safety

Capacity

medium W. Benner

Safety

Capacity

medium W. Benner

As a passenger, I want to to be informed about the next stop by Passenger
announcements.
comfort

Capacity

high

W. Benner

Passenger

As a passenger, I want to be informed while booking about
available seats on the train

Passenger
comfort

Capacity

high

W. Benner

Provide passenger
Announcements
information

Passenger

As a passenger, I want to be informed about delays and
connection changes by announcements.

Passenger
comfort

Reliability

high

W. Benner

ID_00084

Provide passenger
Announcements
information

Passenger

As a passenger, I want to hear announcements in sufficient
quality and with comfortable volume independent of
background noise level.

Passenger
comfort

Reliability

high

W. Benner

1

ID_00085

Provide passenger
Announcements
information

Passenger

As a passenger, I want to hear announcements in all areas on
the train.

Passenger
comfort

Reliability

high

W. Benner

1

ID_00086

Provide passenger
Announcements
information

Passenger

As a passenger, I want announcements to be played on all audio Passenger
channels of the entertainment program.
comfort

Reliability

high

W. Benner

1

ID_00087

Provide passenger
Announcements
information

Passenger

As a passenger, I want the announcements to be visually
displayed on my personal electronic device.

Passenger
comfort

Reliability

high

W. Benner

1

ID_00088

Provide passenger
Announcements
information

Passenger

As a passenger, I want the announcements to be visually
displayed on the coach screen.

Passenger
comfort

Reliability

high

W. Benner

2

ID_00089

Provide passenger
Announcements
information

Passenger

As a passenger, I want be informed by announcements about
which side I can exit the train.

Passenger
comfort

Reliability

high

W. Benner

ID_00090

Provide passenger Personal
Passenger
information
electronic device

As a passenger, I want to be informed about the train schedule
on my personal electronic device.

Passenger
comfort

Reliability

high

W. Benner

ID_00091

Provide passenger Personal
Passenger
information
electronic device

As a passenger, I want to be informed about delays and
connection changes on my personal electronic device.

Passenger
comfort

Reliability

high

W. Benner

ID_00092

Provide passenger
Coach screen
information

Passenger

As a passenger, I want to be informed about delays and
connection changes on the coach screen.

Passenger
comfort

Reliability

high

W. Benner

ID_00093

Provide passenger
Coach screen
information

Passenger

As a passenger, I want to be informed visually about which side Passenger
I can exit the train.
comfort

Reliability

high

W. Benner

ID_00094

Provide passenger Personal
Passenger
information
electronic device

As a passenger, I want to be informed about the menu in the
dining car on my personal electronic device.

Passenger
comfort

Reliability

medium W. Benner

1

ID_00095

Provide passenger Personal
Passenger
information
electronic device

As a passenger, I want to be informed about available seats in
the dining car area on my personal electronic device.

Passenger
comfort

Capacity

medium W. Benner

1

ID_00096

Provide passenger Personal
Passenger
information
electronic device

As a passenger, I want to order food and drinks with my
personal electronic device.

Passenger
comfort

Capacity

medium W. Benner

1

ID_00097

Provide passenger Outer coach
information
screen

As a transportable person, I want to see the train information
before entering the train.

Passenger
comfort

Capacity

high

W. Benner

ID_00098

Provide passenger Personal
Passenger
information
electronic device

As a passenger, I want to see where available seats are on my
personal electronic device.

Passenger
comfort

Capacity

high

W. Benner

1

ID_00099

Provide passenger
Coach screen
information

As a passenger, I want to see where available seats are on the
coach terminal and coach screen.

Passenger
comfort

Capacity

high

W. Benner

1

Transportable
person

Passenger

Transportable
person

As a transportable person, I want to get visual directions to the
next emergency exit under even extreme conditions, e.g. smoke Safety
or darkness.

Reliability

high

W. Benner

1

1

ID_00100

Provide passenger
Emergency
information

ID_00101

Provide passenger Personal
Passenger
information
electronic device

As a passenger, I want to get information about available
lavatories on the train on my personal electronic device.

Passenger
comfort

Capacity

medium W. Benner

ID_00102

Provide passenger
Lavatory
information

Transportable
person

As a transportable person, I want to get a visual indication if a
lavatory is available/occupied.

Passenger
comfort

Capacity

medium W. Benner

ID_00103

Provide passenger
Dining car/area
information

Passenger

As a passenger, I want to get visual directions to the dining car
area.

Passenger
comfort

Capacity

low

ID_00104

Provide passenger
Entertainment
information

Passenger

As a passenger, I want to get information about the destination Passenger
station.
comfort

Capacity

medium W. Benner

ID_00105

Provide passenger
Announcements
information

Transportable
staff

As transportable staff, I want to inform the passengers with
announcements.

Passenger
comfort

Reliability

high

W. Benner

ID_00106

Provide passenger
Announcements
information

Transportable
staff

As transportable staff, I want to inform the passengers with
predefined announcements.

Passenger
comfort

Reliability

high

W. Benner

ID_00107

Provide passenger
Announcements
information

Train staff

As train staff, I want to inform the passengers with individually
compiled messages on their personal electronic devices.

Passenger
comfort

Capacity

medium W. Benner

1

ID_00108

Provide passenger
Announcements
information

Train staff

As train staff, I want to inform the passengers with predefined
messages on their personal electronic devices.

Passenger
comfort

Capacity

medium W. Benner

1

ID_00109

Provide passenger
Announcements
information

RU

As a RU, I want to remotely inform the passengers with
predefined announcements.

Passenger
comfort

Capacity

medium W. Benner

ID_00110

Provide passenger
Announcements
information

RU

As a RU, I want to remotely update the set of predefined
messages and announcements.

Passenger
comfort

Lifecycle
Cost

medium W. Benner

ID_00111

Provide passenger
Announcements
information

Maintenance
staff

As maintenance staff, I want to locally update the set of
predefined messages and announcements.

Passenger
comfort

Lifecycle
Cost

medium W. Benner

ID_00112

Provide passenger
Messages
information

RU

As a RU, I want to remotely inform the passengers with
individually compiled messages on their personal electronic
devices.

Passenger
comfort

Capacity

medium W. Benner

ID_00113

Provide passenger
Messages
information

RU

As a RU, I want to remotely inform the passengers with
predefined messages on their personal electronic devices.

Passenger
comfort

Capacity

medium W. Benner

W. Benner

ID_00114

Provide passenger Information
information
content

RU

As a RU, I want to remotely update the information content for Passenger
personal electronic devices, coach terminals, and coach screens. comfort

Capacity

medium W. Benner

ID_00115

Provide passenger Information
information
content

RU

As a RU, I want to remotely control what content is offered to
the passengers on their personal electronic devices, coach
terminals, and coach screens.

Passenger
comfort

Capacity

medium W. Benner

ID_00116

Provide passenger Information
information
content

Passenger

As a passenger, I want to get information about the route,
Passenger
location (incl. map), scheduled time of arrival, estimated time of
comfort
arrival, and speed so that I can plan the rest of my trip.

Capacity

medium W. Benner

ID_00117

Passenger services Entertainment

Passenger

As a passenger, I want to see the view from the Driver's cabin on Passenger
my personal electronic device.
comfort

Capacity

low

W. Benner

1

ID_00118

Passenger services

Personal
Passenger
electronic device

As a passenger, I want to watch videos provided by the RU on
my personal electronic device.

Passenger
comfort

Capacity

medium W. Benner

1

ID_00119

Passenger services

Personal
Passenger
electronic device

As passenger, I want to listen to music proviced by the RU from Passenger
my personal electronic device.
comfort

Capacity

medium W. Benner

1

ID_00122

Passenger services

Personal
Passenger
electronic device

Passenger
comfort

Capacity

medium W. Benner

1

ID_00124

Passenger services

Personal
Passenger
electronic device

Passenger
comfort

Capacity

medium W. Benner

ID_00125

Passenger services Coach terminal

Passenger
comfort

Capacity

high

W. Benner

ID_00126

Passenger services

Passenger
comfort

Capacity

low

W. Benner

1

ID_00127

Passenger services Coach terminal

Passenger
comfort

Capacity

low

W. Benner

1

ID_00128

Passenger services

Passenger
comfort

Capacity

high

W. Benner

ID_00131

Passenger services Lavatory

Train staff

Lifecycle
Cost

high

W. Benner

1

ID_00132

Passenger services Lavatory

Cleaning Staff

high

W. Benner

1

ID_00135

Passenger services Dining

Maintenance
staff

high

W. Benner

1

Passenger

Personal
RU
electronic device
RU

Personal
Passenger
electronic device

As a passenger, I want get tourist information about my
destination via RU-provided personalised services on my
personal electronic device to benefit from special offers.
As a passenger, I want to purchase a train ticket with my
personal electronic device via RU-provided personalised
services.
As a passenger, I want to purchase a train ticket from the coach
terminal.
As a RU, I want to promote special offers on the passengers'
personal electronic devices, e.g. tickets, hotel rooms, rental cars,
etc.
As a RU, I want to promote special offers on the coach terminal,
e.g. tickets, hotel rooms, rental cars, etc.
As a passenger, I want to change my train reservations with my
personal electronic device.
As train staff, I want to know when to refill the soap dispenser,
paper towels, toilet paper, toilet seat covers, disinfection fluid,
etc. in the lavatory.
As cleaning staff, I want to know where, when and what lavatory
supplies need to be refilled.
As maintenance staff, I want to know where, when and what
galley supplies need to be refilled.

Passenger
comfort
Passenger
comfort
Passenger
comfort

Operations
Operations
Operations

Lifecycle
Cost
Lifecycle
Cost

1

ID_00137

Provide passenger
Connecting
information

Passenger

ID_00138

Passenger services Dining

Train staff

ID_00139

Passenger services Dining

Train staff

ID_00140

Passenger services Dining

Passenger

ID_00141

Passenger services WiFi

Passenger

ID_00142

Passenger services Mobile phone

Passenger

ID_00143

Passenger services WiFi

RU

ID_00144

Passenger services Mobile phone

RU

ID_00145

Passenger services WiFi

RU

ID_00146

Passenger services WiFi

RU

ID_00147

Passenger services WiFi

RU

ID_00148

Passenger services Mobile phone

RU

ID_00149

Passenger services WiFi

RU

ID_00150

Passenger services Mobile phone

Maintenance
staff

ID_00151

Passenger services

ID_00152

Passenger services Coach terminal

ID_00153
ID_00154

As a passenger, I want to know the platform of my connecting
train.

Passenger
comfort

As train staff, I want to know where the passenger's seat is to
deliver the ordered food/drinks.
As train staff, I want a fast and flexible payment method for the
ordered food/drinks.
As a passenger, I want a fast and flexible payment method for
my ordered food/drinks.
As a passenger, I want to have internet connectivity with
comfortable quality of experience for my personal WiFi capable
devices througout the train.
As a passenger, I want to have reliable connectivity to all public
networks with my mobile phone with sufficient quality
throughout the train.
As a RU, I want configurable areas of the train to be be excluded
from WiFi coverage to provide quiet zones.

Passenger
comfort
Passenger
comfort
Passenger
comfort

As a RU, I want configurable areas of the train to be excluded
from mobile radio coverage to provide quiet zones. (applies in
case of mobile phone repeaters are on the train)

Reliability

medium W. Benner

Operations

Capacity

medium W. Benner

Operations

Capacity

medium W. Benner

Capacity

medium W. Benner

Passenger
comfort

Capacity

medium W. Benner

2

Passenger
comfort

Capacity

medium W. Benner

2

Passenger
comfort

Capacity

medium W. Benner

1

Passenger
comfort

Capacity

medium W. Benner

1

high

W. Benner

1

high

W. Benner

1

high

W. Benner

1

medium W. Benner

2

high

W. Benner

2

high

W. Benner

1

As a RU, I want to get meaningful statistical information about
mobile phone usage and data quality.
As a RU, I want to get meaningful statistical information about
WiFi usage and data quality.
As a RU, I want to configure areas of the train as fee-based/ free
of charge WiFi access zones.
As a RU, I want to allow mobile providers to install their
repeaters on my trains.
As a RU, I want to provide WiFi access to the passengers via my
preferred provider.
As maintenance staff, I want to upgrade and maintain my
network equipment over the air.

Passenger
comfort
Passenger
comfort
Passenger
comfort
Passenger
comfort
Passenger
comfort

As a passenger, I want to log in with my personal electronic
device to benefit from RU-provided personalised services.

Passenger
comfort

Capacity

medium W. Benner

Passenger

As a passenger, I want the coach terminal to be able to identify
me so that personalised services can be provided.

Passenger
comfort

Capacity

medium W. Benner

1

Passenger services Coach terminal

RU

As a RU, I want the coach terminal to be able to identify the
passenger so that personalised services can be provided.

Passenger
comfort

Capacity

medium W. Benner

1

Light vehicle
interior

Passenger

As a passenger, I want to have a comfortable lighting conditions Passenger
at my seat.
comfort

Reliability

low

Personal
Passenger
electronic device

Seat

Operations
Operations
Operations
Operations
Operations

Operations

Operations

Lifecycle
Cost
Lifecycle
Cost
Lifecycle
Cost

2

Capacity
Lifecycle
Cost
Lifecycle
Cost

W. Benner

ID_00155

Light vehicle
interior

Maintenance
staff

As maintenance staff, I want to check the operation of the
interior lighting of the vehicle or consist efficiently.

ID_00156

Light vehicle
interior

Maintenance
staff

As maintenance staff, I want the status of the interior lighting to
Maintenance
be reported to the maintenance center in real time.

ID_00157

Light vehicle
interior

Transportable
person

As a transportable person, I want to experience a comfortable
level of brightness and light colour in the complete train
adjusted to conditions inside and outside the train.

ID_00158

Light vehicle
interior

ID_00159
ID_00160
ID_00161

Light vehicle
interior
Light vehicle
interior
Light vehicle
interior

Passenger area

Seating area

RU

Seating area

Passenger

Galley

Train staff

Staff room

Transportable
staff

ID_00162

Light vehicle
interior

Cabinet

Maintenance
staff

ID_00163

Light vehicle
interior

Cabinet

Transportable
staff

ID_00164

Light vehicle
interior

Cab

Driver

ID_00165

Light vehicle
interior

Cab

Driver

ID_00166

Light vehicle
interior

Cleaning

Cleaning Staff

ID_00167

Light vehicle
interior

Emergency

Driver

ID_00169

Control doors

Outer doors

Transportable
person

ID_00171

Control doors

Outer doors

RU

Outer doors

Transportable
staff

ID_00172

Control doors

As a RU, I want to control the brightness and light colour
independently in different areas of the train according to the
day of time, section of the train, cruise/stop, etc.
As a passenger, I want the overhead compartments to be
brightly illumintated when storing or taking my luggage.
As a train staff, I want to have sufficient illumination of the
working area in the galley.
As a transportable staff, I want to control the level of brightness
in the staff compartment manually.
As maintenance staff, I want to have a good illumination of the
control and utility cabinet when they are open to have good
working conditions.
As a transportable staff, I want to have a good illumination of
the control and utility cabinet so that I have decent illumination
for work.
As a Driver, I want to manually control the level of brightness in
the cab.
As a Driver, I want an automatic adjustment of the level of
brightness in the cab according to the brightness of the outside
environment.
As cleaning staff, I want to set the interior lighting to cleaning
(high brightness) mode to have perfect conditions for cleaning
the vehicles.
As a Driver, I want to set the emergency lighting mode for the
complete train overriding all preset adjustments.
As a transportable person, I want to open an outer door
manually in case of an emergency when automatic opening is
not working.
As a RU, I want the outer doors to be closed as long as the
consist is moving.
As a transportable staff, I want to release manual opening so
that passengers or train staff can open the doors manually in
case of an emergency. (Valid for Germany)

Cost reduction

Passenger
comfort

Safety

Reliability

low

W. Benner

1

Lifecycle
Cost

high

W. Benner

1

Lifecycle
Cost

high

W. Benner

1

Passenger
comfort

W. Benner

Passenger
comfort

Reliability

low

W. Benner

Reliability

low

W. Benner

Operations

Lifecycle
Cost

medium W. Benner

Maintenance

--

--

W. Benner

Maintenance

--

--

W. Benner

Operations

--

--

W. Benner

Operations

--

--

W. Benner

Operations

--

--

W. Benner

Safety

--

--

W. Benner

Safety

Reliability

medium W. Benner

Safety

Reliability

high

Safety

Reliability

medium W. Benner

Operations

Safety

W. Benner

1

ID_00173

Control doors

Outer doors

Transportable
staff

As a transportable staff, I want to open the outer doors at a
regular stop so that only staff can exit and enter the train.

Operations

Reliability

medium W. Benner

As a transportable staff, I want to close the outer doors at a
regular stop so that passengers can no longer enter or exit the
train.

Operations

Reliability

medium W. Benner

ID_00174

Control doors

Outer doors

Transportable
staff

ID_00175

Control doors

Outer doors

Transportable
person

As a transportable person, I want the outer door to reopen
when it is blocked by my body or luggage while closing.

Operations

Reliability

medium W. Benner

ID_00176

Control doors

Outer doors

RU

As a RU, I want that on a regular stop the outer doors can only
be opened on the platform side to prevent accidents.

Safety

Reliability

medium W. Benner

ID_00177

Control doors

Outer doors

Transportable
staff

Safety

Reliability

medium W. Benner

ID_00178

Control doors

Outer doors

RU

Reliability

medium W. Benner

ID_00179

Control doors

Outer doors

RU

Safety

Reliability

medium W. Benner

ID_00180

Control doors

Outer doors

RU

Operations

Reliability

medium W. Benner

ID_00181

Control doors

Outer doors

Driver

Reliability

medium W. Benner

ID_00184

Control doors

Inner doors

Transportable
person

Passenger
comfort

Capacity

medium W. Benner

ID_00186

Control doors

Inner doors

RU

Safety

Reliability

medium W. Benner

ID_00187

Control doors

Inner doors

ID_00188

Control doors

Outer doors

ID_00189

Control doors

Inner doors

RU

ID_00190

Control doors

Outer doors

RU

ID_00191

Control doors

Outer doors

RU

ID_00192

Control doors

Inner doors

Transportable
staff

ID_00193

Control doors

Outer doors

Transportable
staff

Maintenance
staff
Maintenance
staff

As a transportable staff, I want to have control over the release
of the outer door opening so that I can avoid that doors can be
opened at non-regular stops.
As a RU, I want the outer doors to only be permanently locked
"out-of-use" by authorised staff.
As a RU, I want the person standing in the frame of the outer
door to be safe while the door is closing.
As a RU, I want the outer doors to open and close fast to save
time.
As a Driver, I want to have manual control of the opening and
closing of the train cab's outer door.
As a transportable person, I want the inner doors to open and
close automatically.
As a RU, I want that the inner doors do not open for pets and
small children to avoid accidents.
As maintenance staff, I want to check the status of the inner
doors throughout the train efficiently.
As maintenance staff, I want to check the status of the outer
doors throughout the train efficiently.
As a RU, I want the status of the inner doors to be reported to
the maintenance centre in real time.
As a RU, I want the status of the outer doors to be reported to
the maintenance centre in real time.
As a RU, I want the outer doors to remain in a safe position in
case of loss of power or compressed air.
As transportable staff, I want to permanently open all inner
doors of the train in case of an emergency in order to ease
passenger movement.
As a transportable staff, I want to be informed about the
different status of the outer doors on the entire train, e. g.
opened, closed, locked, or released.

Operations

Operations

Maintenance
Maintenance
Maintenance
Maintenance

Safety

Safety

Lifecycle
Cost
Lifecycle
Cost
Lifecycle
Cost
Lifecycle
Cost

1

medium W. Benner
medium W. Benner
high

W. Benner

1

high

W. Benner

1

W. Benner

Safety

Reliability

high

Safety

Reliability

medium W. Benner

Safety

Reliability

high

W. Benner

1

ID_00194

Control doors

Outer doors

Driver

ID_00195

Control doors

Outer doors

Driver

ID_00196

Control doors

Outer doors

Driver

ID_00197

Control doors

Outer doors

Driver

ID_00198

Control doors

Outer doors

Transportable
person

ID_00199

Control doors

Outer doors

Transportable
staff

ID_00200

Climatise vehicle

Oxygen

Transportable
person

ID_00201

Climatise vehicle

Oxygen

RU

ID_00202

Provide passenger
Announcements
information

Transportable
staff

ID_00203

Light vehicle
interior

Passenger area

ID_00204

Control doors

Inner doors

ID_00205

Move vehicle

ID_00206

Move vehicle

ID_00207

Move vehicle

Fire

Safety

Reliability

high

Safety

Reliability

medium W. Benner

Safety

Reliability

medium W. Benner

Safety

Reliability

medium W. Benner

Safety

Reliability

medium W. Benner

Operations

Reliability

medium W. Benner

Safety

Reliability

medium W. Benner

Safety

Reliability

medium W. Benner

As a transportable staff, I want to brief the passengers with
security announcements.

Safety

Reliability

high

W. Benner

RU

As a RU, I want the emergency lighting to work as long as
possible so that the train can be safely evacuated.

Safety

Reliability

high

C.Schultz

RU

As a RU, I want the inner doors to be automatically closed in
case of a fire so that the smoky area is reduced to a minimum.

Safety

Reliability

high

C.Schultz

Reliability

medium C.Schultz

Capacity

low

C.Schultz

Capacity

low

C.Schultz

Lifecycle
Cost

medium C.Schultz

Capacity

low

Driver

Driver
Braking

As a Driver, I want to lock all outer doors of the train so that
they can not be opened by passengers or train staff while the
train is moving.
As a Driver, I want to control the locking of all outer doors of a
single consist, e.g. for transfer purposes when an empty consist
is coupled to a consist with passengers.
As a Driver, I want to release the outer doors for opening by
passengers and train staff when the train has stopped.
As a Driver, I want to selectively release the outer doors for
opening on one side of the train while the doors on the other
side of the train are kept locked.
As a transportable person, I want to open the outer doors from
the inside and from the outside when the train has arrived at a
regular stop.
As transportable staff, I want keep a certain door open even
when the doors are closed by the Driver so that the train can be
entered after boarding has completed.
As a transportable person, I want enough oxygen to breathe in
the train.
As a RU, I want an automatic control so that there is enough air
to breathe in the train.

Driver

ID_00208

Move vehicle

Cooling system

RU

ID_00209

Move vehicle

Cooling system

RU

As a Driver, I want to move the train to a suitable position in
case of a fire so that transportable persons can be quickly and
safely evacuated.

Safety

As Driver, I want to change the electrical current system so that I
Operations
can operate the train with different voltages.
As a Driver, I want an automatic control of a preset speed so
Power
that I can focus on other tasks
consumption
As a RU, I want the cooling system to eliminate the heat of the
onboard power supply so that I can improve the lifecycle of
Environment
temperature sensitive components.
As a RU, I want the fans to quiet down when the consists stop so
that I can reduce the noise level at the train station and the
Environment
depot.

Operations

Environment

W. Benner

C.Schultz

2

ID_00210

Move vehicle

Cooling system

RU

ID_00211

Move vehicle

Cooling system

RU

ID_00212

Maintain vehicle

Maintenance
staff

ID_00213

Maintain vehicle

RU

ID_00217

Climatise vehicle

Humidity

Driver

ID_00218

Climatise vehicle

HVAC Airflow

Passenger

ID_00219

Climatise vehicle

HVAC Airflow

Driver

ID_00222

ID_00223

ID_00224

ID_00225

ID_00227

Maintain vehicle

Climatise vehicle

Climatise vehicle

Climatise vehicle

Climatise vehicle

Maintenance

Fresh Air Supply

Fresh Air Supply

Fresh Air Supply

Fresh Air Supply

Maintenance
staff

Passenger

Driver

Passenger

Train staff

As a RU, I want the fans to operate with minimal speed so that I
can improve the lifecycle of the fans.
As a RU, I want the cooling system to stay clean so that repairs
and maintenance expenses can be reduced.
As maintenance staff, I want to have simple and easy
maintenance of all components of the train so that the
maintenance and repair can minimise lead time.
As a RU, I want to have simple and easy maintenance of all
components of the train so that the maintenance and repair can
minimise the lifecycle costs.
As a Driver, I want to work under comfortable humidity
conditions inside the driver's cabin so that I do not get a dry
throat or damp items no matter what the outside air moisture
is.
As a passenger, I want to travel without getting disturbed by
direct airflow of the HVAC system so that I do not need to cover
or hide myself from it.
As a Driver, I want to work without getting disturbed by direct
airflow of the HVAC system so that I do not need to cover or
hide myself from it.

Environment
Operations

C.Schultz

medium C.Schultz

Lifecycle
Cost

high

C. Schultz

Operations

Lifecycle
Cost

high

C. Schultz

Operations

Reliability

Medium C. Posenau
Yes

Passenger
comfort

Reliability

Medium C. Posenau

Operations

Reliability

Medium C. Posenau

Yes

1

Yes

Cost reduction Reliability

Medium C. Posenau

Reliability

Medium C. Posenau

Passenger
comfort

Operations

As a passenger, I want to travel under comfortable oxygen and
Passenger
fresh air supply conditions inside the passenger compartment so
comfort
that I never feel affected by stale air.
As a train staff, I want to have the possibility to activate an
emergency ventilation so that the fresh air supply is also
guaranteed in extraordinary situations like HVAC malfunctions.

low

Operations

As a maintenance staff, I want to have diagnosis information so
that an overview of the TCMS conditions can be received,
Maintenance
currently necessary maintenance measures can be identified
and a structured locating of TCMS errors is possible.
As a passenger, I want to adjust individually the airflow on my
seat so that I can supply myself with fresh air or cool down the
seat area temperature according to my needs (comparable to
bus and airplane solutions).
As a Driver, I want to adjust individually the airflow on my seat
so that I can supply myself with fresh air or cool down the seat
area temperature according to my needs (comparable to bus
and airplane solutions).

Environment

Lifecycle
Cost
Lifecycle
Cost

Safety

Passenger
comfort

Reliability

Medium C. Posenau

Reliability

Medium C. Posenau

Reliability

Medium C. Posenau

Yes

2

Yes

1

Yes

1

Yes

1

Yes

ID_00229

Climatise vehicle

Integration

RU

ID_00230

Climatise vehicle

Integration

Passenger

ID_00231

Climatise vehicle

Control Interface Passenger

ID_00232

Climatise vehicle

Temperature

Passenger

ID_00233

Climatise vehicle

Integration

Passenger

ID_00235

ID_00236

Climatise vehicle

Climatise vehicle

Control Interface Driver

Integration

Driver

Driver

As an operator, I want to have a direct control between the
TCMS and the HVAC system so that it is easy to integrate
Cost reduction Safety
functionalities which depend on states of other subsystems (e.g.
smoke detection activation and emergency ventilation).

Reliability

As a passenger, I want to have different temperature areas so
that I can warm up my feet independently from my body in the
wintertime.

Passenger
comfort

Reliability

Medium A. Aspeleiter

As a passenger, I want to individually adjust the temperature so Passenger
that I can control the temperature according to my needscomfort

Reliability

Medium A. Aspeleiter

As a passenger, I want to have an inside temperature which is
adjusted to the outside temperature so that I do not get sick by
the change of environment.
As a passenger, I want to have an ergonomic operation of the
HVAC control for passengers so that I do not need to ask the
train staff.

ID_00237

Climatise vehicle

Temperature

ID_00238

Climatise vehicle

Control Interface Driver

ID_00240

Climatise vehicle

Integration

Driver

ID_00243

Climatise vehicle

Integration

RU

As an operator, I want to have the possibility to initiate an
external HVAC emergency procedure so that I can prevent a
hazard due to malfunctions of HVAC system or fire.

Yes

Passenger
comfort

Reliability

Medium A. Aspeleiter

Passenger
comfort

Reliability

Low

Yes

Operations

Reliability

Low

A. Aspeleiter

Reliability

Medium A. Aspeleiter

Operations

Reliability

Medium A. Aspeleiter

Operations

Reliability

Low

A. Aspeleiter

Safety

Operations

Reliability

Medium A. Aspeleiter

Safety

Operations

Reliability

Medium A. Aspeleiter

Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes

Climatise vehicle

Fresh Air Supply

RU

Reliability

Medium A. Aspeleiter

ID_00246

Climatise vehicle

Maintenance

RU

As an operator, I want to have a HVAC system which provides all
Cost reduction Maintenance Reliability
operating data so that I can collect statistical data.

Medium A. Aspeleiter

RU

As an operator, I want to have an automatic precooling
functionality so that the Driver can start his work directly in the Operations
summertime.

Low

Temperature

Yes

Yes

ID_00245

Climatise vehicle

Yes

A. Aspeleiter

As an operator, I want to have a HVAC system with an automatic
oxygen regulation so that I always fulfil the requirements of the Cost reduction Operations
standard.

ID_00247

Yes

Yes

As a Driver, I want to individually adjust the temperature of my
Operations
cabin so that I can control it according to my needs
As a Driver, I want to have different temperature areas so that I
can warm up my feet independently from my body in the
wintertime.
As a driver, I want to have an inside temperature which is
adjusted to the outside temperature so that I do not get sick by
the change of environment.
As a driver, I want to have a HVAC with a simple operation so
that I don't need to pay too much attention.
As a driver, I want to have an Emergency Stop functionality of
the whole HVAC system so that I can prevent a hazard due to
malfunctions

Medium C. Posenau

Passenger
comfort

Reliability

Yes

Yes
A. Aspeleiter

Yes

1

ID_00248

Climatise vehicle

Temperature

RU

ID_00249

Climatise vehicle

Fresh Air Supply

RU

ID_00250

Climatise vehicle

Power
Consumption

RU

ID_00251

ID_00253

Monitor vehicle

Power
Consumption

Climatise vehicle

Power
Consumption

As an operator, I want to have an automatic preheating
functionality so that the Driver can start his work directly in the
wintertime.
As an operator, I want to have a fresh air supply depending on
the air quality outside so that fresh air with good quality in the
passenger compartments is guaranteed.
As an operator, I want to have a reduced operation so that
energy consumption can be reduced in special situations (e.g.
passenger changes).

Passenger
comfort

Reliability

Passenger
comfort

Operations

Reliability

Medium A. Aspeleiter

Power
consumption

Cost reduction Reliability

Medium A. Aspeleiter

Operations

Low

A. Aspeleiter
Yes

RU

As an operator, I want to prevent current peaks which are
Power
generated by the TCMS system in operation, so that my system
consumption
does not influence the wayside equipment unfavorably.

Regulation

RU

As an operator, I want to have a power consumption of HVAC
system which adapts itself according to the different situations
during operation(e.g. reduced operation with open doors) so
that the costs for energy supply are minimised.

Power
consumption

Cost reduction Reliability

Reliability

Medium A. Aspeleiter

Yes

As an operator, I want to have a TCMS system with a simple
operation so that I can reduce the efforts and costs for training
the Drivers.

Cost reduction Operations

Reliability

Low

ID_00255

Climatise vehicle

RU

As an operator, I want to have a defrost functionality so that I
am able to start-up the vehicle at all temperature conditions.

Operations

Reliability

Medium A. Aspeleiter

RU

As an operator, I want to have system based standardised
technologies so that I have the possibility to make changes
inside the system at a later time without large efforts.

Cost reduction Maintenance Reliability

Low

A. Aspeleiter

RU

As an operator, I want to have a separate system mode which
allows the cleaning in a washing plant so that efficient work
preparation or postprocessing is guaranteed.

Operations

Low

A. Aspeleiter

ID_00258

ID_00259

ID_00260

ID_00263

Climatise vehicle

Climatise vehicle

Maintain vehicle

Integrate vehicle in
the overall system
rail

A. Aspeleiter

Yes

Yes

Maintenance Reliability

Yes

Yes

RU

As an operator, I want to have an HVAC system that performs as
Power
required so that I can optimise the power consumption of the
consumption
system with the highest energy demand.

RU

As an operator, I want to have a TCMS system with a high
robustness so that I can neglect frequent system failures in my
LCC calculation.

RU

Yes

Medium A-H.Weiss

Integrate vehicle in
the overall system Control Interface RU
rail

Climatise vehicle

Cost reduction Reliability

Cost reduction Maintenance Reliability

As an operator, I want to have a TCMS which fulfils the system
requirements for functional safety so that I am able to fulfil the Safety
safety requirements for the entire system.

1

Yes

ID_00254

ID_00257

Yes

Medium A. Aspeleiter

high

No

A. Aspeleiter
Yes

Regulation

Capacity

Medium A. Aspeleiter

Yes

1

ID_00267

Climatise vehicle

RU

ID_00271

Maintain vehicle

Maintenance
staff

ID_00275

Climatise vehicle

Maintenance
staff

ID_00276

Climatise vehicle

Maintenance
staff

ID_00281

Climatise vehicle

Passenger

As a RU, I want to have a parking functionality so that I do not
need to build a depot for parking the vehicle.
As a maintenance staff, I want to have the possibilty to bring the
TCMS system and subsystems into a state for maintenance with
only one activity so that I can start to maintain directly without
big effort for preparation.
As a maintenance staff, I want to have a good accessibility for all
components so that I can reduce the maintenance time for each
component.
As a maintenance staff, I want to have a TCMS system with low
requirments of the maintenance activities so that I can reduce
the maintenance time for the whole system.
As a passenger, I want to have a HVAC system which is always
available with full functionality so that constant comfort is
guaranteed.

ID_00282

Maintain vehicle

RU

As an operator, I want to have a TCMS system and its
subsystems without obsolescence so that I am able to procure
spare parts during the whole lifetime of the vehicle.

ID_00283

Maintain vehicle

Maintenance
staff

As a maintenance staff, I want to maintain the TCMS system
without special tools so that I can avoid obtaining costs.

ID_00286

Climatise vehicle

Train staff

ID_00287

Climatise vehicle

Train staff

ID_00288

ID_00289

Climatise vehicle

Climatise vehicle

Cost reduction Operations

Reliability

Medium A. Aspeleiter

Maintenance

Cost reduction Reliability

Medium A. Aspeleiter

Maintenance

Cost reduction Capacity

Medium A. Aspeleiter

Maintenance

Cost reduction Reliability

high

A. Aspeleiter

Reliability

High

A. Aspeleiter

Passenger
comfort

Cost reduction Maintenance Reliability

High

A. Aspeleiter

Cost reduction Maintenance Reliability

High

A. Aspeleiter

As a train staff, I want to work under comfortable temperatures,
so that I do not need to sweat or freeze no matter what the
Operations
outside temperature is.
As a train staff, I want to work under comfortable humidity
conditions so that I do not get a dry throat or damp items no
Operations
matter what the outside air moisture is.

Reliability

Medium A. Aspeleiter

Reliability

Medium A. Aspeleiter

Train staff

Cost reduction Reliability

As a train staff, I want to travel without any disturbing noise of
the HVAC so that I am able to focus on the passengers.

Operations

Passenger
comfort

Reliability

Medium A. Aspeleiter

Operations

Passenger
comfort

Reliability

Medium A. Aspeleiter

Operations

Cost reduction Reliability

Climatise vehicle

Train staff

ID_00292

Climatise vehicle

Train staff

As a train staff, I want to have a HVAC with a simple operation
so that I don't need to pay too much attention.
As a train staff, I want to have a vehicle with an intuitive HVAC
control so that I don't need to learn too much at the vehicle
instruction.

Yes

Yes

As a train staff, I want to have an inside temperature which is
adjusted to the outside temperature so that I do not get sick by Operations
the change of environment.

ID_00291

Yes

Yes

Safety

Train staff

Yes

Yes

As a train staff, I want to travel under comfortable oxygen and
fresh air supply conditions inside the passenger compartment so Operations
that I never feel affected by stale air.

Climatise vehicle

Yes

Yes

Train staff

ID_00290

Yes

Reliability

High

A. Aspeleiter

Yes

Medium A. Aspeleiter
Yes

Low

A. Aspeleiter

Yes

Yes
Yes

ID_00293

Passenger count

Operation
Monitoring

RU

ID_00294

Passenger count

Vehicle
Arrangement

RU

ID_00295

Passenger count

Monitoring

RU

ID_00296

Passenger count

Monitoring

RU

ID_00297

Passenger count

Monitoring

RU

ID_00298

Passenger count

Monitoring

RU

ID_00299

Passenger count

Noise

RU

ID_00300

Maintain vehicle

Maintenance

Maintenance
staff

ID_00301

Passenger count

Maintenance

Maintenance
staff

As a RU, I want to know the amount of passengers per train so
that I can calculate the economic efficiency of the entire line or
certain route sections.
As a RU, I want to know the current amount of passengers per
train so that I can calculate the demand of additional trains on
the entire line or certain route sections.
As a RU, I want to know the amount of passengers according to
the route sections so that the correct bill in an alliance territory
can be created.
As a RU, I want to know the actual amount of passengers per
compartment so that the optimal power consumption of the
climate system can be adjusted.
As a RU, I want to know the amount of passengers and the
retention in the dining compartment per line and route section
so that service amount can be adjusted.
As a RU, I want to know the amount of passengers and the
retention in the sleeping compartment per line and route
section so that the demand of wagons can be adjusted.
As a RU, I want to know the actual amount of passenger per
compartment so that the optimal air supply and noise reduction
of the ventilation can be adjusted.
As a maintenance staff, I want to check or adjust the
configuraton data of the TCMS subsystems from only one
service point in the vehicle so that the maintenance process is
faster.

Operations

Cost reduction Reliability

Medium C. Posenau
Yes

Operations

Reliability

Operations

--

Medium C. Posenau

C. Posenau
Yes

Power
consumption

Lifecycle
Cost

Medium C. Posenau

Passenger
comfort

Capacity

Low

Passenger
comfort

Capacity

Low

Reliability

Medium C. Posenau

Yes
C. Posenau

Power
consumption

Passenger
comfort

Maintenance

Cost reduction Reliability

Medium C. Posenau

Operations

Low

As a maintenance staff, I want to have as little as possible sub
parts of the automatic passenger counting system distributed in Maintenance
the vehicle so that the maintenance is simple to do.

Reliability

Yes

RU

As a RU, I want to know where and how many passengers are in
Operations
the train so that an efficient ticket check is possible.

Lifecycle
Cost

ID_00303

Passenger count

Comfort

Passenger

As a passenger, I don´t want to recognise a passenger counting
system so that I won't feel as if I observed.

Passenger
comfort

--

D. Stuetzer

ID_00304

Passenger count

Comfort

Passenger

As a passenger, I don´t want to be disturbed by a passenger
counting system so that I can easily enter or leave the vehicle.

Passenger
comfort

--

D. Stuetzer

RU

As a RU, I want a passenger counting system that counts all
persons that enter or leave the vehicle under any condition so
that I can calculate the costs per passenger kilometre as
precisely as possible.

Operations

As a RU, I want a passenger counting system that has a high
reliability so that I don't have to buy a lot of spare parts.

Cost reduction

Passenger count

RU

Yes

C. Posenau

Monitoring

ID_00306

Yes

Yes

Passenger count

Passenger count

Yes

C. Posenau

ID_00302

ID_00305

Yes

Cost reduction Reliability

Medium C. Posenau

Yes

Yes
Yes

Medium D. Stuetzer
No

Reliability

Medium D. Stuetzer

Yes

2

ID_00307

Passenger count

RU

ID_00308

Passenger count

RU

ID_00309

Maintain vehicle

Maintenance
staff

ID_00310

Passenger count

Maintenance
staff

ID_00311

Passenger count

Driver

ID_00312

Maintain vehicle

Maintenance
staff

ID_00313

Maintain vehicle

Maintenance
staff

As a RU, I want a specific interface to read out the data from the
passenger counting system so that my maintenance staff can do Operations
their job as quickly and efficiently as possible.
As a RU, I want an easy access to the passanger counting
information so that I can keep on working with the data.
As a maintenance staff, I want easy information about the actual
status of the TCMS subsystems so that I know if I have to do a
complete maintenance job.
As a maintenance staff, I want an user friendly interface of the
TCMS subsystem devices so that maintenance can be done
quickly and easily.
As a Driver, I want to see the actual number of persons inside
the vehicle on my HMI so that I can react in case of a dangerous
event.
As a maintenance staff, I want detailed information /
documentation about the system so that I can maintain all
devices of the TCMS system.
As a maintenance staff, I want a description of all available error
codes and their representation so that I can easily maintain the
TCMS system.

Reliability

Yes
Lifecycle
Cost

Operations
Maintenance

Maintenance

Medium D. Stuetzer

Cost reduction Reliability

low

D. Stuetzer

high

D. Stuetzer

Cost reduction Reliability

Medium D. Stuetzer

Reliability

Medium D. Stuetzer

Operations

Maintenance

Cost reduction Reliability

high

D. Stuetzer

Maintenance

Reliability

high

D. Stuetzer

Passenger count

RU

As a RU, I want information about the accurracy of the system
so that I can use this information for my calculations.

Operations

Reliability

Medium D. Stuetzer

ID_00315

Passenger count

RU

As a RU, I want information about the relation between
passenger count and time so that I can plan needed capacities.

Cost reduction Operations

Capacity

high

Passenger count

RU

ID_00317

Passenger count

RU

ID_00318

Passenger count

RU

ID_00319

Passenger count

RU

ID_00320

Passenger count

RIC

As a RU, I want wireless data transmission of the acquired data
so that no wired connection is needed to receive the data from
the passenger counting system.
As a RU, I want an internal storage on the passenger counting
device so that old data can be transmitted again in case of
transmission errors.
As a RU, I want internal calculations on the system, like
passenger count per hour / per day so that there is no need to
calculate these values again.
As RU, I want a time syncronisation of the system so that all
calculations are normalised to a specific time base, with all other
vehicles and my operations central.
As a RIC, I want to know how the data is transferred from the
passenger counting system so that I can implement a system
that can receive the information of the passenger counting
system.

Yes

2

Yes

1

Yes

1

Yes

Yes

ID_00314

ID_00316

Yes

Operations

Cost reduction Reliability

Operations

Reliability

high

Yes

1

Yes

2

Yes

2

D. Stuetzer

D. Stuetzer

Medium D. Stuetzer
Yes

Operations

Reliability

Medium D. Stuetzer

Operations

Reliability

low

Yes

D. Stuetzer
Yes

Operations

Reliability

Medium D. Stuetzer

Yes

ID_00321

Passenger count

RIC

ID_00322

Maintain vehicle

Maintenance
staff

ID_00324

Passenger count

RU

ID_00325

Passenger count

RU

ID_00326

Passenger count

RU

ID_00327

Passenger count

RU

ID_00330

Passenger count

Maintenance
staff

ID_00332

Passenger count

RU

ID_00333

Passenger count

RU

ID_00334

Passenger count

Driver

ID_00335

Passenger count

RU

As a RIC, I want that the passenger counting system can adopt to
my available interfaces for data transfer.
As maintenance staff, I want a quick availability of defect
components so that I can ensure a high availability of the
system.
As a RU, I want a redundant data concentrator (Controller) to
increase the availability.
As a RU, I want a video logging function of all entrances so that I
can check the reliability of the counting system, with respect to
privacy data laws.
As a RU, I want an the passenger counting system to store all
data for a defined time interval so that I can get access to the
data when I want to.
As a RU, I want a video format of the stored data that I can
handle with my evaluation system.
As a maintenance staff, I want no special tools so that I can
repair or exchange parts of the passenger counting system with
my standard equipment.
As a RU, I want a robust system that also is secured from
vandalism.
As a RU, I want as few sensors as possible per door so that I
have fewer spare parts as possible.
As a Driver, I want a signal if something or someone blocks an
entrance of my vehicle so that I can have look.
As a RU, I want that my passenger counting system fullfils all
required standards for the system like shock and vibration,
electromagnetic compatibility and so on, so that I can be sure
my system will work properly.
As a passenger, I want that the sensor doesn´t send out any
harmful signals, when operating so that I don't get disturbed by
this.
As a RU, I want to monitor the climate device power
consumption.

Operations

Cost reduction Reliability

high

D. Stuetzer

Maintenance

Reliability

high

D. Stuetzer

Operations

Reliability

Medium D. Stuetzer

Operations

Reliability

low

D. Stuetzer

Operations

Reliability

Low

D. Stuetzer

Operations
Maintenance

Cost reduction

Reliability

Medium D. Stuetzer

Lifecycle
Cost

Low

Operations

Maintenance Reliability

Medium D. Stuetzer

Operations

Maintenance Reliability

Medium D. Stuetzer

Operations

Reliability

Medium D. Stuetzer

Reliability

Medium D. Stuetzer

Safety

Operations

Medium P. Laporte

As a RU, I want that the train climatisation can be active when
there are passengers onboad and the driver's cab is not active.

Passenger
comfort

Power
Lifecycle
consumption Cost

Medium P. Laporte

Changing driver's
Driver
cab

As a Driver, I want to be able to keep the train climatised
without any active driver's cab.

Passenger
comfort

Power
Reliability
consumption

Medium P. Laporte

Control doors

Outer doors

RU

As a RU, I want that the outer doors are automaticaly closed
Power
after a given time, in order to minimise the climatisation effort. consumption

Lifecycle
Cost

Medium P. Laporte

Create vehicle
arrangement

Decoupling

RU

As a RU, I want that the decoupled train can be left in a mode
chosen by the driver.

Reliability

Medium P. Laporte

Climatise vehicle

Monitor

ID_10002

Climatise vehicle

Changing driver's
RU
cab

ID_10003

Climatise vehicle

ID_10004
ID_10005

RU

Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes

Power
Lifecycle
consumption Cost

ID_10000

Yes

Yes

Cost reduction

Passenger

Yes

D. Stuetzer

Passenger
comfort

Passenger count

Yes

Yes

Safety

ID_00337

Yes

Operations

--

D. Stuetzer

Yes

1

ID_10006
ID_10007
ID_10008
ID_10009

Create vehicle
arrangement
Create vehicle
arrangement
Create vehicle
arrangement
Create vehicle
arrangement

Decoupling

RU

Decoupling

Driver

Coupling

Driver

Coupling

RU

ID_10010

Light vehicle
interior

Control

RU

ID_10011

Light vehicle
interior

Control

Driver

ID_10012

Move vehicle

Propulsion system Driver

ID_10013

Move vehicle

Propulsion system Driver

ID_10014

Move vehicle

Monitor

ID_10015

Passenger services Communication

RU

ID_10016

Passenger services Communication

RU

ID_10017

Passenger services Infotainment

RU

ID_10018

Surveil passenger
area

Security

Driver

Security

RU

Security

Driver

Security

Driver

Security

Driver

ID_10019

ID_10020

ID_10021

ID_10022

Integrate vehicle in
the overall system
rail
Integrate vehicle in
the overall system
rail
Integrate vehicle in
the overall system
rail
Integrate vehicle in
the overall system
rail

RU

As a RU, I want that the decoupled train is left in a secure mode. Operations
As a train drver, I want to be informed that the train is usable
Operations
after decoupling.
As a Driver, I want to be informed that the new coupled train is
Operations
usable.
As a RU I want that coupling trains does not generate any failure
Operations
due to the transient modes.

Reliability

HIgh

P. Laporte

Reliability

HIgh

P. Laporte

Reliability

HIgh

P. Laporte

Reliability

HIgh

P. Laporte

As a RU, I want that the train interior light can be active when
Passenger
there are passengers onboard and the driver's cab is not active. comfort

Power
Reliability
consumption

Medium P. Laporte

As a Driver, I want to be able to keep the interior lighting on
without any active driver's cab.
As a Driver, I want to be able to start the train in a slope when
the brake is in use to avoid the train to move back.
As a Driver, I want to stop the train whatever the mode of the
propulsion system is by automatically giving priority to the brake
action.
As a RU, I want that a "dead" consist (e.g. not llinked to the
TCMS any more) has no impact on the possibility to run the
complete train, without changing it so that the train is still
available.
As a RU, I want that the internet access system has no impact on
the train safety
As a RU, I want that the internet access system has no impact on
the train IT Security
As a RU, I want that the onboard video and audio servers are
protected against any malicious access.

Passenger
comfort

Power
Reliability
consumption

Medium P. Laporte

Move vehicle

Operations

Reliability

High

P. Laporte

Move vehicle

Operations

Reliability

High

P. Laporte

Operations

Cost reduction Reliability

High

P. Laporte

Safety

Reliability

High

P. Laporte

Safety

Reliability

High

P. Laporte

Passenger
comfort

Reliability

Low

P. Laporte

Safety

Reliability

High

P. Laporte

Reliability

High

P. Laporte

Reliability

High

P. Laporte

As a driver, I want to be able to monitor the external train lights
Safety
status.

Reliability

High

P. Laporte

As a driver, I want to be informed that the train has been
stopped by an ATP (or ETCS) system.

Reliability

High

P. Laporte

As a Driver, I want to be able to surveil the various passenger
areas in order to remotely reset the Passenger Alarm Systems.

As RU, I want the external train lights to be automatically
managed when coupling or decoupling so that the coupled train Safety
is in a safe mode.
As a driver, I want to be able to control the external train lights
so that I can operate the train safely in case of failure of the
Safety
automatic control of the external lights.

Safety

ID_10023

ID_10024

ID_10025

ID_10026

ID_10027

ID_10028

ID_10029

ID_10030

ID_10031

ID_10032

ID_10033

ID_10034

ID_10035

ID_10036

Integrate vehicle in
the overall system
rail
Integrate vehicle in
the overall system
rail
Integrate vehicle in
the overall system
rail
Integrate vehicle in
the overall system
rail
Integrate vehicle in
the overall system
rail
Integrate vehicle in
the overall system
rail
Integrate vehicle in
the overall system
rail
Integrate vehicle in
the overall system
rail
Integrate vehicle in
the overall system
rail
Integrate vehicle in
the overall system
rail

Security

RU

As a RU, I want all the actions reated to the train driving and the
interaction of the train with the overall rail system (e.g.
Safety
signalling) to be recorded

Security

Driver

As a driver, I want to control the place where the train stops
except if the emergency brake is activated.

Safey

As a driver, I want to be able to keep communication with the
control centre for a guaranteed time even if the high voltage
Safety
alimentation has disappeared.
As a RU, I want the driver to be able to send an emergency alert
to all the trains in my area in case of an external danger so that Safety
all trains can stop in this area. (France only)

Reliability

High

P. Laporte

Reliability

High

P. Laporte

Reliability

High

P. Laporte

Reliability

High

P. Laporte

Security

Driver

Security

RU

Security

RU

As a RU, I want that the integrity of the train is surveilled so that
Safety
no part of it is left on the track without control.

Reliability

High

P. Laporte

Security

RU

As a RU, I want to minimise the costs to place the rolling stock
on the market.

Cost reduction

Lifecycle
Cost

High

P. Laporte

Security

RU

As a RU, I want to minimise the time needed to place a new
rolling stock on the market.

Cost reduction

Lifecycle
Cost

High

P. Laporte

Security

RU

As a RU, I want to minimise the time needed to place a
refurbished rolling stock on the market.

Cost reduction

Lifecycle
Cost

High

P. Laporte

Lifecycle
Cost

Medium P. Laporte

Lifecycle
Cost

Medium P. Laporte

Lifecycle
Cost

Medium P. Laporte

Reliability

High

P. Laporte

Security

RU

Security

RU

Integrate vehicle in
the overall system Security
rail
Integrate vehicle in
the overall system Security
rail
Integrate vehicle in
the overall system Security
rail
Integrate vehicle in
the overall system Security
rail

RU

RU

AS a RU, I want to ease the process to place coupled trains with
the same configuration on the market so that coupled train
Cost reduction
operations are made posssible more quickly.
AS a RU, I want to ease the process to place coupled trains with
different configurations on the market so that coupled train
Cost reduction Operations
operations are made posssible more quickly.
AS a RU, I want to ease the process to place coupled trains with
the same configuration but different software or hardware
Cost reduction Operations
versions on the market so that coupled train operations are
made posssible more quickly.
As a RU, I want to keep the safety level of my train whatever its
configuration is so that the railway system safety level is
Safety
Operations
ensured.

RU

As a RU, I want that the technologies used in the train are safe
for the passengers.

Safety

Operations

Reliability

High

P. Laporte

RU

As a RU, I want that the technologies used in the train are safe
for the Driver.

Safety

Operations

Reliability

High

P. Laporte

1

1

ID_10037

ID_10038

ID_10039

Integrate vehicle in
the overall system Security
rail
Integrate vehicle in
the overall system Security
rail
Integrate vehicle in
the overall system Security
rail

RU

As a RU, I want that the technologies used in the train are safe
for the train staff.

Safety

Operations

Reliability

High

P. Laporte

RU

As a RU, I want that the technologies used in the train are safe
for the maintenance staff, as long as safety guidelines are
followed.

Safety

Maintenance Reliability

High

P. Laporte

RU

As a RU, I want that the technologies used in the train are safe
for the environment.

Safety

Environment

Lifecycle
Cost

High

P. Laporte

Reliability

Medium P. Laporte

Reliability

Medium P. Laporte

ID_10040

Move vehicle

Driver

As a Driver, I want to be efficiently helped by the train system in
case of train failure so that I am able to manage the train
Operations
degraded mode to operate safely.

ID_10041

Setup vehicle
condition

RU

As a RU, I want to minimise the duration of the tests needed to
Operations
operate the train so that the Driver's working time is optimised.

ID_10042

Maintain vehicle

RU

ID_10043

Maintain vehicle

RU

ID_10044

Maintain vehicle

RU

ID_10045

Maintain vehicle

RU

ID_10046

Maintain vehicle

RU

ID_10047

Maintain vehicle

RU

ID_10048

Maintain vehicle

RU

ID_10049

Maintain vehicle

RU

ID_10050

Maintain vehicle

RU

ID_10051

Maintain vehicle

RU

ID_10052

Monitor vehicle

Security

Driver

As a RU, I want to manage the TCMS devices obsolescence at
the lowest price.
As a RU, I want to manage the TCMS functions obsolescence at
the lowest price.
As a RU, I want to manage the TCMS functions scalability at the
lowest price.
As a RU, I want to be able to add a new function of the TCMS
system so that I can fullfil future client needs as well as
authorities' demands.

Lifecycle
Cost
Lifecycle
Cost reduction Maintenance
Cost
Lifecycle
Maintenance Cost reduction
Cost
Cost reduction Maintenance

Maintenance

Regulation

As a RU, I want to maintain the TCMS during the entire life of
Cost reduction
the rolling stock so that the Life Cycle Cost is as low as possible.
As a RU, I want to minimise the time needed to repair the train
so that its time of operation is maximised.
As a RU, I want to have the complete knowledge of the TCMS
that I am able to refurbish it during its lifespan.
As a RU, I want to have the complete knowledge of the train
functions so that I am able to refurbish it during its lifespan.

Maintenance
Maintenance
Maintenance

As a RU, I want to collect the information needed to repair the
train so that the maintenance teams are ready when the train
Maintenance
arrives at a workshop
As a RU, I want to be able to test any train configuration without
stopping the operation of the train so that the fleet availability is Maintenance
not impacted by the tests.
As a Driver, I want to be aware of the information concerning
the train alerts or alarms so that I can decide which action shall Operations
be taken.

High

P. Laporte

High

P. Laporte

High

P. Laporte

Lifecycle
Cost

High

P. Laporte

Lifecycle
Cost

High

P. Laporte

High

P. Laporte

High

P. Laporte

High

P. Laporte

Lifecycle
Cost
Lifecycle
Cost reduction
Cost
Operations

Cost reduction

Lifecycle
Cost

1

Cost reduction Reliability

Medium P. Laporte

Cost reduction Reliability

Medium P. Laporte

Safety

High

Reliability

P. Laporte

ID_10053

Monitor vehicle

Security

Train staff

ID_10054

Monitor vehicle

Security

RU

ID_10055

Monitor vehicle

Maintenance

RU

ID_20000

Design vehicle

Engineering

rail vehicle
manufacturer

ID_20001

Manufacture
vehicle

Frabrication

rail vehicle
manufacturer

ID_20002

Create vehicle
arrangement

Coupling

RU

ID_20003

Manufacture
vehicle

Frabrication

rail vehicle
manufacturer

ID_20004

Setup vehicle
condition

Operation

RU

ID_20005

Manufacture
vehicle

Fabrication

rail vehicle
manufacturer

ID_20006

Maintain vehicle

ID_20007

Create vehicle
arrangement

As train staff, I want to be aware of the information concerning
the train alerts or alarms so that I can decide which action shall
be taken.
As a RU, I want that the information given by the train to the
driver and the train staff are prioritised so that they can take
the right decision regarding the operation.
As a RU, I want that a maximum amount of the devices on the
train are able to communicate their status so that the train
global status is accurately known.
As a rail vehicle manufacturer, I want to reduce the number of
cabling in our trains so that I can simplify the design of the
vehicles.
As a rail vehicle manufacturer, I want to reduce the number of
cabling in our trains so that I can reduce the hours of cabling
manufacturing, mounting and testing.
As an operator, I want to overcome the low performance of the
data transmission throughout the coupler so that I can avoid
disruptions.
As a rail vehicle manufacturer, I want to reduce the number of
the onboard CPUs so that the integration process is simplified.

Operations

Safety

Reliability

High

Operations

Safety

Reliability

Medium P. Laporte

Maintenance

Operations

Reliability

High

Cost reduction

Lifecycle
Cost

Medium J. Goikoetxea

Cost reduction

Lifecycle
Cost

Medium J. Goikoetxea

Operations

Attractiveness Reliability

Cost reduction Maintenance Reliability

As an operator, I want to reduce the number of the onboard
CPUs so that I enhance the reliability of the TCMS and service
Operations
Attractiveness Reliability
punctuality.
As a rail vehicle manufacturer, I want to have standardised
interfaces so that my intregation process is much more
Competitivene Lifecycle
Cost reduction
simplified and so that my suppliers do not ask for non-recurring
ss
Cost
costs.

P. Laporte

P. Laporte

Medium J. Goikoetxea

High

J. Goikoetxea

High

J. Goikoetxea

High

J. Goikoetxea

RU

As an operator, I want to have standardised interfaces so that I
can easily replace faulting devices/functions/components and
overcome obsolescence.

Maintenance

Cost reduction

Lifecycle
Cost

High

J. Goikoetxea

Coupling

RU

As an operator, I want to be able to couple consists
implementing different functions, software versions or even
coming from different manufactures, so that I can dramatically
improve the flexibility of my trains and fleets.

Operations

Cost reduction Capacity

Low

J. Goikoetxea

As a rail vehicle manufacturer, I want to have standardised
interfaces so that my design process is much more simplified
and leads to less design mistakes.

Cost reduction

Competitivene Lifecycle
ss
Cost

High

J. Goikoetxea

As an operator, I want to replace train lines so that I enhance
the reliability of the TCMS and reduce maintenance costs.

Maintenance

Cost reduction Reliability

High

J. Goikoetxea

Overhaul

ID_20008

Design vehicle

Engineering

rail vehicle
manufacturer

ID_20009

Maintain vehicle

Repair

RU

ID_20010

Integrate vehicle in
the overall system T2G
rail

RU

ID_20011

Commission
vehicle

Authorisation

rail vehicle
manufacturer

ID_20012

Commission
vehicle

Authorisation

RU

ID_20013

Design vehicle

Engineering

rail vehicle
manufacturer

ID_20014

Setup vehicle
condition

Operation

RU

ID_20015

Setup vehicle
condition

Operation

RU

ID_20016

Commission
vehicle

Authorisation

rail vehicle
manufacturer

ID_20017

Maintain vehicle

Authorisation

RU

ID_20018

Manufacture
vehicle

Fabrication

Subsystem
supplier

ID_30001

Create vehicle
arrangement

Multiple Units

RU

ID_30002

Create vehicle
arrangement

Multiple Units

RIC

ID_30003

Provide passenger
Multiple Units
information

Passenger

ID_30004

Create vehicle
arrangement

RU

ID_30005

Provide passenger
Multiple Units
information

Multiple Units

Passenger

As an operator, I want to unify and standardise the T2G
communication so that I improve the interoperability of my
trains.
As a rail vehicle manufacturer, I want to replace some on track /
workshop tests by simulation and lab tests so that I reduce
commissioning time and costs.
As an operator, I want to replace some on-track/workshop tests
by simulation and lab tests, so that new trains can be put much
earlier in service.
As a rail vehicle manufacturer, I want to use the same network
technology for all train functions so that reduce the number of
cabling and network components.
As an operator, I want to use the same network technology for
all train functions so that I improve the reliability and availability
of my trains.
As an operator, I want to increase the reliability of the train
TCMS system to reduce maintenance time and to keep less extra
trains in the fleet.
As a rail vehicle manufacturer, I want to be able to modify a
train function without a complete TCMS re-commission so that
the whole authorisation process is simplified.
As an operator, I want to add new functions to my trains
without a complete TCMS re-commission so that I can easily
upgrade my trains and offer better service.
As a subsystem supplier, I want to perform integration tests
remotely so that I can improve the quality of my product and
ease the final integration
As an operator, I want to be able to couple multiple units of a
train with a minimum of manual steps needed.
As a railway infrastructure provider, I want multiple units to
couple within x minutes of time while allowing passengers to
enter or leave the train(s).
As a passenger, I want that the train indicates its final
destination in case the train will be divided so that I can enter
the right part of the train.
As an operator, I want to be able to separate multiple units of a
train with a minimum of manual steps needed.

Operations

Regulation

Capacity

Low

J. Goikoetxea

Cost reduction

Competitivene Lifecycle
ss
Cost

High

J. Goikoetxea

Attractiveness

Passenger
comfort

Capacity

Low

J. Goikoetxea

Cost reduction Operations

Lifecycle
Cost

Medium J. Goikoetxea

Maintenance

Cost reduction

Lifecycle
Cost

Medium J. Goikoetxea

Cost reduction

Competitivene Lifecycle
ss
Cost

High

J. Goikoetxea

Cost reduction

Competitivene Lifecycle
ss
Cost

High

J. Goikoetxea

Lifecycle
Cost

Medium J. Goikoetxea

Competitivene Lifecycle
ss
Cost

Medium J. Goikoetxea

Cost reduction Attractiveness

Cost reduction
Operations

--

Operations

Capacity

Passenger
comfort

--

Operations

Reliability

As a passenger, I want to be informed about destination of the
Passenger
unit of the train I am in and the positions and destinations of the
comfort
other units of the train (before separation).

--

A. Winzen
Medium A. Winzen

A. Winzen
low

A. Winzen

A. Winzen

ID_30006

Setup vehicle
condition

Preparation

RU

As an operator, I want to be able to get a train prepared
automatically for passenger operation at a pre-defined point of Power
time so that the train shall be switched of or enter an energy
consumption
saving mode until the automatic preparation phase starts.

ID_30007

Setup vehicle
condition

Preparation

Driver

As a Driver, I want to leave the train as fast as possible after
Operations
operation and to bring it as fast as possible into operation again.

ID_30008

Setup vehicle
condition

Preparation

RU

ID_30009

Setup vehicle
condition

Prepartion

RU

ID_30010

Create vehicle
arrangement

Change of drivers
RU
Cab

ID_30011

Create vehicle
arrangement

Change of drivers
Driver
Cab

ID_30012

Provide passenger Change of drivers
Passenger
information
Cab

As an operator, I want to be informend about all problems
present after train operation preventing the train to be fully
operational.
As an operator, I want the train to protect itself against damages
caused by heat or frost if possible, if severe problems occur after
operation or during preparation.
As an operator, I want to change cabs as fast as possible, while
allowing passengers to enter or leave the train so that the train
can be prepared for it's next mission.
As a Driver, I want to change cabs with the minimum of
operational steps so that the train can be operational as fast as
possible.
As a passenger, I want to be informed about the change of
operational direction.

Lifecycle
Cost

low

A. Winzen

Reliability

Low

A. Winzen

Maintenance

Reliability

Medium A. Winzen

Maintenance

Lifecycle
Cost

Medium A. Winzen

Operations

Reliability

Medium A. Winzen

Operations

Reliability

Medium A. Winzen

Passenger
comfort

--

A. Winzen

r
Auth
o

Seve
rity

als
S2R m
aingo

Testc
ase

Resu
lt

Invar
iant

Preco

nditio
n

Trigg

er

Actor

The TCMS is able to gather the
information from the HVAC systems
of the train

The operator receives the
information

Verifying the reception of data
by the track side system on due
time.

Lifecycle
Cost

Medium P. Laporte

On demand monitor climate The TCMS sends information
device power consumption concerning the HVAC power
consumption to the track side.

TCMS

TCMS

Reception of the
The TCMS is able to gather the
order from track side information from the HVAC systems
of the train

The operator receives the
information

Verifying the reception of the
request by the train.
Verifying the corresponding
reception of data by the track
side system.

Lifecycle
Cost

Medium P. Laporte

ID_10001

Climate control power
consumption optimisation

TCMS

HVAC

HVAC power
consumption
measurement

HVAC is powered on

Test if the orders coming from
the TCMS are received by the
HVACs

Lifecycle
Cost

Medium P. Laporte

ID_10002

Climatise the passengers
areas without active cab by
maintenance staff

Maintenan HVAC
ce staff

The maintenance
staff wants to
activate
climatisation of
passenger's area

The train is powered (diesel or
electritical) and at standstill

The
temperature
remains the
same
The train
power shall
not change
and still at
standstill

Decreasing power cosumpton

10003 Climatise
vehicle

1. The track side system sends TCMS
a request to the train
2.TCMS answers by sending
information to the track side
system
NOTE: answering to this
request shall be of low priotity
for the TCMS.
The TCMS controls the HVACs in TCMS sends information to
TCMS
order to minimize their power
the HVAC depending on the
consumption
measurement of their power
consumption
The TCMS sends information in 1. Maintenance staff activates TCMS
order to climatise the passengers' the passengers' area
area of the train when there are climatisation
2. The TCMS activates the
passengers onboard and the
driver's cab is not active. Ordered HVACs of the train
by maintenance staff in a depot.

The HVACs of the train are
switched on
There are no active cab on the
train

Test if all the HVACs of the train Reliability
are switched on

Medium P. Laporte

10004 Climatise
vehicle

ID_10003

Climatise the passengers
areas without active cab by
driver

The TCMS sends information in
order to climatise the passengers'
area of the train when there are
passengers onboard and the
driver's cab is not active. Ordered
by the driver.

1. Driver activates the
TCMS
passengers' area climatisation
2. The TCMS activates the
HVACs of the train

Driver

The driver wants to
activate
climatisation of
passenger's area

The train is powered (diesel or
electritical) and at standstill

The train
power shall
not change
and still at
standstill

The HVACs of the train are
switched on
There are no active cab on the
train

Test if all the HVACs of the train Reliability
are switched on

Medium P. Laporte

10005 Control doors

ID_10004

Automatic closing of the
external doors

At standstill, the external doors
are automaticaly closed after a
given time, in order to minimize
the climatisation effort.

After a given time period,
TCMS
TCMS sends an order to close
the external doors

Door
system

Time period has
expired

Train is at standstill and doors are
open

Externals doors are closed, but
still released.

All the exteral doors shall been
automatically closed after nn
seconds/minutes.

Medium P. Laporte

10006 Create vehicle ID_10005
arrangement

Leaving a consist after
decoupling

The decoupled consist can be left 1. Driver chooses the mode to TCMS
in a mode chosen by the driver. leave the decoupled consist
2. Driver decouples the train

TCMS

Train is still
ate standstill
and doors
are still
released.
Train at
standstill

The decoupled consist is left in
the chosen mode.

The decoupled consist is left in a Availability
chosen mode.

10007 Create vehicle ID_10007
arrangement

Informing Driver after
decoupling

The driver is informed that the
train is usable after decoupling.

Driver

10008 Create vehicle ID_10008
arrangement

Informing Driver after
coupling

The driver is informed that the
train is usable after coupling.

ID_10000

10001 Climatise
vehicle

ID_10000

10002 Climatise
vehicle

Subje

Time delay

Epic

TCMS

ID

Seco

ndary

r
aryAc
to

Automatic sent depending on TCMS
time by TCMS

Prim

Basic

ct

Short

Flow

Desc
riptio
n
Nam
e

ry ID
User
Sto

Automatic monitor climate
device power consumption

The TCMS sends information
concerning the HVAC power
consumption to the track side.

TCMS

10000 Climatise
vehicle

1. Driver asks for decoupling TCMS
the train
2. Drivers verifies that the
local consist is OK after
decoupling
1. Driver asks for coupling the TCMS
train
2. Drivers verifies that the
train is OK after coupling

Driver

HVAC

Driver

- The driver asks for The train is ready to be decoupled
the chosen mode
- The driver wants to
decouple.
- TCMS sends mode
orders to the other
consist
- TCMS sends orders
to decouple.
All train The driver asks for Consists are coupled
systems decoupling

All train The driver asks for
systems coupling

Consists are decoupled

The consists The local train informs the driver The local train shall give
are at
about its status
informations coherent with its
standstill
real status

The consists The train informs the driver
are at
about its status
standstill or
moving

Lifecycle
Cost

Medium P. Laporte

Availability

High

P. Laporte

The train shall give informations Availability
coherent with its real status

High

P. Laporte

10009 Create vehicle ID_10009
arrangement

Coupling stability

Coupling trains shall not generate
any failure due to the transient
modes when each TCMS has to
take the whole train into account.

1. Driver asks for coupling the TCMS
train
2. Consists couple
3. The TCMS of each consist
adapts to become the TCMS of
the train

TCMS

10010 Light vehicle
interior

ID_10010

Lighting the passengers areas The TCMS sends information in
without active cab by
order to light the passengers'
maintenance staff
area of the train when there are
passengers onboard and the
driver's cab is not active. Ordered
by maintenance staff in a depot.

1. Maintenance staff activates TCMS
the passengers' area light
2. The TCMS activates the
lights in the train

10011 Light vehicle
interior

ID_10010

Lighting the passengers areas The TCMS sends information in
without active cab by the
order to light the passengers'
driver.
area of the train when there are
passengers onboard and the
driver's cab is not active. Ordered
by the driver.

1. Driver activates the
passengers' area light
2. The TCMS activates the
lights in the train

10012 Light vehicle
interior

ID_10010

Lighting the passengers areas The TCMS sends information in
order to light the passengers'
without active cab by the
area of the train when there are
driver. Emergency case.
passengers onbaord and the
driver's cab is not active. If the
train is not more powered on, the
emergency lights are still on.

10013 Move vehicle

ID_10012

Starting in a slope

10015 Passenger
services

ID_10015

10016 Passenger
services

10017 Passenger
services

The consists The new train's TCMS is
completed and all vehicles can
are at
exchange data.
standstill

The TCMS systems confirms the Availability
successful coupling procedure
automatically. All consists can
exchange the defined data and a
reaction of the system is
realised.

High

Maintenan Light
The maintenance
The train is powered (diesel or
ce staff
system staff wants to
electritical) and at standstill
activate or controll
lights in passenger's
area

The train
power shall
not change
and still at
standstill

The lights of the train are
switched on
There are no active cab on the
train

Test if all the lights of the train
are switched on

Reliability

Medium P. Laporte

TCMS

Driver

Light
The driver wants to The train is powered (diesel or
system activate lights in
electritical) and at standstill
passenger's area

The train
power shall
not change
and still at
standstill

The lights of the train are
switched on
There are no active cab on the
train

Test if all the lights in the train
are switched on

Reliability

Medium P. Laporte

1. The TCMS detects that the TCMS
train is not more powered on.
2. The TCMS activates the
emergency lights in the train

TCMS

Emerge The train loses main The lights are switched on in the
ncy
energy supply
train.
Light
system

The
The emergency light system is
emergency switched on
light system
is switched
on

Test if all the emergency lights in Reliability
the train are switched on

High

P. Laporte

The train driver is able to start
the train in a slope when the
brake is in use to avoid the train
to move back the train didn't
move back. In case of move back
the train automatic brakes the
train.

1. Driver brakes the train
TCMS
2. Driver chooses the "slope"
option on its desk if it needs to
be activated manually
3. Drivers chooses "Forward"
mode on its desk
4. Driver increases the traction
power
5. Driver releases the brakes
of the train

Driver

Brake Driver wants to start Train at standstill in a slope
system the train

Train
Train starts moving forward
traction is on

Verify that there is no
Reliability
incompatibility between traction
and brake at very low speed.

High

P. Laporte

Internet access safety

The internet access system has
no impact on the train safety.

1. Passengers send
TCMS
information to the internet
2. Passengers receive
informations from the internet

Passenger Internet Passenger wants to
access use internet
system

Train is powered up

In all train
modes

Acces without impact on the
TCMS

High

P. Laporte

ID_10016

Internet access security

The internet access system has
1. Passengers send
TCMS
no impact on the train IT Security information to the internet
2. Passengers receive
informations from the internet

Passenger Internet Passenger wants to
access use internet
system

Train is powered up

In all train
modes

Acces without impact on the
TCMS

To verify by means of
Reliability
architecture analysis or It
security analysis that there is no
possibility to influence TCMS
data
Report on TCMS reactions
Reliability
against internet unwanted
accesses

High

P. Laporte

ID_10017

Onboard video and audio
servers IT security

The onboard video and audio
Passengers receive audio
servers of the train are protected and/or video streams from
against any malicious access
train servers

Passenger Onboar Passenger wants to Train is powered up
d
use onboard servers
servers

In all train
modes

Acces without impact on the
TCMS

To verify by means of
Reliability
architecture analysis or It
security analysis that there is no
possibility to influence video data

Low

P. Laporte

TCMS

Driver

The driver asks for
coupling

Consists are decoupled

P. Laporte

10018 Surveil
ID_10018
passenger area

Passenger Alarm System
(PAS) survey

Driver is able to survey the
various passenger areas in order
to remotely reset the Passenger
Alarm Systems when the tran is in
a station area

10019 Surveil
ID_10018
passenger area

Passenger Alarm System
(PAS) survey maintenance

Mainenance staff is able to test
the survey of the various
passenger areas in order to
remotely reset the Passenger
Alarm Systems

10020 Integrate
ID_10019
vehicle in the
overall system
rail

Automatic management of
train external lights when
coupling

The external train lights are
automatically managed when
coupling so that the resulting
train is in a safe mode.

10021 Integrate
ID_10019
vehicle in the
overall system
rail

Automatic management of
train external lights when
decoupling

The external train lights are
automatically managed when
coupling so that the decoupled
consists are in a safe mode.

10022 Integrate
ID_10020
vehicle in the
overall system
rail

1. Passenger activates a
TCMS
Passenger Alarm System (PAS)
handle.
2. Driver acknowledges the
action of the passenger
3. TCMS shows to the driver
the area where the handle has
been activated.
1. Mainenance staff activates TCMS
a Passenger Alarm System
(PAS) handle.
2. Mainenance staff
acknowledges the action of
the activation of the handle
3. TCMS shows to the
mainenance staff the area
where the handle has been
activated.
1. Driver asks for coupling
TCMS
consists
2. Consists couple
3. TCMS sends orders to the
external lights of the resulting
train

Passenger Driver

Activation of a PAS
handle

The driver's cab is activated

The handle is The driver is informed of the
still activated activation of the handle

All the camera where the
Reliability
handles has been activated shall
send images to the driver's cab
(limit of 9 at the same time)

High

P. Laporte

Mainenanc Mainen Activation of a PAS
e staff
ance
handle
staff

The driver's cab is activated

The handle is The driver's cab is informed of
still activated the activation of the handle

All the camera where the
Reliability
handles has been activated shall
send images to the driver's cab
(limit of 9 at the same time)

High

P. Laporte

Driver

External Driver asks for
lights
coupling
system

Train at standstill

The external
lights shall
remain
managed by
the TCMS

External lights (front and tail
lights) are configured in the
correct way and train at
standstill.

To verify if the taillights are red, Reliability
the front lights are on, and the
"middle" lights are off.

High

P. Laporte

1. Driver asks for decoupling TCMS
consists
2. Consists uncoupling
3. TCMS of each consist/train
sends orders to the external
lights of the consist/train

Driver

External Driver asks for
lights
coupling
system

Train at standstill

The external
lights shall
remain
managed by
the TCMS

External lights (front and tail
lights) are configured in the
correct way and consists/train at
standstill.

To verify for the consists/train if Reliability
the taillights are red, the front
lights are on, and the "middle"
lights (if any) are off.

High

P. Laporte

Manual control of the
external lights

The driver controls manually the 1. TCMS sends to the driver
TCMS
external lights
the information that the
automatic control of the
external lights has failed.
2. Driver uses local controls to
control the external lights

Driver

External Driver has the
Train at standstill
lights
information that the
system automatic control of
the external lights
has failed.

The external
lights shall
remain
managed
locally.

External lights (front and tail
lights) are configured in the
correct way and consists/train at
standstill.

To verify for the consists/train if Reliability
the taillights are red, the front
lights are on, and the "middle"
lights (if any) are off.

High

P. Laporte

10023 Integrate
ID_10021
vehicle in the
overall system
rail

External train lights status

The driver is informed of the
external train lights status

TCMS shows the external train TCMS
lights status to the driver (e.g.
on the Driver's TDD)

Driver

External The external lights
lights
are controlled.
system

the driver's cab is activated

The external External lights (front and tail
lights shall lights) status is shown to the
remain
driver.
managed

The status of the external lights
shall correspond to the real
result of their activation.

Reliability

High

P. Laporte

10024 Integrate
ID_10022
vehicle in the
overall system
rail

Information of ATP
The driver is informed that the
system/ETCS brake activation train as been stopped by the
activation of emergency braking
by an ATP system/ETCS

1. ATP system/ETCS asks for TCMS
emergency brake
2. TCMS informs the driver of
that activation

Driver

ATP
ATP system/ETCS
system/ emergency brake
ETCS
activation

ATP system/ETCS is activated

The emergency brake is
activated

The emergency brake is activated Reliability

High

P. Laporte

10025 Integrate
ID_10023
vehicle in the
overall system
rail

Train actions recording
during journey

Driver

Recorde A related action is
r
processed

Driver's cab is active

The related action is recorded

Verify that all the possible
related actions are recorded

High

P. Laporte

The actions related to train
1. Driver activates his cab
driving and the interaction of the 2. TCMS sends all the related
train with the overall rail system actions to the recorder
(e.g. signalling) are recorded

TCMS

Reliability

10026 Integrate
ID_10023
vehicle in the
overall system
rail

Train actions recorded during The actions corresponding to
maintenance mode.
train driving and the interaction
of the train with the overall rail
system (e.g. signalling) while the
train is in maintenance mode are
NOT recorded

10027 Integrate
ID_10024
vehicle in the
overall system
rail

Train stop control

10028 Integrate
ID_10024
vehicle in the
overall system
rail

Train stop control

10029 Integrate
ID_10025
vehicle in the
overall system
rail

Emergency train radio
communication

1. Maintenance staff activates TCMS
the driver's cab
2. TCMS sends all the related
actions to the recorder
3. Maintenance staff deletes
its recorded actions

The driver keeps the possibility to
control the place where the train
stops except if the emergency
brake is activated.

Maintenan Recorde A related action is
ce staff
r
processed

The train maintenance mode.
Driver's cab is active

The related action is deleted

Verify that all the possible
Reliability
related actions are NOT recorded

High

P. Laporte

1. The TCMS sends an alarm to TCMS
the driver
2. The driver choses the
location where he stops the
train
The driver keeps the possibility to 1. The TCMS sends an alarm to TCMS
control the place where the train the driver
stops except if the emergency
2. The brake system asks for
brake is activated.
emergency braking
3. TCMS informs the driver of
emergency braking

Driver

Brake The driver asks for a The train is running
system service brake.

The train stops at the location
chosen by the driver

Verify the priority of the
Reliability
emergency braking to the
driver's actions in all train modes

High

P. Laporte

Driver

Brake The brake system
system asks for emergency
brakeing

The train is running. If available the
"emergency brake override" is
disabled.

The train stops at the end of the Verify the priority of the
Reliability
action of emergincy braking
emergency braking to the
driver's actions in all train modes

High

P. Laporte

The driver is able to communicate
to the control centre for a
guaranteed time (90 mn) even if
the high voltage alimentation has
disappeared.

Driver

Energy The driver gets in
supply contact with the
system control centre

The High-Voltage energy supply is
out of order

The diriver is able to get in
conatct with the control centre
for a limited time.
Some of the train systems are
turned off in order to preserve
the battery capacity.

High

P. Laporte

1. High voltage supply
TCMS
disappears (or diesel engine
stops)
2. Drivers asks the TCMS to
put the train in "emergency
train radio" mode.
3. The TCMS turns off the
devices not vital on the train.
4. Driver gets in contact with
the control centre ith the train
onboard radio.

The energy
supply keeps
beeing out
of order

Without any high voltage supply, Reliability
but with the train batteries
correctly charged, use the train
onboard radio within the given
time duration (STI: 90 mn)

10031 Integrate
ID_10027
vehicle in the
overall system
rail

Train integrity

10032 Move vehicle

ID_10040

Train failure management

10033 Setup vehicle
condition

ID_10041

10034 Maintain
vehicle

ID_10047

10035 Maintain
vehicle

The TCMS surveys the integrity of 1. TCMS detects the
shortening of the train
the train so that no part of it is
left on the track without control. 2. TCMS asks for emergency
braking
3. TCMS informs the driver
that a problems occured for
the integrity of the train

TCMS

Driver

Brake TCMS detects the
system shortening of the
train

The train is powered up

1. TCMS informs the driver of TCMS
a train failure
2. Driver looks for precise
degraded mode guidance by
the TCMS
3. TCMS gives informations to
the driver about the resulting
status of the train.
Train tests before operation The TCMS helps the driver to
1. Driver activates the train
TCMS
minimize the duration of the tests cab
needed to operate the train, so 2. Driver proceed train tests
3. TCMS helps the driver to
that the train driver's working
operate the train tests (e.g.
time is optimized.
brake tests)
Train repair at depot
The time needed to repair the
1. Train comes to the depot
TCMS
train by the maintenance staff is 2. Maintenance staff asks the
minimized so that its time of
TCMS about the failures on
operation is maximized.
the train
3. Maintenance staff repairs
the train
4. Train is usable for
passengers

Driver

All train A train system
systems failure happens

Driver's cab is active

Driver

All train Driver starts to
systems operate the train
tests

Driver's cab is active

ID_10047

Train repair in line

10036 Maintain
vehicle

ID_10048

TCMS refurbishing

10037 Maintain
vehicle

ID_10049

Train functions refurbishing

The train driver is efficiently
helped by the train system in case
of train failure, so that he is able
to manage the train to operate
safely in degraded mode.

The time needed to repair the
train by the driver is minimized so
that its time of operation is
maximized.

1. Trainis on track or at a
TCMS
station
2. Maintenance staff asks the
TCMS about the failures on
the train
3. Maintenance staff repairs
the train
4. Train is usable for
passengers
The RU has the complete
RU wants to refurbish the
TCMS
knowledge of the TCMS that I am TCMS of a given rolling stock,
able to refurbish it during its
with the same functions
whole life.
The RU ahs the complete
RU wants to refurbish train
TCMS
knowledge of the train functions functions of a given rolling
so that I am able to refurbish it
stock,including TCMS.
during its whole life.

The local and the left consists or Simulation of a train shortening
part of the train shall trigger an shall trigger local emergency
emergency braking.
brakings and information of the
driver.

Reliability

High

The train
mode
remains the
same

Train in degraded mode
All the failures and degraded
configuration or train repaired, modes managed by this system
depending on the actions of the shall be tested.
driver

Reliability

Medium P. Laporte

Train is at
standstill

The corresponding train systems Verify d all the tests needed are Reliability
are tested.
implemanted to help the Driver.

Medium P. Laporte

Maintenan All train Train fails
ce staff
systems

Train is usable for passengers

The failure has disappeared

Lifecycle
Cost

High

P. Laporte

Driver

Train is usable for passengers

The failure has disappeared

Reliability

High

P. Laporte

All train Train fails
systems

P. Laporte

rail vehicle RU
manufactu
rer

TCMS needs to be
refurbished

TCMS
New TCMS with existing
functions are functions
still the same

Demonstrate the equivalence of Lifecycle
previous and new functions
Cost

High

P. Laporte

rail vehicle RU
manufactu
rer

Some train functions
need to be
refurbished

TCMS
New TCMS with existing
functions are functions
still the same

Demonstrate the equivalence of Lifecycle
previous and new functions
Cost

High

P. Laporte

10038 Maintain
vehicle

ID_10050

Repair information
transmission

The RU collects the information
needed to repair the train so that
the maintenance staff are ready
when the train arrives at a
workshop

1. Train arrives at the depot is TCMS
in operation.
2. TCMS is collecting
convenient information and
sends it to the landside (T2G
transmission)
3. Maintenance staff asks the
TCMS about the failures on
the train to complete the
existing information
4. Maintenance staff repairs
the train
5. Train is usable for
passengers
The RU is able to test any train
1. RU asks the train for its
TCMS
configuration without stopping
configuration
the operation of the train. so that 2. TCMS collects the train
the fleet availability is not
configuration
impacted by the tests.
3. Train sends its configuration
to the traxck side

10039 Maintain
vehicle

ID_10051

Train configuration test

10040 Monitor
vehicle

ID_10052

Alert/alarms information for The driver shall be aware of
driver
information concerning the train
alerts or alarms so that he can
decide which action shall be
taken.

10041 Monitor
vehicle

ID_10053

10042 Monitor
vehicle

Maitenanc All train Train fails
e staff
systems

All failures has been fixed

The failure has disappeared

Reliability

Medium P. Laporte

Reliability

Medium P. Laporte

RU

All train RU wants to test the All train modes
systems configuration of the
train

The train is
still in
operation

Train configuration is sent to the Communication test with a
RU
known train configuration

1. Drives activates its cab
TCMS
2. Driver drives the train
3. A train alert/alarm happens
4. TCMS informs the driver
5. Driver acknowledges the
alert/alarm

Driver

All train Train alarm/alert
systems

Driver's cab is active

The train is
still in
operation

Driver is informed and the TCMS Verifying that triggering each
Reliability
is able to send again information alert/alarm informs the driver
about the related alert/alarm. and that this information is
available again when it has been
aknowledged.

High

Alert/alarms information for The train staff shall be aware of
information concerning the train
train staff
alerts or alarms so that he can
decide which action shall be
taken.

1. The train is powered up
TCMS
2. A train alert/alarm
concerning the train staff
happens
3. TCMS informs the train staff
4. The train staff
acknowledges the alert/alarm

Train staff All train Train alarm/alert
systems

Train is powered up

The train is
still in
operation

Train staff is informed and the
TCMS is able to send again
information about the related
alert/alarm.

Medium P. Laporte

ID_10054

Train information priorisation The RU wants that the
for driver
information given by the train to
the driver are priorised so that
he can take the right decision
regarding the operation.

1. The train is powered up
TCMS
2. Some information appears
3. TCMS prioritises the
informations
4. Driver is informed by TCMS
5. Driver acknoledges the
information

Driver

All train Train alarm/alert
systems

Driver's cab is active

The train is
still in
operation

Driver is informed and the TCMS Verifying that triggering each
Reliability
is able to send again information alert/alarm informs the driver
about the related alert/alarm. and that this information is
available again when it has been
aknowledged.

High

10043 Monitor
vehicle

ID_10054

Train information priorisation The RU wants that the
train staff
information given by the train to
the train staff are priorised so
that they can take the right
decision regarding the operation.

1. The train is powered up
TCMS
2. Some information appears
3. TCMS prioritises the
informations
4. Train staff is informed by
TCMS
5. Train staff acknoledges the
information

Train staff All train Train alarm/alert
systems

Train is powered up

The train is
still in
operation

Train staff is informed and the
TCMS is able to send again
information about the related
alert/alarm.

Verifying that triggering each
Reliability
alert/alarm informs the train
staff and that this information is
available again when it has been
aknowledged.

Medium P. Laporte

10044 Monitor
vehicle

ID_10055

Train systems status
Many devices on the train are
communication for the driver able to communicate their status
so that the train global status is
accurately known by the driver

1. Driver asks for the train
TCMS
equipment status
2. TCMS collects the status of
the train equipments
3. TCMS informs the driver of
the status

Driver

Train is powered up

The train is
still in
operation

Driver is informed of the train
systems status

Verification of its status by each Reliability
train system concerned

High

All train Driver wants to
systems know the train
systems status

Verifying that triggering each
Availability
alert/alarm informs the train
staff and that this information is
available again when it has been
aknowledged.

P. Laporte

P. Laporte

P. Laporte

10045 Monitor
vehicle

ID_10055

10046 Monitor
vehicle

ID_10055

30001 Operate
Vehicle

30007 30009

Train systems status
communication for the RU

1. RU asks for the train
TCMS
equipment status
2. TCMS collects the status of
the train equipments
3. TCMS informs the RU of the
status
Train systems status
Many devices on the train are
1. Maintenance staff asks for TCMS
communication for train staff able to communicate their status the train equipment status
so that the train global status is 2. TCMS collects the status of
accurately known by the
the train equipments
maintenance staff
3. TCMS informs the
maintenance staff of the
status
parking with energy saving

Many devices on the train are
able to communicate their status
so that the train global status is
accurately known by the RU

The driver activates a mode for
parking with energy supply and
preparation ability for driving
configuration (UIC-612-1). The
train enters an energy saving
(and reduced noise) mode until a
predefined point of time. After
this time the train prepares itself
for operation.

1. Driver sets action to bring
the train into mode "Parking
with energy supply" and
provides the time when the
train should be ready for
operation again.
2. TMCS performs automatic
tests supervised by the driver
3. Driver deactivates the
cabin, locks the cabin, leaves
the train
4. TCMS performs automatic
tests
5. TCMS and subsystems
compute point of time for
starting preparation
5. TCMS starts mode for
energy saving and noise
reduction until point of time
for starting preparation
6. TCMS starts preparation
(e.g. climatization, tests) at
the pre-computed point of
time
7. Driver enters the train,
activates a cabin, takes action
to end mode for parking.

RU

Train is powered up

The train is
still in
operation

RU is informed of the train
systems status

Verification of its status by each Reliability
train system concerned

High

P. Laporte

Train staff All train Maintenance staff
Train is powered up
systems wants to know the
train systems status

The train is
still in
operation

Maintenance staff is informed
of the train systems status

Verification of its status by each Reliability
train system concerned

High

P. Laporte

The trains
speed is 0
km/h, train
is connected
to main
energy
supply
(catenary).

Train is ready to go into
Scenario following and
Lifecycle
operation at the requested point controlling the steps of the basic Cost
flow.
Reliability
of time, train is "In Sevice"Mode again.

TCMS Driver
other
subsyst
ems
(most
importa
nt:
HVAC,
Energy
systems
)

All train RU wants to know
systems the train systems
status

TCMS

The drivers starts
mode for parking
with energy saving
and preparation
ability for driving
configuration.

The trains speed is 0 km/h, train is
connected to main energy supply
(catenary), train is "In Service"Mode (UIC-612-1).

Medium A. Winzen

30002 Operate
Vehicle

30007 30009

parking with energy saving

The driver activates a mode for
parking with power switched off
and preparation ability for driving
configuration. The train switches
power off until a predefined point
time. After this time the train
prepares itself for operation.
Variant: wakeup by remote and
not by onboard timer
(TBD: Shoul we elaborate this ?)

30003 Operate
Vehicle

prepare for coupling

30004 Operate
Vehicle

drive coupling master

The driver prepares the train for
being coupled.

The driver prepares the train for
coupling, i.e. driving the train
with low speed to another train
which is prepared for coupling

1. Driver sets action to bring
the train into mode for
parking with energy supply
and provides the time when
the train should be ready for
operation again.
2. TMCS performs automatic
tests supervised by the driver
3. Driver deactivates the
cabin, locks the cabin, leaves
the train
4. TCMS performs automatic
tests
5. TCMS and subsystems
compute point of time for
starting preparation and set
wakeup timer
5. TCMS controls the
transition into shutown, the
device with the timer for
wakeup is still powered.
6. Wakeup device switches
power on, TCMS starts and
controls the transition into
"Standby Mode" (UIC 612-1,
connects HV-Supply, etc).
6. TCMS starts preparation
( Driver
li secures
i i the train
)
1.

TCMS Driver
other
subsyst
ems
(most
importa
nt:
HVAC,
Energy
systems
)

TCMS

The drivers starts
mode for parking
with power off and
preparation ability
for driving
configuration.

The trains speed is 0 km/h, train is
in "In Service"-Mode (UIC-612-1).

The trains
speed is 0
km/h, train
is connected
to main
energy
supply
(catenary).

Train is ready to go into
Scenario following and
Lifecycle
operation at the requested point controlling the steps of the basic Cost
flow.
Reliability
of time, train is "In Sevice"Mode again.

Medium A. Winzen

TCMS

Driver

TCMS

The driver initiates a The trains speed is 0 km/h, train is
full service brake
in "In Service"-Mode (UIC-612-1).
with the intention of
preparing the train
for coupling.

state of
other
subsystems
(not involved
in coupling)
do not
change

The trains speed is 0 km/h, train
is in "In Service"-Mode (UIC-6121). The train is ready for being
coupled, i.e. another train can
act as coupling master and the
couple with this train. No active
drivers cab.

Capacity

Medium A. Winzen

1. The driver initiates coupling TCMS
master mode.
2. TCMS opens front flaps (if
present)
3. TCMS sets speed limit (slow
enough for coupling without
damage)
4. Drivers controls speed while
the train moves to the other
train to be coupled.

Driver

TCMS

The driver initiates
coupling master
mode.

the train moves slow enough for
coupling, train can be coupled

NFRs related Medium A. Winzen
to coupling
procedure
(Network
capacity)

with a full service brake and
also applies parking brake.
2. Driver opens front flaps (if
present and controlled from
the active cab).
3. Driver deactivates the cab.

Train is in "Driving"-Mode (UIC-612- Train is in
1).
"Driving"Mode (UIC612-1).

30005 Operate
Vehicle

coupling

Two trains are coupled resulting 1. TCMS detects state
TCMS
in one train, ready for operation. "coupled" sets speed to 0 and
secures train2 with full service
brake and parking brake and
signals it to the driver.
TCMS initiates train
inauguration.
2. train 2: Driver sets speed to
0.
3. train 2: Driver deactivates
cab.
4. driver walks to a cab at the
end of the train.
5. driver activates cab
6. checks the result of the
train inauguration
7. driver performs checks for
subsystems (brakes, etc.)
needed after changeing the
train configuration.

TCMS

Driver

trains couple
For train 1 : use case "prepare for
(mechanical+electric coupling" has been executed.
al)
For train 2 : use case "drive
coupling master" has been
executed.

state of
Former train 1 and train 2 are
now ready to operate as one
other
subsystems train.
(not involved
in coupling)
do not
change

NFRs related Medium A. Winzen
to coupling
procedure
(Network
capacity)

30006 Operate
Vehicle

decoupling

A train consisting of two ore
more operational consists is
operationally separated into two
trains

Driver

TCMS

The driver initiates a The trains speed is 0 km/h, train is
full service brake
in "In Service"-Mode (UIC-612-1).
with the intention of
de-coupling the
train.

state of
train is de-coupled into seperate
other
units (two trains).
subsystems
(not involved
in coupling)
do not
change

NFRs related Medium A. Winzen
to coupling
procedure
(Network
capacity)

UC-1.1- [1.1] Vehicle
001
Setup and
Stabling

Check Battery Isolation

The Maintenance Staff wants to
check if the battery Insulation is
in order.

TCMS

Maintenan
ce Staff

Maintenance Staff
checks battery
isolation.

Battery Power is switched on.

Maintenance Staff knows the
state of isolation.

Verifying that the Maintenance Reliability
Staff can request the state of
isolation of the battery power
network and the TCMS show the
state of battery power network.

High

DB

UC-1.1- [1.1] Vehicle
002
Setup and
Stabling

Disable Battery Power

The Driver wants to end the
support of the systems by battery
power.

TCMS

Driver

Driver uses the
battery main switch
mechanism of TCMS
to disable battery
power.

Driver has activated a cab. TCMS is
operable. Battery switches are on,
all electrical aggregates shall not
longer in use.

It is not longer possible to use
the electrical aggregates. .

Precondition: The train is
enabled. The Driver deactivate
the systems by battery power
off.
Verifying that the TCMS shut
down regular and that
afterwards TCMS and electrical
aggregates are disabled.

High

DB

1. Driver secures the train
TCMS
with a full service brake and
also applies parking brake.
2. Driver initiates de-coupling
by selecting the the position,
where the units of the train
shall be de-coupled (there
may be multiple units
coupled).
3. Driver deactivates the cab.
4. TCMS decouples units at the
selected position electrically.
5. TCMS decouples units at the
selected position
mechanically.
6. TMCS shows the status "decoupled" to the driver.
7. TCMS initiates train
inauguration.
8. TCMS activates exteriour
lighting at the positions where
the train has been separated.
9. for each of the trains, UC
30005, steps 4.-7. must be
followed

Reliability

UC-1.1- [1.1] Vehicle
003
Setup and
Stabling

UC-1.1- [1.1] Vehicle
004
Setup and
Stabling

Disable Main Switch

Enable Battery Power

The Driver wants set the Main
Switch to "OFF".

The Driver wants to start the
support of the systems by battery
power.

TCMS

TCMS

Driver

Driver

The Driver uses the None
Main Switch
Mechanism of TCMS
to deactivate the
support for the
aggregates.

Main switch is off.

Driver use the
Battery is fit for use.
Battery main switch
mechanism of TCMS
to enable the battery
power.

Battery is on.

Main switch is on.

Driver has entered the Train and
the air pressure is in range and
battery power is enabled. Main
Switch is not in "OFF position"

Precondition: The Main Switch is Reliability
closed.
Verifying that the driver can
request the main switch to open
and later the main Switch is
opened.
Precondition: The train is
Reliability
disabled.
Verifying that the driver can
bring the systems into action by
battery power and the TCMS is
available and active.
Precondition: The Main Switch is Reliability
opened.
Verifying that the driver can
request the main switch to close.
The Main Switch is closed.

High

DB

High

DB

High

DB

UC-1.1- [1.1] Vehicle
005
Setup and
Stabling

Enable Main Switch

The Driver wants set the Main
Switch to "ON".

TCMS

Driver

The Driver uses the
Main Switch
Mechanism to
activate all
aggregates.

UC-1.1- [1.1] Vehicle
006
Setup and
Stabling

Lift Pantograph

The Driver wants to connect the
pantograph.

TCMS

Driver

Driver uses the Main Air pressure is available. Driver has
Pantograph
entered the train.
Mechanism of TCMS
to request to lift the
Pantograph.

Driver has successfully
requested to lift the
Pantograph.

Reliability

High

DB

UC-1.1- [1.1] Vehicle
007
Setup and
Stabling

Lower Pantograph

The Driver wants to disconnect
the pantograph.

TCMS

Driver

Driver has successfully
Verifying that the driver can
Reliability
requested to lower Pantograph. request the disconnect of
Pantograph and the TCMS
actuate the lower of Pantograph

High

DB

UC-1.1- [1.1] Vehicle
008
Setup and
Stabling

Monitor Air Compressor

The Driver wants to observe the
state and level of air pressure.

TCMS

Driver

Driver use the Main Driver has activated a cab.
Pantograph
Mechanism to
request to lower
Pantograph.
The Driver request Driver has activated a cab. TCMS is
to observe air
operable
pressure by using
the monitoring
mechanism of TCMS.

The Driver ha successfully
requested to observe air
pressure.

Verifying that the driver can
request the level of the air
pressure and the TCMS provide
the state of the air pressure.

Reliability

High

DB

UC-1.1- [1.1] Vehicle
009
Setup and
Stabling

Monitor Master Switch

The Driver wants observe the
position of Master Switch.

TCMS

Driver

Driver requests to
Driver has activated a cab. TCMS is
observe the Master operable
Switch by using the
monitoring
mechanism of TCMS.

Driver has successfully
requested to observe the
Master Switch.

Verifying that the driver can
Reliability
request the position of main
Switch und the TCMS provide the
current position of main switch.

High

DB

UC-1.1- [1.1] Vehicle
010
Setup and
Stabling

Monitor Pantograph Position The Driver wants to observe the
position of the pantograph.

TCMS

Driver

Driver uses the
Driver has activated a cab. TCMS is
monitoring
operable
mechanism of TCMS
to observe the
Pantograph position.

Driver know the position of
Pantograph.

Verifying that the driver can
request the position of
Pantograph und the TCMS
provide the current position of
Pantograph.

Reliability

High

DB

UC-1.1- [1.1] Vehicle
011
Setup and
Stabling

Monitoring Battery Status

The Driver wants to observe the
status of battery power.

TCMS

Driver

Driver uses the
Driver has activated a cab. TCMS is
monitoring
operable
mechanism of TCMS
to observe battery
power state.

Driver knows the state of
battery power.

Verifying that the driver can
Reliability
request the state (level) of
battery power an the TCMS
provide the current state (level)
of battery power.

High

DB

UC-1.1- [1.1] Vehicle
012
Setup and
Stabling

Reset Battery

The Driver wants to reset the
battery power to start the
support of the systems by battery
power again.

TCMS

Driver

Driver use Battery
Driver has activated a cab. TCMS is
Reset Mechanism of operable
TCMS to make a
"battery reset".

TCMS is restarted.

Precondition:The train is
enabled.

High

DB

Verifying that the driver can
request the lift of Pantograph
and the TCMS actuate the lift of
Pantograph.

Verifying that after the driver
resets the systems by battery
power off and on, the TCMS
restarts and afterwards the
TCMS is available and active.

Reliability

UC-1.1- [1.1] Vehicle
013
Setup and
Stabling

Set Current Limitation

UC-1.1- [1.1] Vehicle
014
Setup and
Stabling

The Driver wants to set the
correct current limitation, for
example depending on national
routes.

TCMS

Driver

Driver sets the limit Main Switch is on.
of current
consumption by
using the
consumption
mechanism of TCMS.

Current consumption is limited. Verifying that the driver can set Reliability
the correct current limitation and
the TCMS ensure the current
limitation of the train.

High

DB

Set Train Arrangement Data The Driver wants to set the train
data, for example the number of
parts or units, the train
identification number, and so on.

TCMS

Driver

Driver set up Train Driver has activated a cab. TCMS is
Basic Data by using operable.
the configuration
mechanism of TCMS.

Train basic data is stored and
activated

Verifying that the driver is able Reliability
to set the train data and that the
TCMS log the train data .

High

DB

UC-1.1- [1.1] Vehicle
015
Setup and
Stabling

Switch Off Compressor

The Driver switch off the air
compressor to finish the load of
air pressure store.

TCMS

Driver

The Driver uses the None
Compressor
Mechanism of TCMS
to deactivate the
compressed air
supply.

The air compressor is off.

Precondition:The air compresser Reliability
is running.
Verifying that the driver can
switch off the air compressor and
the air compressor is off.

High

DB

UC-1.1- [1.1] Vehicle
016
Setup and
Stabling

Switch On Compressor

The Driver wants to switch on the
air compressor to generate the
necessary pressure to operate.

TCMS

Driver

The Driver uses the Driver has activated a cab. TCMS is
Compressor
operable
Mechanism of TCMS
to activate the
compressed air
supply.

The pressed air supply is
available.

Precondition:The air compresser Reliability
is switched off.
Verifying that after the Driver
switch on the air compressor the
air compresser is running until
the maximum working pressure.

High

DB

UC-1.1- [1.1] Vehicle
017
Setup and
Stabling

Move Pantograph

The Maintenance Staff want to
move the Pantograph in
maintenance Position.

TCMS

Maintenan
ce Staff

Air pressure/energy is available.
Access to maintenance interface.

Pantograph is in maintenance
position.

DB

Obtain Maintenance
Information

The Maintenance Staff obtain
State and Diagnostic information
about the Train by using special
interfaces.

TCMS

Maintenan
ce Staff

Maintenance staff is getting access
to the train.

Maintenance Staff have all
necessary information.

Verifying that the Maintenance Reliability
Staff can request the
maintenance position of the
Panthograph and the Pantograph
move to the maintenance
position.
Verifying that the Maintenance Reliability
Staff can request the State and
Diagnostic information about the
train and the TCMS provide the
State and Diagnostic information
about the train.

High

UC-1.1- [1.1] Vehicle
018
Setup and
Stabling

Maintenance Staff is
using the Move
Pantograph
Mechanism to lift or
lower the
Pantograph.
Maintenance Staff
get technical and
state information
about the train.

High

DB

UC-1.1- [1.1] Vehicle
019
Setup and
Stabling

Setup Maintenance
Information

The Maintenance Staff wants to
set and reset Maintenance
information.

TCMS

Maintenan
ce Staff

Maintenance Staff
set and reset
maintenance
Information.

UC-1.2- [1.2]
Superordinated
001
Vehicle Control

Adjust temperature

The RAILWAY UNDERTAKING
wants to adjust temperature
inside train.

TCMS

Railway
Undertaki
ng

UC-1.2- [1.2]
Superordinated
002
Vehicle Control

Configure Entertainment
System

The RU wants to configure the
Entertainment System remotely.

TCMS

UC-1.2- [1.2]
003
Superordinated
Vehicle Control

Get information about
wayside situation

The RAILWAY UNDERTAKING
wants to get information about
the wayside situation.

UC-1.2- [1.2]
Superordinated
004
Vehicle Control

Get information from the
Train Staff and the Driver

The RAILWAY UNDERTAKING
wants to get information from
the trabsportable staff.

UC-1.2- [1.2]
Superordinated
005
Vehicle Control

Give Orders to the Train Staff The RAILWAY UNDERTAKING
wants to give an order to the
and the Driver
driver or the train staff directly.

Maintenance access is available.

Stored maintenance information The Maintenance Staff request Reliability
are set correctly or reset.
the state of Maintenance
information. The TCMS show the
current state of Maintenance
information. The Maintenance
Staff save a new test
Maintenance information. The
Maintenance Staff disable
Battery Power. The Maintenance
Staff enable Battery Power. The
Maintenance Staff request the
state Maintenance information.
The TCMS show the new state of
Maintenance information. The
Maintenance Staff request reset
of the state of Maintenance
information. The Maintenance
Staff request the state
Maintenance information. The
TCMS show that there isn't a
current state of Maintenance
information.

High

DB

RU adjusts train
Communication channels between
internal temperature train and RAILWAY UNDERTAKING
is established. RAILWAY
UNDERTAKING/train system is in
Superordinated mode.

Internal temperature is set as
desired by the RU

Perform use case on the train
with simulated or real RU
environment (waysinde / land
side). . et test temperature
remotely; control achieved
temperature on the train.

Reliability

High

DB

Railway
Undertaki
ng

The RU configures
the Entertainment
system and set some
constrains.

Entertainment system is
configured.

Perform use case on the train
with simulated or real RU
environment (waysinde / land
side). Parameter: Meaningful
test configuration settings.

Reliability

High

DB

TCMS

Railway
Undertaki
ng

The TCMS sends the Communication between train
desired information. communication system and wayside
is established.

The railway undertaking
received the desired
information.

Perform use case on the train
with simulated or real RU
environment (waysinde / land
side). Trigger information
request with test parameters
remotely, compare results with
actual situation on the train.

Reliability

High

DB

TCMS

Railway
Transpo RAILWAY
Communication between train
Undertaki rtable UNDERTAKING gets communication system and wayside
ng
staff
information from
is established.
the train staff and /
or the driver.

The railway undertaking has
received information from the
driver or the train staff.

Perform use case on the train
with simulated or real RU
environment (waysinde / land
side).

Reliability

High

DB

TCMS

Railway
Transpo RAILWAY
Undertaki rtable UNDERTAKING give
ng
staff
orders to the train
staff and / or the
driver.

Train Staff or driver have
received new orders.

Perform use case on the train
with simulated or real RU
environment (waysinde / land
side). Test order is given, staff
receives order.

Reliability

High

DB

Communication to Entertainment
system is available. Entertainment
System is online, remote
communication is established.

Communication between train
communication system and wayside
is established.

UC-1.2- [1.2]
006
Superordinated
Vehicle Control

Set Drivers cabin display

The RAILWAY UNDERTAKING
wants to send information to the
drivers cabin display (SIL 0) in
driver cabin to inform the driver
about new orders or only give the
driver some information.

TCMS

Railway
Driver
Undertaki
ng

The RU sets
Remote communication is
information on
established
driver cabins display
(SIL 0) using the
remote
communication

Driver is notified by updated
display information

Perform use case on the train
Reliability
with simulated or real RU
environment (waysinde / land
side). Parameter: set test
message remotely, control result
on the train.

High

DB

UC-1.2- [1.2]
Superordinated
007
Vehicle Control

Change PIS data and
configuration remotely

The RU wants to set or update PIS
data via remote communication
channels.

TCMS

Railway
Undertaki
ng

The RU sets the PIS
data using the
remote
communication

PIS is configured by Railway
Undertaking.

Perform use case on the train
Reliability
with simulated or real RU
environment (waysinde / land
side). Parameter: set test
aspects remotely, control result
on the train.
Seat reservations are displayed. Perform use case on the train
Reliability
with simulated or real RU
environment (waysinde / land
side). Parameters: defined set of
reservation test data: Check the
reservation displays for correct
information.

High

DB

UC-1.2- [1.2]
Superordinated
008
Vehicle Control

Set Seat Reservation

The RU wants to set the seat
reservation.

TCMS

Railway
Undertaki
ng

Railway Undertaking PIS is online, remote
uses the Set Seat
communication is established.
Reservation
Mechanism to set
the seat
reservations.

High

DB

UC-1.2- [1.2]
Superordinated
010
Vehicle Control

Vehicle rail integration

The RAILWAY UNDERTAKING
wants to give an order to the
driver or the train staff directly
with respect to the vehicle rail
integration.

TCMS

Railway
Train
Undertaki staff
ng

RAILWAY
UNDERTAKING give
orders to the train
staff and / or the
driver.

Communication between train
communication system and wayside
is established.

Train Staff or driver have
received new commands with
respect to the vehicle rail
integration.

High

DB

UC-1.2- [1.2]
Superordinated
011
Vehicle Control

Configure ECU

The Maintenance Staff wants to
configure the inside electronic
control units (only allowed for SIL0 train-IT).

TCMS

Maintenan
ce Staff

Maintenance Staff
wants to transfer
data to train ECUs.

Communication between train
communication system and wayside
is established. Only allowed for SIL0 train-IT.

ECU works with new software or Perform use case on the train
data.
with simulated or real RU
environment (waysinde / land
side). Parameters: defined test
set of parameter data and test
SW to be transfered and
installed. Test for correct
operation afterwards.

Reliability

High

DB

UC-1.2- [1.2]
Superordinated
012
Vehicle Control

Get Data Log

The Maintenance Staff want to
get log data from current and
previous operation cycles.

TCMS

Maintenan
ce Staff

Maintenance Staff
receives operating
data from train.

Communication between train
communication system and wayside
is established.

Reliability

High

DB

TCMS

Maintenan
ce Staff

Maintenance
Communication between train
receives data about communication system and wayside
level of operating
is established.
materials like Water,
food,....

Reliability

High

DB

The Maintenance Staff want to
get the train operating data.

TCMS

Maintenan
ce Staff

Maintenance Staff
receive operating
date from train.

Communication between train
communication system and wayside
is established.

Reliability

High

DB

Perform Automatic Brake
Test

The Maintenance Staff wants to
perform an automated breake
test via the remote
communication system

TCMS

Maintenan
ce Staff

Maintenance Staff
performs an
automated brake
test.

Communication between train
communication system and wayside
is established. Train is stopped and
parking brake is applied.

Maintenance Staff has received Perform use case on the train
current and previous logs.
with simulated or real RU
environment (waysinde / land
side).
Maintenance has received data Perform use case on the train
about level of operating
with simulated or real RU
materials.
environment (waysinde / land
side). Record preset situation
and compare with reported
results.
Maintenance Staff have
Perform use case on the train
received actual data.
with simulated or real RU
environment (waysinde / land
side).
The automated brake test is
Perform use case on the train
finished.
with simulated or real RU
environment (waysinde / land
side). Also test negative cases
(e.g. train in service and driving -> test must not be possible!).

UC-1.2- [1.2]
013
Superordinated
Vehicle Control

Get Data about level of the
operating materials

The Maintenance Staff wants to
get data.

UC-1.2- [1.2]
Superordinated
014
Vehicle Control

Get Operating Data

UC-1.2- [1.2]
Superordinated
015
Vehicle Control

Reliability

High

DB

UC-1.2- [1.2]
Superordinated
016
Vehicle Control

Reset Data Log

The Maintenance Staff want to
reset and restart the data log.

TCMS

Maintenan
ce Staff

The maintenance
staff uses the reset
and restart the data
log mechanism.

The data log is reset and
restarted.

Reliability

High

DB

PIS is online, remote
communication is established.

Perform use case on the train
Reliability
with simulated or real RU
environment (waysinde / land
side), based on defined test precondition settings on the train.

Perform use case on the train
with simulated or real RU
environment (waysinde / land
side).

UC-1.2- [1.2]
017
Superordinated
Vehicle Control

Retain train diagnostic data

UC-1.2- [1.2]
Superordinated
018
Vehicle Control

The Maintenance Staff want to
get the current content of
diagnostic memory.

TCMS

Maintenan
ce Staff

Maintenance receive Communication channels between
diagnostic data.
train and Maintenance institution is
established.

Perform automatic diagnostic The Maintenance Staff want to
check of control units
start some automatic checks of
some electronic control units to
get diagnostic information.

TCMS

Maintenan
ce Staff

Maintenance Staff
triggers the
automatic TCMS
diagnostics check.

UC-1.3- [1.3] Move
001
Vehicle

Disengage Parking Brake

The driver wants to disengage the
parking break.

TCMS

Driver

The actor driver uses The parking brake is engaged
the disengage
parking brake
mechanism.

UC-1.3- [1.3] Move
002
Vehicle

Engage Parking Brake

The driver wants to engage the
parking brake.

TCMS

Driver

The actor driver uses The parking brake is disengaged
the engage parking
brake mechanism.

UC-1.3- [1.3] Move
003
Vehicle

Monitor Brake

The driver monitors the status of
the brakes.

TCMS

Driver

The system brake
n.a.
control continuously
shows the state of
the brakes to the
driver.

The actor driver continuously
monitors the states of the
brakes.

UC-1.3- [1.3] Move
004
Vehicle

Monitor Brake Release

The driver wants to monitor the
brake release.

TCMS

Driver

The actor driver uses n.a.
the monitor brake
release mechanism.

The driver checks the brake
release state after the brake
control system has displayed the
brake release state.

UC-1.3- [1.3] Move
005
Vehicle

Override Emergency Brake

The driver wants that the system
brake control overrides the brake
control.

TCMS

Driver

UC-1.3- [1.3] Move
006
Vehicle

Perform Coupling Drive

The Driver wants to couple the
consist to a consist awaiting
coupling.

TCMS

Driver

The Driver uses the Both consist are ready to be
Perform Coupling
coupled.
Drive Mechanism to
couple the consists.

The consist is moving slowly
towards the consist waiting to
be coupled until coupling has
occurred.

UC-1.3- [1.3] Move
007
Vehicle

Perform Irregular Movement The driver wants to perform a
irregular movements.

TCMS

Driver

The actor driver uses The train has a malfunction
the perform
preventing it to move.
irregular movement
mechanism.

The system brake control
releases the brakes and notifies
the driver of irregular
movement rules.

UC-1.3- [1.3] Move
008
Vehicle

Perform Tow Drive

TCMS

Driver

The Driver uses the
Perform Tow Drive
Mechanism to tow
the out of order
consist.

Driver is able to move both
consists.

The Driver wants to perform a
tow drive.

Communication between train
communication system and wayside
is established.

Passeng Emergency Brake
Emergency brake request has been
er
Request. The system triggered by passenger
brake control uses
the emergency
brake request
notification
mechanism.

The consist is coupled to an out of
order consist with basic glide
protection.

Maintenance Staff received the Perform use case on the train
all diagnostics information from with simulated or real RU
the train
environment (waysinde / land
side).
Train diagnostic check is
Perform use case on the train
finished.
with simulated or real RU
environment (waysinde / land
side). Random selection of
different ECUs.
The system brake control
Verifying that the driver can
request to disengage the parking
disengages the parking brake
break.
and notifies the driver of the
Verifying that the TCMS provide
disengagement.
the driver the state of the brakes
continuous.
The system brake control
Verifying that the driver can
engages the parking brake and request to engage the parking
notifies the driver of the
break and that the TCMS provide
engagement.
to the driver the state of the
brakes continuous.

Reliability

High

DB

Reliability

High

DB

Reliability

High

DB

Reliability

High

DB

Verifying that the driver can
Reliability
request the status of the brakes.
Verifying that the TCMS provide
the driver the state of the brakes
continuous.

High

DB

Verifying that the driver can
Lifecycle
request a release of bakes.
Cost
Verifying that the TCMS provide
the driver the state of the
brakes.
The system brake control slows Precondition: The system brake Reliability
the train down and stops it if the control slows the train down.
Verifying that the driver can
driver did not override the
emergency brake request within request to overrides the brake
control within 10 seconds and
10 seconds.
the system brake control slows
no longer the train down.

High

DB

High

DB

Verifying that the driver can
Lifecycle
request couple the consist to a Cost
consist awaiting coupling.
Verifying that the driver is able
to move the train at slow spead
to the consist awaiting coupling.

High

DB

Verifying that the driver can
Reliability
request an irregular movement
and that the driver is able after
activation to move the train
without supervision of the TCMS
.
Verifying that the driver is able Reliability
to move the consist that is out of
service after the active train is
coupled with a consist that is out
of service.

High

DB

High

DB

UC-1.3- [1.3] Move
009
Vehicle

Perform Wash Drive

The driver wants to perform a
wash drive.

TCMS

Driver

The Driver uses the
Perform Wash Drive
Mechanism to
perform a wash
drive at a slow
speed.
The Driver uses the
Sand Track
Mechanism to
deploy sand on the
tracks.
The driver sets the
brake power.

The train is stopped.

The train is moving at a slow
speed and is ready to be
washed.

Verifying that the the train is
moving at a slow speed and is
ready to be washed.

Reliability

High

DB

UC-1.3- [1.3] Move
011
Vehicle

Sand Track

The Driver wants to deploy sand
on the tracks.

TCMS

Driver

The train is moving. Sanding level is
sufficient to deploy sand.

There is sand on the tracks
increasing adhesive friction of
the wheels.

Verifying that the driver is able
to deploy sand on the tracks to
increasing adhesive friction of
the wheels.

Reliability

High

DB

UC-1.3- [1.3] Move
012
Vehicle

Set Brake Power

The driver wants to set the brake
power.

TCMS

Driver

The train is in operation and moving

The system brake control
applies the set brake power and
notifies the driver of the
currently set brake power.
The train movement direction is
set to the desired setting.

Verifying that the driver can set Reliability
break power an that the TCMS
provide the actual state of the
brake power.
Verifying that the driver can set Reliability
the train movement direction.
Verifying that the driver is able
to move the train into the desied
direction. In case of neutral no
movement is possible.

High

DB

UC-1.3- [1.3] Move
013
Vehicle

Set Train Movement
Direction

The Driver wants to set the train
movement direction to forward,
neutral or backward.

TCMS

Driver

The Driver uses the The train is stopped.
Set Train Movement
Direction
Mechanism to set
the train movement
direction.

High

DB

UC-1.3- [1.3] Move
014
Vehicle

Set desired Train Velocity

The Driver wants to set the
desired velocity of the train.

TCMS

Driver

The Driver uses the The train has been setup.
Set desired Train
Velocity Mechanism
to set the desired
velocity of the train.

The train accelerates to the
desired train velocity.

Verifying that the driver can set
the desired velocity of the train
and the train accelerates to the
desired train velocity.

Reliability

High

DB

UC-1.3- [1.3] Move
015
Vehicle

Setup Emergency Brake
Override

The driver wants to select the
emergency brake override.

TCMS

Driver

The driver uses the
setup emergency
brake override
mechanism.

The system sets the emergency Verifying that the driver can
brake override and
select the emergency brake
acknowledges the selection.
override and the TCMS provide
to the driver the state of
emergency brake override.

Reliability

High

DB

UC-1.3- [1.3] Move
016
Vehicle

Test Brake Full

The driver wants to test the
brakes.

TCMS

Driver

The actor driver uses The brakes have been set up after
the test brake
coupling.
mechanism.

The actor driver uses the test
brake mechanism.

Verifying that the driver can
Reliability
request a bake test and that the
TCMS provide the state of the
brakes after the brake test.

High

DB

UC-1.3- [1.3] Move
017
Vehicle

Perform Automatic Train
Stop

The automatic train protection
system stops the train.

TCMS

Emergency
Control

The automatic train The automatic train protection has
protection system
detected an emergency.
uses the automatic
train protection
interface.

The train is stopped
immediately.

Verifying that the automatic train Reliability
protection system stop the train
is immediately.

High

DB

UC-1.3- [1.3] Move
018
Vehicle

Deactivate Brakes

The maintenance staff wants to
deactivate brakes.

TCMS

Maintenan
ce Staff

The actor
maintenance staff
uses the deactivate
brakes mechanism.

The system brake control
deactivates the brakes and
acknowledges the deactivation.
Afterwards the maintenance
staff has to use the set brake
power mechanism.

Verifying that the brake can be Lifecycle
deactivated by the maintenance Cost
staff and there is a break status
information is provided.

Medium DB

UC-1.3- [1.3] Move
019
Vehicle

Obtain Brake Maintenance
Information

The maintenance staff wants to
obtain brake maintenance
information.

TCMS

Maintenan
ce Staff

The actor
n.a.
maintenance staff
uses the Obtain
Brake Maintenance
Information
mechanism to obtain
brake maintenance
information.

Brake System Maintenance
Information is available.

Verifying that the brake
maintenance information is
provided.

High

The emergency brakes has benn
activated

The brakes are active

Lifecycle
Cost

DB

UC-1.3- [1.3] Move
020
Vehicle

Receive Maintenance Staff
Notification

The maintenance staff gets
informed that a brake test has to
be carried out.

TCMS

Maintenan
ce Staff

The system brake
A brake test has been performed
control notifies the
maintenance staff of
a brake test to be
performed.

The maintenance staff
Verifying that the information is Reliability
acknowledges the brake test to provided and the maintenance
be performed.
staff acknowledges the brake
test to be performed.

High

DB

UC-1.3- [1.3] Move
021
Vehicle

Register to receive
Maintenance Staff
Notifications

The maintenance staff wants to
be notified for maintenance.

TCMS

Maintenan
ce Staff

n.a.

the system brake control
Verifying that the maintenance
acknowledges the maintenance staff is notified and these can
staff to be notified.
acknowledge.

Reliability

High

DB

UC-1.3- [1.3] Move
022
Vehicle

Adjust cooling of
components

Railway Undertaking wants the
cooling of movement control
components to be automatically
adjusted.

TCMS

Railway
Undertaki
ng

The maintenance
staff uses the
register for
maintenance
notification
mechanism.
The temperature of
movement control
components reaches
a threshold and RU
wants that the
cooling is
automatically
adjusted.

The temperature of a movement
control component has reached a
threshold.

The cooling is adjusted.

Reliability

High

DB

UC-1.3- [1.3] Move
023
Vehicle

Use Emergency Brake

The actor transportable person
wants to stop the train by using
Emergency Braking.

TCMS

Transporta
ble Person

The actor
The train is moving.
transportable person
uses the Request
emergency Braking
Mechanism.

The system brake control slows Verifying that the use of
Emergency Braking stop the
the train down and stops it.
train.

Reliability

High

DB

UC-2.1- [2.1]
001
Emergency
Detection

Inform the driver about
emergency

The passenger triggers the
emergency stop request or
emergency call

TCMS

Passenger Driver

The passenger
triggers the
emergency request

The emergency situation got
acknowledged by the driver.

UC-2.1- [2.1]
002
Emergency
Detection

Activate emergency stop

The driver performs an
emergency stop after an
emergency occurred.

TCMS

Driver

The driver performs an emergency occurred which
an emergency stop. needs to stop the train with an
emergency stop

The system sets the
corresponding brake power.

UC-2.1- [2.1]
003
Emergency
Detection

Check emergency situation

The driver checks the situation
after the fire alarm is triggered.

TCMS

Driver

The driver instructs The driver has been notified about
the train staff to
a potential emergency situation.
check the potential
emergency situation
by using the
emergency
communication
mechanism of TCMS.

The driver can exclude a false
emergency alarm.

Train
staff

Verifying that the cooling of
movement control components
is automatically adjusted.

Perform use case on the train.
The different possible causes and
situations have to be tested. Also
potential regulatory
requirements have to be
observed and tested.
Perform use case on the train
with simulated or real RU
environment (waysinde / land
side). Also potential regulatory
requirements have to be
observed and tested.
Perform use case on the train.
Reliability
Also potential regulatory
requirements have to be
observed and tested. The test
scenraio depends on the specific
technical equipment and
additional monitoring
capabilities, e.g. video
surveillance. So the alarm validity
and the situation can be checked
either remotely, or by
communication with train staff,
or by stopping the train and
doing a local control by the
driver. If the train is in a tunnel,
this has also to be considered as
part of the general situation. Also
potential regulatory
requirements have to be
observed and tested.

DB

DB

High

DB

UC-2.1- [2.1]
004
Emergency
Detection

Detect collision

The driver get informed about a
collision.

TCMS

Driver

The system
A collision happened.
recognize a collision
and driver gets
notification.

UC-2.1- [2.1]
005
Emergency
Detection

Detect derailment

The driver detects a derailment.
(DGÜ)

TCMS

Driver

The driver receives
notification of the
DGÜ that a
derailment is
detected.

UC-2.1- [2.1]
006
Emergency
Detection

Detect loss of driver
attention

The driver is not paying attention
and the system recognize it.

TCMS

Driver

The system
The driver is not paying attention.
recognize the loss of
attention.

UC-2.1- [2.1]
007
Emergency
Detection

Detect and indicate pressure The driver gets informed about
drop
the detection of a pressure drop.

TCMS

Driver

UC-2.1- [2.1]
008
Emergency
Detection

Detect reduced brake
functionality

The driver wants to be notified
about reduced brake
functionality.

TCMS

Driver

The system
recognize the
pressure drop and
informs the driver.
The driver receives a
notification about
reduced brake
functionality by
using the emergency
communication
mechanism of TCMS.

UC-2.1- [2.1]
009
Emergency
Detection

Detect train decoupling

The driver recognize that the
train is decoupling.

TCMS

Driver

UC-2.1- [2.1]
010
Emergency
Detection

Issue emergency
announcements

The driver does an emergency
announcement after an
emergency occurred.

TCMS

Driver

UC-2.1- [2.1]
011
Emergency
Detection

Issue emergency instructions The driver instructs the train staff
after an emergency occurred.
to train staff

TCMS

Driver

Train
staff

a derailment is detected by the
DGÜ

a pressure drop happens

Reduced brake functionality has
been detected and signaled to
TCSM using the event signaling
mechanism of TCMS.

The driver got informed that a
collision happened.

[MR: A technical expert has to
define safe test procedures for
that case!] Perform use case on a
simulated or real train with
simulated or real RU
environment (wayside / land
side) in a suitable way. Also
potential regulatory
requirements have to be
observed and tested.
The driver got informed of the [MR: A technical expert has to
derailment.
define safe test procedures for
that case!] Perform use case on a
simulated or real train with
simulated or real RU
environment (wayside / land
side) in a suitable way. Also
potential regulatory
requirements have to be
observed and tested.
The system is aware that the
Perform use case on the train
driver is not attentive anymore. with simulated or real RU
environment (waysinde / land
side). Also potential regulatory
requirements have to be
observed and tested.
The driver got informed about Perform use case on the train.
the pressure drop.

DB

DB

DB

DB

The driver has been successfully
notified about reduced brake
functionality by using the
emergency communication
mechanism of TCMS.

Perform use case on the train
with simulated or real RU
environment (waysinde / land
side). Also potential regulatory
requirements have to be
observed and tested.

Reliability

High

DB

The driver gets
The train consists of two or more
informed that the
consists.
train gets separated.

The driver is aware that the
consists are separated.

Perform use case on the train.

The driver
announces the
emergency.

An emergency event occurred.

The passenger / train staff got Perform use case on a simulated
informed about the emergency. or real train with simulated or
real RU environment (land side).
Also potential regulatory
requirements have to be
observed and tested. The
announcement has to be audible
in required quality at all locations
on the train.

DB

The driver instructs
the train staff

an emergency event happened
which needs certain actions

The train staff got instructed to Perform use case on the train.
do certain actions.
Also potential regulatory
requirements have to be
observed and tested.

DB

DB

UC-2.1- [2.1]
012
Emergency
Detection

Monitor doors

The driver monitors the doors.

TCMS

Driver

Train
staff

The driver monitors
the doors.

The safety situation around the Depending on the operations
doors got observed.
concept for closing of the doors,
either automated monitoring
requires attention for respective
alarms, or the doors have to be
monitored visually directly, via
backsight mirrors or through
cameras. The relevant concept
has to be tested.

DB

UC-2.1- [2.1]
013
Emergency
Detection

Monitor emergency lighting

The driver monitors the
emergency lighting

TCMS

Driver

Train
staff

The driver monitors n.a.
the emergency
lighting

DB

UC-2.1- [2.1]
014
Emergency
Detection

Monitor temperature in train The driver monitors the
temperature in the train.

TCMS

Driver

Train
staff

The driver monitors n.a.
the temperature in
the train.

The driver is aware about the
Check status of the emergency
state of the emergency lighting lighting on the control dispay and
compare to real status. Also
potential regulatory
requirements have to be
observed and tested.
The driver is aware about the
Perform use case on the train.
Parameter: measured actual
current temperature in the
temperature in the train at
train.
different locations and over a
relevant range of temperatures.

UC-2.1- [2.1]
015
Emergency
Detection

Monitor vehicle air
conditioning

The driver monitors the vehicle
air conditioning.

TCMS

Driver

Train
staff

The driver monitors n.a.
the current state of
the air conditioning

The driver is aware about the
current state of the air
conditioning

Perform use case on the train.
Parameter: measured actual air
conditioning parameters in the
train at different locations and
over a relevant range of values.

DB

UC-2.1- [2.1]
016
Emergency
Detection

Indicate Current collector
malfunction

The driver gets informed about
the malfunction of the current
collector.

TCMS

Driver

The current collector is not working
properly.

The driver got informed that the Perform use case on the train.
current collector is not working Different malfunciton scenarios
properly.
have to be considered.

DB

UC-2.1- [2.1]
017
Emergency
Detection

Receive train control
The driver gets informed about a
management system warning train control management system
warning.

TCMS

Driver

The system detects
that the current
collector is not
working properly
and informs the
driver.
The system receives
the train control and
management system
warning and displays
the information to
the driver.

A train control and management
system warning is send.

The driver is aware of the train
control and management
system warning.

DB

UC-2.1- [2.1]
018
Emergency
Detection

Surveil passenger area

The driver surveils the passenger
area.

TCMS

Driver

The driver surveils
the passenger area.

UC-2.1- [2.1]
019
Emergency
Detection

Switch off passenger air
conditioning in case of fire

The driver wants to switch off the
passenger air conditioning in
order to avoid spread of smoke.

TCMS

Driver

The driver requests A fire has been detected and the
to switch off the
driver has been notified.
passenger air
conditioning by using
the air conditioning
control mechanism
of TCMS.

DB

Perform use case on the train.
Different system warning
scenarios should be considered.

The passenger area is surveilled. Perform use case on the train.
Also potential regulatory
requirements have to be
observed and tested.
The driver has switched off the Perform use case on the train.
passenger air conditioning by
Also potential regulatory
using the air conditioning
requirements have to be
control mechanism of TCMS.
observed and tested.

DB

Reliability

High

DB

UC-2.1- [2.1]
020
Emergency
Detection

Notify the transportable staff The transportable staff gets the
about emergency situation instruction to check a potential
emergency situation from the
driver.

TCMS

Driver

UC-2.1- [2.1]
021
Emergency
Detection

Isolate the door in case of
fault

TCMS

Transporta
ble Staff

The transportable
staff deactivates
affected door
control units by
using a mechanism
of TCMS.

UC-2.1- [2.1]
022
Emergency
Detection

Detect insufficient air supply The transportable staff detects
insufficient air supply.

TCMS

Transporta
ble Staff

The transportable
Insufficient air supply is detected by
staff receives a
air quality sensors.
notification about
insufficient air
supply by using the
alarm notification
mechanism of TCMS.

The transportable staff has been Perform use case on the train.
notified about insufficient air
supply by using the alarm
notification mechanism of
TCMS.

UC-2.1- [2.1]
023
Emergency
Detection

Notify the driver about
emergency situation

The transportable staff detects
emergency situation and notifies
the driver

TCMS

Transporta Driver
ble Staff

The transportable
The transportable staff has
staff notifies the
detected a fire.
driver using the
emergency
communication
mechanism of TCMS.

The transportable staff has
notified relevant persons by
using the emergency
communication mechanism of
TCMS.

Perform use case on the train.
Also potential regulatory
requirements have to be
observed and tested.

Reliability

High

DB

UC-2.1- [2.1]
024
Emergency
Detection

Request an emergency stop

The transportable person has
detected an emergency and
requests to stop the train

TCMS

Transporta
ble person

The transportable person has
detected an emergency

The request to stop the train has Perform use case on the train.
been received and handled
Also potential regulatory
requirements have to be
observed and tested.

Reliability

High

DB

UC-2.1- [2.1]
026
Emergency
Detection

Turn off air conditioning

The transportable staff wants to
stop the air conditioning in case
of a detected fire.

TCMS

Transporta
ble Staff

The transportable
person requests to
stop the train by
using the emergency
brake request of
TCMS.
The transportable
staff turns off the air
conditioning in case
of a detected fire by
using the emergency
mechanism of TCMS.

A fire has been detected and
signaled to TCMS.

The transportable staff has
turned off the air conditioning
by using the emergency
mechanism of TCMS.

UC-2.2- [2.2]
001
Emergency
Prevention

Prevent strong air pressure
fluctuation

TCMS prevents the train from
strong air pressure fluctuation
automatically

TCMS

Transporta
ble Person

TCMS prevents the
train from strong air
pressure fluctuation.

the train has no strong pressure Check if the TCMS reacts
fluctuation
correctly on strong air pressure
fluctuations.

UC-2.2- [2.2]
002
Emergency
Prevention

Inform about unintended
train separation

The railway undertaking gets
informed that the train
unintentionally separates.

TCMS

Railway
Undertaki
ng

Unintended train
The train consists of two or more
separation happens consists.

The railway undertaking has
been informed about an
unintended train separation

The transportable staff wants to
deactivate the affected door
control units

Transpo The transportable
An emergency situation has been
rtable staff receives
detected and the driver request for
Staff
instructions to check clarification.
a potential
emergency situation
from the driver by
using the emergency
communication
mechanism of the
TCMS.
The transportable staff has deteced
a door fault.

The transportable staff has
successfully received
instructions to check a potential
emergency situation from the
driver by using the emergency
communication mechanism of
the TCMS.

Perform use case on the train.
Also potential regulatory
requirements have to be
observed and tested.

Reliability

High

DB

The transportable staff has
successfully isolated the
affected door control units by
using a mechanism of TCMS.

This use case depends on the
Reliability
kind of fault, the technical
equipment and additional action
to be taken. If the fault and the
equipment inhibits the
deactivation via TCMS, the use
case does not make sense. So it
is a special, not a general case.
Under these conditions, perform
the use case on the train.

High

DB

DB

Perform use case on the train.
Also potential regulatory
requirements have to be
observed and tested.

Check if the railway undertaking Reliability
is correctly alarmed on
unintended train separations.

DB

DB

High

DB

UC-2.2- [2.2]
004
Emergency
Prevention

Check interior air pressure

The driver wants to check the
interior air pressure.

TCMS

Driver

The driver checks
None
the interior air
pressure by using
the check status
mechanism of TCMS.

The driver has checked the
Check if the TCMS can provide
interior air pressure by using the the correct interior air pressure
to the driver.
check status mechanism of
TCMS.

Reliability

High

DB

UC-2.2- [2.2]
006
Emergency
Prevention
UC-2.2- [2.2]
007
Emergency
Prevention

Detect strong air pressure
fluctuations

The driver wants to monitor the
air pressure fluctuations inside
the train.
The transportable staff wants to
monitor the interior train
temperature.

TCMS

Driver

Strong air pressure
fluctuation

High

DB

transporta
ble staff

The transportable
None
staff starts to
monitor the interior
train temperature by
using the monitoring
mechanism of TCMS.

Check if the driver is notified in
case of strong air pressure
fluctuation.
Check if the transportable staff
can view the correct interior
train temperature provided by
the TCMS monitoring
mechanism.

Reliability

TCMS

The driver gets notified in case
of strong air pressure
fluctuation
The transportable staff can
successfully monitor the interior
train temperature by using the
monitoring mechanism of TCMS.

Reliability

High

DB

UC-2.2- [2.2]
008
Emergency
Prevention

Monitor motor and gears
temperature

The driver wants to monitor the
motor and gears temperature.

TCMS

Driver

The driver starts to None
monitor motor and
gears temperature
by using the
monitoring
mechanism of TCMS.

The driver can successfully
Check if the TCMS provides the
monitor motor and gears
correct engine and gear
temperature by using the
temperatures to the driver.
monitoring mechanism of TCMS.

Reliability

High

DB

UC-2.2- [2.2]
009
Emergency
Prevention
UC-2.2- [2.2]
010
Emergency
Prevention
UC-2.2- [2.2]
011
Emergency
Prevention

Detect hot axle

The driver gets notified in case of
hot axles

TCMS

Driver

Hot axle detected

None

The driver has been notified
about hot axle

High

DB

Notify about train run
instability

The driver wants to be notified
about train run instability.

TCMS

Driver

The train runs
instable

None

High

DB

Notification about low
oxygen level

The transportable staff wants to
be notified about a low oxygen
level in the train.

TCMS

transporta
ble staff

The transportable
None
staff receives a
notification about a
low oxygen level in
the train by using
the notification
mechanism of TCMS.

Check if the driver is notified /
Reliability
alarmed about hot axles on the
train.
The driver has been successfully Check if the driver is correctly
Reliability
informed / alarmed about train
notified.
instabilities.
The transportable staff has been Check if the transportable staff is Reliability
successfully notified about a low notified / alarmed about an
oxygen level in the train by
oxygen level out of service range.
using the notification
mechanism of TCMS.

High

DB

UC-2.2- [2.2]
012
Emergency
Prevention

Notification about nonrotating wheels

The driver wants to be notified
about non-rotating wheels of the
train.

TCMS

Driver

The driver receives a None
notification about
non-rotating wheels
of the train by using
the notification
mechanism of TCMS.

The driver has been successfully Check if the driver is
notified about non-rotating
notified/alarmed about non
wheels of the train by using the rotating wheels on the train.
notification mechanism of
TCMS.

Reliability

High

DB

UC-2.2- [2.2]
014
Emergency
Prevention

Notify about low
temperature

The transportable staff wants to
be notified about low
temperature in the train.

TCMS

Transporta
ble Staff

Low temperature
inside the train

Check if the transportable staff is Reliability
correctly informed / alarmed
when the cabin temperature is
out of a predefined range.

High

DB

UC-2.2- [2.2]
015
Emergency
Prevention

Notifiy about overheating

The Transportable Staff wants to
be notified about overheating of
the train.

TCMS

Transporta
ble Staff

The Transportable
None
Staff receives a
notification about
overheating of the
train by using the
notification
mechanism of TCMS.

Transportable staff has been
successfully notified about low
temperature in the train by
using the notification
mechanism of TCMS.
The Transportable Staff has
been successfully notified about
overheating of the train by using
the notification mechanism of
TCMS.

Check if the transportable staff is Reliability
correctly informed / alarmed
when the cabin temperature is
out of a predefined range.

High

DB

Monitor interior train
temperature

None

None

UC-2.2- [2.2]
017
Emergency
Prevention

Notification about strong air The driver wants to be notified
pressures fluctuations
about strong air pressures
fluctuations inside the train.

TCMS

Driver

The driver receives a None
notification about
strong air pressures
fluctuations inside
the train by using
the notification
mechanism of TCMS.

The driver has been successfully
notified about strong air
pressures fluctuations inside the
train by using the notification
mechanism of TCMS.

Check if the driver is correctly
informed about strong air
pressure fluctuations inside the
train.

Reliability

High

DB

UC-2.2- [2.2]
018
Emergency
Prevention

Surveillance of passenger
area

TCMS

Driver

The driver requests None
surveillance of
passenger area by
using the
surveillance
mechanism of TCMS.

The driver has successfully
requested surveillance of
passenger area by using the
surveillance mechanism of
TCMS.

Check if the driver can view the
selected passenger surveillance
area.

Reliability

High

DB

UC-2.3- [2.3]
001
Emergency
Information

Configurable announcement The RU configures announcement
priorities stored within the TCMS.
priorities

TCMS

Railway
Undertaki
ng

The TCMS is in configuration mode
and accessible by the RU.

The TCMS has stored
announcement messages with
configured priorities.

Reliability

High

DB

UC-2.3- [2.3]
002
Emergency
Information

Configure automatic
announcements

The RU specifies the set of
automatic announcements of a
TCMS.

TCMS

Railway
Undertaki
ng

RU wants to
configure
announcement
priorities.
The RU wants to
configure automatic
announcements of a
TCMS.

The TCMS is in configuration mode
and accessible by the RU.

The set of available automatic
announcements is specified and
stored in TCMS.

Reliability

High

DB

UC-2.3- [2.3]
003
Emergency
Information

Create emergency
announcements

The RU specifies the set of
available emergency
announcements of a TCMS.

TCMS

Railway
Undertaki
ng

The RU wants to
The TCMS is in configuration mode
specify emergency and accessible by the RU.
announcements
available for a TCMS.

The set of available emergency
announcements is specified and
stored in a TCMS.

Reliability

High

DB

UC-2.3- [2.3]
004
Emergency
Information

Monitor communication
system

The RU monitors the functionality
of the communication system.

TCMS

Railway
Undertaki
ng

The functionality of a TCMS can be
monitored remotely by RU.

A TCMS has been monitored by
the RU.

Reliability

High

DB

UC-2.3- [2.3]
005
Emergency
Information

Select announcement
languages

The RU selects the
announcement languages of a
TCMS.

TCMS

Railway
Undertaki
ng

The RU wants to
monitor the
functionality of a
TCMS.
Select the
announcement
language

The TCMS is in configuration mode
and accessible by the RU.

The set of available
announcement languages of a
TCMS is stored and ready to use.

Reliability

High

DB

UC-2.3- [2.3]
006
Emergency
Information

Setup announcements
volume

The RU uses the setup
mechanism of the TCMS in order
to specify the announcement
volumes.

TCMS

Railway
Undertaki
ng

The TCMS is in configuration mode
and accessible by the RU.

The announcement volumes are
stored within TCMS.

Reliability

High

DB

UC-2.3- [2.3]
007
Emergency
Information
UC-2.3- [2.3]
008
Emergency
Information

Setup emergency
announcement volume

TCMS

The volume in the passenger area is
too loud or too quiet

Volume is adopted

Reliability

Medium DB

Issue Emergency instructions The driver wants to issue
to passengers
emergency instructions to
passengers.

TCMS

Railway
Undertaki
ng
Driver

The communication system is
available.

Passengers have successfully
received the emergency
instructions.

Reliability

High

DB

UC-2.3- [2.3]
009
Emergency
Information

Issue emergency
announcements

TCMS

Driver

The RU wants to
configure the
announcement
volumes stored in
the TCMS.
Driver uses a
mechnism to adjust
the volume
The driver notices an
emergency situation
where passenger
have to be
instructed.
The driver issues an
emergency
announcements
using the
corresponding TCMS
announcement
mechanism.

The communication system is
available and functional.

The emergency announcements
have been successfully issued by
the driver.

Reliability

High

DB

A potential emergency situation
has been detected.

The driver wants to issue
emergency announcement.

UC-2.3- [2.3]
010
Emergency
Information

Notification about defective The driver wants to be notified in
communication system
case of a defective
communication system.

TCMS

Driver

The driver checks
The functionality of the
the functionality of communication system can be
the communication checked by TCMS.
system by using the
communication
system check
mechanism of TCMS.

The drive has been successfully
notified about the defective
communication system by using
the fault notification mechanism
of TCMS.

UC-2.3- [2.3]
011
Emergency
Information

Notify about activated
emergency brake

TCMS

Driver

The TCMS sends a
emergency bake
notification to the
driver. The
notification also
includes the
information which
emergency brake
was activated.

The driver has been successfully
notified about an emergency
brake.

Reliability

High

DB

UC-2.3- [2.3]
012
Emergency
Information

Notify about external hazard The driver wants to inform the
control center about external
hazards that may lead to damage
of other trains by using the
emergency communication
mechanism of TCMS.

TCMS

Driver

The driver informs The driver detects an external
hazard like an obstacle on the track.
the control center
about an external
hazard by using the
emergency
communication
mechanism of TCMS.

The driver has successfully
informed the control center
about the detected external
hazard.

Reliability

High

DB

UC-2.3- [2.3]
013
Emergency
Information

Notify driver about
emergency

The driver wants to be notified
about emergencies.

TCMS

Driver

An emergency will An emergency has been detected
be detected and the and signaled to TCMS.
information will be
send to TCMS. TCMS
sends a notification
to he driver.

The drive has been successfully
notified about an emergency.

Reliability

High

DB

UC-2.3- [2.3]
014
Emergency
Information

Status of brakes

The driver wants to know the
status of brakes.

TCMS

Driver

Driver requests the
status of brakes.

TCMS is capable to get brake status.

The driver gets the status of
brakes using the corresponding
TCMS interface.

High

DB

UC-2.3- [2.3]
015
Emergency
Information
UC-2.3- [2.3]
016
Emergency
Information

Status of doors (inside,
outside)

The driver wants to know the
status of interior and exterior
doors.
The driver wants to know the
status of gears and wheels.

TCMS

Driver

The driver requests to see the
status of the doors from TCMS.

High

DB

Driver

The driver sees the status of
interior and exterior doors as
requested.
The driver sees the status of
gears and wheels.

Reliability

TCMS

The driver requests
the door status from
TCMS.
The driver requests
to see the status of
gears and wheels.

Reliability

High

DB

UC-2.3- [2.3]
018
Emergency
Information

Turn on/off automatic
announcements

The driver wants to turn on and
turn off automatic
announcements.

TCMS

Driver

The communication system is
capable to make automatic
announcements and this capability
is configurable by the driver.

Automatic announcements are
turned off or turned on as
requested by the driver.

Reliability

Medium DB

UC-2.3- [2.3]
020
Emergency
Information

Get emergency instructions
from driver

The train staff wants to get
emergency instructions of the
driver using the communication
system controlled by TCMS.

TCMS

Train Staff Driver

The drivers turns
automatic
announcements on
or off using the
corresponding TCMS
interface.
The drives instruct
the train staff using
emergency
communication
mechanism of TCMS.

There is an emergency situation
that requires that the train staff has
to be instructed by the driver.

The train staff has been
instructed by the driver using
the TCMS controlled
communication system.

Status of gears and wheels

The driver wants to be notified
about an activated emergency
brake.

A passenger has initiated an
emergency brake.

The driver requests to see the
status of gears and wheels from
TCMS.

DB

High

DB

UC-2.3- [2.3]
021
Emergency
Information

Issue Emergency instructions The train staff wants issue
to passengers
emergency instructions to
passengers using the emergency
communication mechanism of
TCMS.

TCMS

Train Staff

The train staff issues
emergency
instructions to
passengers using the
emergency
communication
mechanism of TCMS.

There is an emergency situation
that requires the train staff to
instruct passengers using the
emergency communication
mechanism of TCMS.

Passengers have received the
emergency instruction of the
train staff using the emergency
communication mechanism of
TCMS.

Reliability

High

DB

UC-2.3- [2.3]
022
Emergency
Information

Issue emergency
announcements

The train staff wants to issue
emergency announcements using
the emergency mechanism of
TCMS.

TCMS

Train Staff

The train staff issues
emergency
announcements
using the emergency

An emergency case requires from
train staff to issue emergency
announcements using the
emergency communication
mechanism of TCMS.

Reliability

UC-2.3- [2.3]
023
Emergency
Information

Notify driver about
operational hazards

The train staff wants to notify the
driver about operational hazards
using the emergency
communication mechanism of
TCMS.

TCMS

Train Staff Driver

The train staff
notifies the driver
about an operational
hazard using the
emergency
mechanism of TCMS.

The train staff has discovered an
operational hazard and has to
notify the driver using the
emergency mechanism of TCMS.

Emergency announcements
have been issued by train staff
using the emergency
communication mechanism of
TCMS.
communication mechanism of
TCMS.
The driver has been notified
about an operational hazard
using the emergency
mechanism of TCMS.

Reliability

High

DB

UC-2.3- [2.3]
025
Emergency
Information

Turn on/off automatic
emergency announcements

The train staff wants to turn
on/off automated
announcements by using the
announcement mechanism of
TCMS.

TCMS

Train Staff

The train staff has
successfully turned
on/off automated
announcements by
using the
announcement
mechanism of TCMS.

Depending on the type of detected
emergency automated emergency
announcement are required or not.
The TCMS communication system
should support automated
announcements.

The train staff turns the
automated emergency
announcements on/off by using
the announcement mechanism
of TCMS.

Reliability

Low

DB

UC-2.3- [2.3]
026
Emergency
Information

Receive emergency
information

The transportable person wants
to be informed appropriately
(correct and current information,
different languages, ...) about
detected emergencies by using
the emergency communication
mechanism of TCMS.

TCMS

Transporta
ble Person

An emergency
information
(announcement or
instruction) has been
issued for
transportable person
using the emergency
communication
mechanism of TCMS.

An emergency has been detected
so that each transportable person
needs to informed appropriately by
using the emergency
communication mechanism of
TCMS.

The transportable person has
been informed about an
emergency by using the
emergency communication
mechanism of TCMS.

Reliability

High

DB

UC-2.3- [2.3]
027
Emergency
Information

Display Location of
Emergency Call

The Transportable Staff wants to
know where an emergency call
performed.

TCMS

Transporta
ble Staff

An emergency call was/is
performed. The "get-location-ofemergency-call" mechanism is
available.

The Transportable Staff knows
the location of a performed
emergency call.

Availability

Medium DB

UC-2.3- [2.3]
028
Emergency
Information

Display of activated
emergency devices

The driver wants to see the
where an emergency device (such
as emergency brake,...) was
activated.

TCMS

Driver

The Transportable
Staff uses the "getlocation-ofemergency-call"
mechanism.
The driver uses the
"display activated
emergency device"
mechanism.

An emergency device (such as
emergency brake) was activated.
The "display activated emergency
device" mechanism is available.

The driver knows where an
emergency device was
activated.

Availability

Medium DB

UC-2.3- [2.3]
029
Emergency
Information

Get Time of Emergency

The driver wants to know the
time, when an emergency
happened.

TCMS

Driver

An emergency occurred. The "gettime-of-emergency" mechanism is
available.

The driver knows the time when
an emergency occurred.

Availability

Medium DB

UC-2.3- [2.3]
030
Emergency
Information

Display Location of
Emergency Call

The train staff wants to know
where an emergency call
performed.

TCMS

Train Staff

The driver uses the
"get-time-ofemergency"
mechanism.
The train staff uses
the "get-location-ofemergency-call"
mechanism.

An emergency call was/is
performed. The "get-location-ofemergency-call" mechanism is
available.

The train staff knows the
location of a performed
emergency call.

Availability

Medium DB

DB

UC-2.3- [2.3]
031
Emergency
Information

Display of activated
emergency devices

The train staff wants to see
where an emergency device (such
as emergency brake request or
emergency call,...) was activated.

TCMS

Train Staff

The train staff uses
the "display
activated emergency
device" mechanism.

An emergency device (such as
emergency brake request or
emergency call) was activated. The
"display activated emergency
device" mechanism is available.

The train staff knows where an
emergency device was
activated.

Availability

Medium DB

UC-2.3- [2.3]
032
Emergency
Information

Get eventlist

The Transportable Staff wants to
know details, such as time,
position, environmental data
when an event happened.

TCMS

Transporta
ble Staff

The train staff uses
the "get-details-ofevent mechanism.

An event stored The "get-details-ofevent" mechanism is available.

The train staff knows the time
when an event occurred.

Availability

Medium DB

UC-2.3- [2.3]
033
Emergency
Information

Provide location in the train
of emergency call

The railway undertaking wants to
know where an emergency call
performed.

TCMS

Railway
Undertaki
ng

An emergency call was/is
performed. The "get-location-ofemergency-call" mechanism is
available.

The railway undertaking knows
the location of a performed
emergency call.

Availability

Medium DB

UC-2.3- [2.3]
034
Emergency
Information

Provide emergency request
location

The railway undertaking wants to
know where an emergency
device (such as emergency brake
request, emergency call) was
activated.

TCMS

Railway
Undertaki
ng

The railway
undertaking uses the
"get-location-ofemergency-call"
mechanism.
An emergency
device (such as
emergency brake
request or
emergency call) was
activated.

The railway undertaking knows
where an emergency device was
activated.

Availability

Medium DB

UC-2.3- [2.3]
035
Emergency
Information
UC-2.3- [2.3]
036
Emergency
Information

Store operational data

The railway undertaking wants to
store operational data in a
JRU/black box
The railway undertaking wants to
know the time, when an
emergency call or emergency
stop request happened.

TCMS

Railway
Undertaki
ng
Railway
Undertaki
ng

Operational data has been
stored

Availability

Medium DB

An emergency occurred. The "gettime-of-emergency" mechanism is
available.

The railway undertaking knows
the time when an emergency
occurred.

Availability

Medium DB

UC-2.3- [2.3]
037
Emergency
Information

Remote Announcement

The railway undertaking wants to
make an announcement remotely
in case of an emergency.

TCMS

Railway
Undertaki
ng

The "make-remote-announcement"
mechanism is available.

The announcement was
performed in the train.

Availability

Medium DB

UC-2.3- [2.3]
038
Emergency
Information

Remote surveillance

The railway undertaking wants to
remotely monitor the train
(audio/video).

TCMS

Railway
Undertaki
ng

The "control-remotely" mechanism
is available.

The railway undertaking
monitored remotely the train.

Availability

Medium DB

UC-3.1- [3.1] Door
001
Control

Dispatch Train using TAV

The driver wants to close all
doors by using the door locking
mechanism of the driver door
HMI (TAV)

TCMS

Driver

The actor Driver uses The trains is stopped at a station
the Door Locking
and all doors are unlocked and
Mechanism of the
open
Driver Door HMI.

The train is stopped and all
doors are locked and closed

Verifying that all doors closed
Reliability
and locked after using the door
locking mechanism of the driver
door HMI (TAV).

High

DB

UC-3.1- [3.1] Door
002
Control

Dispatch train using SAT

The driver wants to close all
doors by using the door locking
mechanism of the driver door
HMI (SAT)

TCMS

Driver

The actor Driver uses The train is stopped at a station and
the Door Locking
all doors are unlocked and open
Mechanism of the
Driver Door HMI.

The train is stopped and all
doors are locked and closed

Verifying that all doors closed
Reliability
and locked after using the door
locking mechanism of the driver
door HMI (SAT).

High

DB

UC-3.1- [3.1] Door
003
Control

Enter Cab

The driver wants to open the cab
door.

TCMS

Driver

The actor driver enters the cab. Verifying that the driver always
can open the cab door.

Reliability

High

DB

UC-3.1- [3.1] Door
004
Control

Enter Locked Train

The driver wants to unlock a door
of a locked train.

TCMS

Driver

The actor Driver uses
the Open Cab
mechanism.
The actor Driver uses The train is stopped or parked
the Unlock Train
Mechanism facing a
door of a locked
train.

The system door control opens
the door faced by the driver.

Reliability

Low

DB

Get Time of Emergency

TCMS

The railway
undertaking uses the
"get-time-ofemergency"
mechanism.
The railway
undertaking uses the
"make-remoteannouncement"
mechanism.
The railway
undertaking uses the
"control-remotely"
mechanism.

UC-3.1- [3.1] Door
005
Control

Forced Closure of all Doors

The driver wants to close all
doors by using the Forced Closure
Mechanism. Obstacle detection is
inactive
The driver wants to open all
doors by using the Opening
Mechanism.

TCMS

Driver

The actor Driver uses Doors are open
the forced closure
mechanism

UC-3.1- [3.1] Door
006
Control

Opening of all Doors

TCMS

Driver

The actor Driver uses
the forced opening
mechanism

UC-3.1- [3.1] Door
007
Control

Leave Cab

The driver wants to leave the cab.

TCMS

Driver

UC-3.1- [3.1] Door
008
Control

Lock Train

The driver wants to lock the train.

TCMS

Driver

UC-3.1- [3.1] Door
009
Control

Notify Door Release at slow
speed

TCMS

Driver

UC-3.1- [3.1] Door
010
Control

Notify step extension

The door control notifies the
driver to open the doors at speed
&less than; 30 km/h.
The Driver wants to be notified of
the step extension setting for the
next stop

TCMS

Driver

The actor driver uses
the cab door exit
mechanism.
The actor driver uses
the lock train
mechanism facing a
door of a locked
train after exiting
the train.
The actor driver
slows the train down
to 30 km/h.
The Train is slowing none
down below 5 km/h
to stop at the next
station

UC-3.1- [3.1] Door
012
Control

Set step extension

The Driver want to set the step
extension for the next station
according to the predefined
height level of the plattform.

TCMS

Driver

UC-3.1- [3.1] Door
013
Control

Setup Dispatch Procedure

The driver wants to select a
dispatch procedure (TB0 SSTF,
SAT, TAV)

TCMS

Driver

UC-3.1- [3.1] Door
014
Control

The driver wants to open all
doors on the left or right
side.

TCMS

Driver

UC-3.1- [3.1] Door
016
Control

Obtain Door Maintenance
Information

The Maintenance staff wants to
review the Door Maintenance
Data

TCMS

UC-3.1- [3.1] Door
018
Control

Disable Door

The train staff wants to disable a
door.

UC-3.1- [3.1] Door
019
Control

Dispatch train using TB0
SSTF

UC-3.1- [3.1] Door
021
Control

Notify Malfunction

The system door control closes
all doors immediately and
notifies the driver of the closed
doors
The system door control opens
all non-deactivated doors and
notifies the driver of all doors
open
The system door control opens
the cab door and the drier exits
the cab.
The system door control closes
and locks all doors.

Verifying that all doors closed
Reliability
without obstacle detection and
the driver is informed by the
doors state.
Verifying that all activated doors Reliability
are opend and the driver is
informed by the doors state.

Medium DB

Verifying that the driver always Reliability
can open the cab door and exits
the cab.
Verifying that all doors closed
Reliability
and locked.

High

Medium DB

DB

Medium DB

The system door control notifies
the driver to open the doors.

Lifecycle
Cost

Low

DB

The Driver is notified of the step Verifying that the driver is
extension setting
notified of the step extension
setting for the next stop.

Reliability

High

DB

The step extension setting has
be set manually by the Driver
(Yes/No - if Yes which height
level)

Verifying that the selected mode Reliability
and height level of the step
extensions is observed.

High

DB

The system door control enables
the selected dispatch procedure
and notifies the driver of the
selected dispatch procedure
(TB0 SSTF, SAT, TAV Dispatch
procedure).

Verifying that the the driver can Reliability
select select a dispatch
procedure and the notification of
the selected mode.

High

DB

The actor driver uses The doors are either on the left or
the open all doors
right side released
mechanism on either
the right or the left
side of the train.

The system door control queries
the movement control system
[which] assures the train is
stopped, releases all nondeactivated doors and notifies
the driver of the release.

Reliability

High

DB

Maintenan
ce Staff

The actor
maintenance staff
connects the vehicle
maintenance
interface

The actor maintenance staff
reviews the door maintenance
data on the vehicle
maintenance, which the door
control has uploaded before

Reliability

Medium DB

TCMS

Train Staff

The actor train staff Platform is shorter than the train
uses the door
disabling mechanism

The system door control
disables the door.

Reliability

High

DB

The train staff wants to dispatch
the train by using TB0 SSTF

TCMS

Train Staff

The train staff wants The trains is stopped at a station
to dispatch the train and all doors are unlocked and
by using TB0 SSTF
open

Reliability

High

DB

The train staff wants to be
notified of door malfunctions and
unexpected door openings.

TCMS

Train Staff

A door malfunction
or unexpected
opening occurs.

The train is stopped and all
doors are locked and closed. The
driver is notified by the door
control system that all doors are
locked and closed.
The train staff is notified of a
door malfunction / unexpected
opening.

The train has
The Driver uses the change the step
notified the Driver of extension setting for the next stop
mechanism
step extension
setting for the next
stop
The actor driver uses
the dispatch
procedure selection
mechanism.

None

Reliability

DB

UC-3.1- [3.1] Door
022
Control

Operate Restaurant Delivery The Train Staff wants to operate
Door
the restaurant delivery door

TCMS

Train Staff

The Train Staff uses The train is stopped at a station
the Operate
Restaurant Delivery
Door Mechanism to
open the restaurant
delivery door

The Train Staff is notified of the
closure of the restaurant
delivery door

Reliability

Low

DB

UC-3.1- [3.1] Door
023
Control

Select Doors to Release

The Transportable Staff wants to
select the doors to release

TCMS

Train Staff

The Transportable
The train has been setup
Staff uses the Door
to Release Selection
Mechanism to select
the doors to be
released at the next
stop

The Transportable Staff is
notified, which doors are going
to be released at the next stop

Reliability

High

DB

UC-3.1- [3.1] Door
025
Control

Detect obstacles in door
during closing

Transportable Person or an
obstacle is blocking permanently
the door.

TCMS

Transporta
ble Staff

The door is open and The doors are open, closing
the signal to close is command is given.
given.

High

DB

UC-3.1- [3.1] Door
026
Control

Close Door

Transportable Person wants the
door to be closed

TCMS

Transporta
ble Staff

The Transportable
The respective door is released
Person uses the
Door Closing
Mechanism to close
the door

The system door control detects Verifying that while closing
Reliability
the obstruction, opens the door external doors in case of a
passanger or an obstacle is
and registers a malfunction
blocking permanently the door
the door opens an the
transportable staff is notified.
The train is Door Control has sent the
Verifying that the passenger can Availability
request a respective external
stopped at a "request to close" to the
door to close and the door closes
station and respective external door. The
the doors
system door control closes the if there isn't any obstruction by
are unlocked door giving audio/visual if (any) giving audio/visual warning.
obstruction is removed.
and open
[old pre]

High

DB

UC-3.1- [3.1] Door
028
Control

Display Bike Coach Notice

The passenger wants to enter the
train carrying a bike in a non-bike
coach

TCMS

Passenger

The passenger
wants to enter the
train with a bicycle

Transportabl Door Control has sent the "bike
e Person is coach notice" to the respective
notified of external door
location of
bike coach
[old post
condition]

Capacity

Low

DB

UC-3.1- [3.1] Door
029
Control

Display Capacity Notice

Transportable Person wants to
enter the train into a coach
exceeding the capacity threshold

TCMS

Transporta
ble Staff

The Transportable
The respective coach has reached
Person uses the
its capacity threshold
Door Opening
Mechanism to open
the door

Transportabl Door Control has sent the
e Person is "capacity notice" to the
notified of respective external door
high load in
coach and
directed to
coach with
capacity [old
post]

Capacity

Low

DB

UC-3.1- [3.1] Door
030
Control

Display notice of door
Malfunction

There is a door malfunction in the
coach and is displayed on the
coach door, so that the passenger
is notified that the door cannot
be used. (instead of paper)

TCMS

Transporta Passeng Malfunction of door
ble Staff er

Door Control has sent the
"malfunction to display" to the
respective external door

Availability

Medium DB

UC-5.1- [5.1 ]
033
Passenger
information

Display Notice

The transportable Person gets
information (e.g. car number,
destination, class, available seats,
… ) while standing outside of the
train

TCMS

Transporta
ble Staff

The function provide passenger Verifying that the transportable
information displays a notice on Person gets information while
standing outside of the train.
the autside of the train

Capacity

Medium DB

Transportable
Person is outside of
the train

The respective coach is a non-bike
coach

UC-3.1- [3.1] Door
032
Control

Open Door

UC-3.1- [3.1] Door
033
Control

Transportable Person wants the
door top be opened

TCMS

Transporta
ble Staff

The Transportable
The respective door is released
Person uses the
Door Opening
Mechanism to open
the door

Perform Emergency Opening Transportable Person wants to
open the door in case of
emergency

TCMS

Transporta
ble Staff

UC-3.1- [3.1] Door
034
Control

Indicate the emergency door Indicate the emergency door
opening
opnening to the driver

TCMS

DRiver

UC-3.1- [3.1] Door
035
Control

Enter Train for Maintenance Maintenance Staff wants to enter
a locked and stopped train for
maintenance.

TCMS

Maintenan
ce Staff

UC-3.2- [3.2] Vehicle
002
Climatization

Set Cab Climate

The Driver wants to set the cab
climate (temperature, humidity
and oxygen level).

TCMS

Driver

UC-3.2- [3.2] Vehicle
005
Climatization

Switch to internal air

The Movement Control System
wants to switch air conditioning
to internal air

TCMS

Passenger Environ Bad environmental
mental air is detected
effect
"Air"

The air conditioning is switched Verifying that the driver ##TCMS Availability
can switch the air conditioning in
to internal air for n minutes.
recirculation mode.

Low

DB

UC-3.2- [3.2] Vehicle
006
Climatization

Request Change of
temperature

The passenger wants to Change
the temperature

TCMS

Passenger

Thepassenger uses Too warm or too cold in the car.
the Request Change
of temperature
Mechanism

Air conditioning Control has
received the Request for a
temperature of Climate

Verifying that the passenger can Availability
request temperature of climate
and the air conditioning operate
based on the request.

High

DB

UC-3.2- [3.2] Vehicle
007
Climatization

Adjust Climate

The Transportable Staff adjusts
the temperature level in a coach.

TCMS

Train Staff

Air conditioning Control
confirms the adjusted
temperature to the
Transportable Staff

Verifying that the transportable Reliability
staff can adjusts the
temperature level in a coach and
that they get a confimation.

Medium DB

UC-3.2- [3.2] Vehicle
008
Climatization

Monitor Climate

Transportable Staff wants to
monitor the temperature,
oxygene level and humidity in
each coach.

TCMS

Train Staff

UC-3.2- [3.2] Vehicle
009
Climatization

Notify Climatization Defect

Transportable Staff wants to be
notified whenever there is a
defect of air conditioning.

TCMS

Train Staff

A Transportable
Air conditioning is working
Person is
uncomfortable with
the climate in a
coach
Transportable Staff Some air conditioning is working
wants to view
temperature,
oxygene level and
humidity in each
coach.
There is a defect of None
air conditioning.

UC-3.3- [3.3] Interior
003
Vehicle Lighting

Set Cab Entry Guide Light

Cab entry guide light is activeted
with unlocking cab door

TCMS

Driver

Cab door is unlocked The train is not moving.

The Transportable
Person uses the
Door Emergency
Open Mechanism to
open the door
Transpo Emergency door
rtable opening is used
Person

Maintenance Staff The train is stopped and locked.
uses the Enter Train
Mechanism for
Maintenance
Mechanism to enter
the train.
The Driver uses the None
Adjust Cab Climate
Mechanism

Train is
Door Control has sent the
stopped and "request to open" to the
at a station respective external door
[old Pre
Condition]
Transportabl
e Person is
on board /
has left the
train [old
Post
Condition]

Verifying that the passenger can Availability
request a respective external
door to open and this door opens
it it's if this door is released.

High

DB

DB

Door Control has registered the Verifying that the driver is
use of the Door Emergency
notified of the use of the Door
Open Mechanism and notifies Emergency Open Mechanism.
the Driver

Reliability

High

The system door control
Verifying that the driver is
recognizes the use of a
notified of the use of the Door
emergency mechanism, sounds Emergency Open Mechanism.
an audio/visual alarm and
notifies the driver
The respective door opens for
maintenance.

Reliability

Medium DB

The cab climate changes to the
desired temperature, humidity
and oxygen level.

Availability

Verifying that the driver can set
the cab climate (temperature,
humidity and oxygen level) and
the air conditioning operate
based on this settings.

DB

Medium DB

Transportable Staff is aware of Verifying that the transportable
temperature, oxygene level and staff is aware of temperature,
humidity on the train.
oxygene level and humidity on
the train.

Availability

Medium DB

Transportable Staff is notified of Verifying that the transportable
the air conditioning defect.
staff is notified whenever there
is a defect of air conditioning.

Reliability

High

Cab light is shining

Availability

Medium DB

Perform use case on the train.

DB

UC-3.3- [3.3] Interior
004
Vehicle Lighting

Set Cab Entry Guide Light

The Driver want to switch on/off
the cab entry guide light.

TCMS

Driver

The Driver uses the The train is not moving.
Set Cab Entry Guide
Light Mechanism to
set the cab entry
light.to the desired
on/off setting

Interior Light Control switches to Perform use case on the train.
the cab entry guide light to the
desired on/off setting

Availability

Medium DB

UC-3.3- [3.3] Interior
005
Vehicle Lighting

Set Cab Interior Lighting

The Driver wants to set the dim
level of the interior lighting.

TCMS

Driver

The Driver uses the None
Set Cab Interior
Lighting Mechanism
to set the cab
interior light to the
desired dim level.

Interior Light Control set the cab Perform use case on the train.
interior light to the desired dim
level

Availability

Medium DB

UC-3.3- [3.3] Interior
006
Vehicle Lighting

Set Instrument and
The Driver wants to set the dim
Illuminated Switch Backlight level for the instrument and
illuminated switch back light.

TCMS

Driver

The Driver uses the
Set Instrument and
Illuminated Switch
Back light
Mechanism to set
the instrument and
illuminated switch
back light to the
desired dim level.

The cab is active.

Interior Light Control set the
Perform use case on the train.
instrument and illuminated
switch back lights to the desired
dim level.

Availability

High

DB

UC-3.3- [3.3] Interior
007
Vehicle Lighting

Set Schedule Light

The Driver wants to set the dim
level for the schedule light.

TCMS

Driver

The Driver uses the
Set Schedule Light
mechanism to set
the dim level of the
schedule light.

None

Interior Light Control sets the
desired dim level for the
schedule light.

Perform use case on the train.

Availability

High

DB

UC-3.3- [3.3] Interior
008
Vehicle Lighting

Disable Interior Lights

Maintenance Staff wants to
disable the interior lights in a
coach to perform maintenance

TCMS

Maintenan
ce Staff

None

Lifecycle
Cost

Medium DB

Obtain Interior Lighting
Maintenance Information

Maintenance Staff wants to
obtain Interior Lighting
Maintenance Information

TCMS

Maintenan
ce Staff

Maintenance Staff
acknowledges a notification of
all interior lights to be
deactivated within a coach
Maintenance Staff
acknowledges the transfer of
Interior Lighting Maintenance
Information

Perform use case on the train.

UC-3.3- [3.3] Interior
009
Vehicle Lighting

Perform use case on the train.
Compare information with the
actual situation.

Reliability

Medium DB

UC-3.3- [3.3] Interior
010
Vehicle Lighting

Change Interior Lighting

Train Staff wants to change the
interior lighting.

TCMS

Train Staff

Maintenance Staff
uses the Deactivate
Interior Lights
Mechanism
Maintenance Staff
uses the Interior
Lighting
Maintenance
Information
Mechanism
Train Staff uses the
Change Interior
Lighting Mechanism
to adjust the interior
lighting in a coach.

Transportable Staff receives a
confirmation of the interior
lighting to be changed.

Perform use case on the train.

Lifecycle
Cost

Medium DB

UC-3.3- [3.3] Interior
011
Vehicle Lighting

Notify Light Malfunction

Transportable Staff wants to be
notified of all Light Malfunctions.

TCMS

Transporta
ble Staff

Interior Light Control The train is in service.
has detected a light
malfunction.

Train Staff acknowledge the
light malfunction.
In case of no train staff, the
driver acknowledge the light
malfunction. (according to UIC
556 - A failure )

Perform use case on the train.
Compare information with the
actual situation. Also potential
regulatory requirements and
standards have to be observed
and tested.

Reliability

Medium DB

UC-3.3- [3.3] Interior
012
Vehicle Lighting

Set Emergency Light

Transportable Staff wants to
switch on/off the emergency
light.

TCMS

Train Staff

Transportable Staff None
uses the Set
Emergency Light
Mechanism to switch
on/off the
Emergency Lighting.

Transportable Staff is notified of Perform use case on the train.
the state of the emergency
lights.

Reliability

High

UC-3.3- [3.3] Interior
014
Vehicle Lighting

Set Reading Light

Passenger wants to switch on/off
the reading light

TCMS

Passenger

Passenger uses the
Set Reading Light
Mechanism

The reading light is in the
desired setting.

Availability

Medium DB

None

Outside light conditions has
changed

Train is not in an emergency state.

Perform use case on the train.

DB

Availability

High

DB

Reliability

High

DB

Lifecycle
Cost

Medium DB

The Driver is notified of the
correct functionality

Availability

High

Set Tail Markers

Arrangement Control wants to
set the tail markers to the end of
the train

TCMS

Arrangem
ent
Control

The train
arrangement is
changed

UC-3.4- [3.4] Exterior
002
Vehicle
Illumination

Notify Light Malfunction

The Driver wants to be notified
about malfunctions in the
exterior lights.

TCMS

Driver

There is a
The train has been setup
malfunction with the
exterior lights.

UC-3.4- [3.4] Exterior
003
Vehicle
Illumination

Set Head Lights

The Driver wants to set the head
lights to a desired setting.

TCMS

Driver

UC-3.4- [3.4] Exterior
005
Vehicle
Illumination
UC-3.4- [3.4] Exterior
006
Vehicle
Illumination

Test Signal Horn

The Driver wants assure the
signal horn is working correctly

TCMS

Driver

The Driver uses the The trains cab is activeted
Set Head Lights
Mechanism to
change the head
lights to a desired
setting.
The Driver is setting The pantograph is raised and main
up the train
switch is enabled

Use Signal Horn

The driver wants to use a signal
horn.

TCMS

Driver

UC-4.1- [4.1] Vehicle
001
Arrangement
Creation

Train shortening

The Driver wants toremove one
or more consisits.

TCMS

Driver

UC-4.1- [4.1] Vehicle
002
Arrangement
Creation

Train lengthening

The Driver wants to add one or
more consists to the existing train

TCMS

Driver

The Driver uses the The consist to be added is waiting
coupling mechanism for arrangement creation
to add one or more
consist to the train

The Driver acknowledges the
new train configuration

UC-4.1- [4.1] Vehicle
003
Arrangement
Creation

Get Arrangement
Information

The Driver wants to obtain
Arrangement Information

TCMS

Driver

The Driver requires
Arrangement
Information

The trains cab is activated

The Driver has obtained the
Arrangement Information

UC-4.1- [4.1] Vehicle
004
Arrangement
Creation

Monitor Arrangement

The Driver wants to monitor the
arrangement and be notified of
any changes in the arrangement

TCMS

Driver

The train
configuration has
changed

The trains cab is activeted

The Driver has acknowledged
the new train configuration

UC-4.2- [4.2] Vehicle
001
Rail Integration

Emergency Broadcast

The Driver wants to communicate
verbally with all trains in the
vicinity and the Railway
Infrastructure Company in case of
emergency

TCMS

Driver

The Driver notices an Radio is available in current state
emergency situation

The driver has stablished
communication with all trains
and Railway Infrastructure
Company

UC-4.2- [4.2] Vehicle
002
Rail Integration

Receive Voice
Communication

The Driver receives Voice
communication from the Railway
Infrastructure Company, the
Railway Undertaking or another
Train

TCMS

Driver

Vehicle Rail
Radio is available in current state
Integration Control
receives the request
to establish voice
communication

Vehicle Rail Integration control
closes the voice connection to
the Railway Infrastructure
Company, Railway Undertaking
or other Train

UC-4.2- [4.2] Vehicle
003
Rail Integration

Register Train

Driver wants to register the train
with the Rail Infrastructure
Company

TCMS

Driver

The Driver uses the Radio is available in current state
Register with Rail
Infrastructure
Company
Mechanism to
register with the Rail
Infrastructure
Company

The driver uses the
Signal Horn
Mechanism to use
the signal horn.
The Driver uses the
uncoupling
Mechanism to
decouple one or
more consist

The train has not been
unexpectedly separated

The tail markers mark the end of Perform use case on the train.
the train and remain illuminated
until the arrangement is
changed
The Driver has received a
Perform use case on the train.
notification by Exterior Signaling
Control of an exterior light
malfunction.
The Driver is notified of
Perform use case on the train.
successfully changing the head
lights settings.

UC-3.4- [3.4] Exterior
001
Vehicle
Illumination

Perform use case on the train.

DB

The train has been setup.

The driver used the signal horn, Perform use case on the train.
a sound was given.

Reliability

Medium DB

The train consist of at least two
consist

The Driver acknowledges the
new train configuration and the
decoupled consists is in the
selected mode

Lifecycle
Cost

Medium DB

Lifecycle
Cost

Medium DB

Availability

High

DB

Verifying that the driver always Availability
receive a notification if there is
any change in the arrangement
and that the driver can
acknowledge the new train
configuration.
Verifying that the driver can
Availability
verbally communicate with all
trains in the vicinity and the
Railway Infrastructure Company
in case of emergency.

High

DB

High

DB

Verifying that the driver receives Availability
voice communication from the
Railway Infrastructure Company,
the Railway Undertaking or
another Train.

High

DB

Vehicle Rail Integration notifies Verifying that the driver can
Availability
the Driver of the successful
register the train with the Rail
registration of the train
Infrastructure Company and that
the successful registration of the
train is notified.

High

DB

Verifying that the driver can
acknowledge the new train
configuration after remove of
one or more consists and that
the the decoupled consists is in
the selected mode.
Verifying that the driver can
acknowledge the new train
configuration after one or more
consists added to the existing
train.
Verifying that the driver obtain
the Arrangement Information

UC-4.2- [4.2] Vehicle
004
Rail Integration

Talk to Rail Infrastructure
Company

The Driver wants to communicate
verbally with the Rail
Infrastructure Company

TCMS

Driver

The Driver uses the Radio is available in current state
Talk to Rail
Infrastructure
Company
Mechanism to talk to
the Rail
Infrastructure
Company
The Driver uses the Radio is available in current state
Talk to Railway
Undertaking
Mechanism to talk to
the Railway
Undertaking
The Driver uses the Radio is available in current state
Talk to other Train
Mechanism to talk to
the another train

The driver has stablished
communication with all trains
and Railway Infrastructure
Company

Verifying that the driver can
Availability
verbally communicate with the
Railway Infrastructure Company.

High

DB

UC-4.2- [4.2] Vehicle
005
Rail Integration

Talk to Railway Undertaking

The Driver wants to communicate
verbally with the Railway
Undertaking

TCMS

Driver

A connection between driver
and railway undertaking is
established and the actors can
communicate

Verifying that the driver can
verbally communicate with the
RU.

Availability

Severity

DB

UC-4.2- [4.2] Vehicle
006
Rail Integration

Talk to other Train

The Driver wants to communicate
verbally with another Train

TCMS

Driver

The driver has stablished
communication with all trains
and Railway Infrastructure
Company

Verifying that the driver can
verbally communicate with
another train.

Availability

High

DB

UC-4.2- [4.2] Vehicle
007
Rail Integration

Unregister Train

Driver wants to de-register the
train with the Rail Infrastructure
Company

TCMS

Driver

The Driver uses the Radio is available in current state
Unregister Train with
Rail Infrastructure
Company to
unregister the train
with the rail
infrastructure
company

Vehicle Rail Integration notifies Verifying that the driver can de- Availability
the Driver of the successful de- register the train with the Rail
registration of the train
Infrastructure Company and that
the successful de-registration of
the train is notified.

Low

DB

UC-4.2- [4.2] Vehicle
008
Rail Integration

Update Master Data

Maintenance Staff wants to
update train master data using
the TCMS data update
mechanism.

TCMS

Maintenan
ce Staff

Maintenance Staff Train is in maintenance state and an
updates train master update of master data is needed.
data using the TCMS
data update
mechanism.

The master data has been
updated by maintenance staff
using the TCMS data update
mechanism.

Verifying that the master data
has been updated.

High

DB

UC-5.1- [5.1] Passenger
000
Information

Define announcement
prioritisation

The railway undertaking can
configure the overriding priority
of manual/predefined/automatic
announcments by railway
undertaking/train
staff/driver/TCMS

TCMS

Railway
Undertaki
ng

Railway undertaking The priority announcment
initiates
mechanism is availble
announcment
priority update.

Announcment overriding
priority is defined according
preferences.

Check that announcement
Availability
overriding priority can be set and
only higher prioritized
announcements are made.

Medium DB

UC-5.1- [5.1] Passenger
001
Information

Make manual Announcement Railway Undertaking wants to
make an manual announcement
(with highest priority)

TCMS

Railway
Undertaki
ng

The make manual announcement
mechanism is available.

Railway Undertaking has
notified all transportable
persons.

Check that manual
announcements are clearly
audible in all areas of the train
under all environmental
conditions.

Medium DB

Update Automatic and
predefined Announcements
Remotely

TCMS

Railway
Undertaki
ng

Railway Undertaking
uses the Make
Manual
Announcement
Mechanism to make
an manual
announcement.
Railway Undertaking
uses the Update
Predefined and
Automatic
Announcements
Remotely
Mechanism to set
predefined and
automatic
announcements.

UC-5.1- [5.1] Passenger
002
Information

The "Update Automatic and
predefined Announcements
Remotely" mechanism is available.

Predefined and Automatic
Check that predefined and
announcements are set as
automatic announcements can
desired by Railway Undertaking. be deleted and added remotely.

Railway Undertaking wants to
update the predefined and
automatic announcements
remotely.

Availability

Medium DB

UC-5.1- [5.1] Passenger
003
Information

Make manual Announcement Driver wants to make an manual
announcement.

TCMS

Driver

UC-5.1- [5.1] Passenger
004
Information

Obtain System Maintenance The Maintenance staff wants to
obtain the Maintenance
Information of Passenger
Information of the Passenger
Information System
Information System.

TCMS

Maintenan
ce Staff

UC-5.1- [5.1] Passenger
006
Information

Adjust Next Stop Information Transportable Staff wants to
adjust the next stop information.

TCMS

Transporta
ble Staff

UC-5.1- [5.1] Passenger
007
Information

Make manual Announcement Transportable Staff wants to
make a manual announcement.

TCMS

Transporta
ble Staff

UC-5.1- [5.1] Passenger
008
Information

Set automatic Display and
Announcements

The Train Staff wants to activate
or deactivate the automatic
display and announcement
system.

TCMS

Transporta
ble Staff

UC-5.1- [5.1] Passenger
009
Information

Setup Passenger Information Transportable Staff wants to
System
setup the passenger information
system.

TCMS

Transporta
ble Staff

UC-5.1- [5.1] Passenger
010
Information

Setup Seat Reservations

TCMS

Transporta
ble Staff

The Train Staff wants to setup the
seat reservation.

Driver uses the
Make Manual
Announcement
Mechanism to make
an manual
announcement.
Maintenance staff
uses the Obtain
Maintenance
Information
Mechanism to get
Maintenance
Information of the
Passenger
Information System.

The make manual announcement
mechanism is available.

The Driver has notified all
Transportable Persons

Check that manual
announcements are clearly
audible in all areas of the train
under all environmental
conditions.

Availability

Medium DB

Maintenance Information
Mechanism is available.

Maintenance Staff has received
the transfer of Passenger
Information System
Maintenance Information.

Check that all available
Availability
maintenance data can be
retrieved, have the right format
and are correct.

Medium DB

Transportable Staff Passenger (next stop) Information
uses the Adjust Next has been setup.
Stop Information to
correct the exit side
or name information
or add / remove a
stop.

Next stop information is
updated.

Check that the next stop
Availability
information can be updated and
is properly displayed and
announced..

Medium DB

Transportable Staff
uses the Make
Manual
Announcement
Mechanism to make
an manual
announcement.
Train Staff uses the
Set automatic
Display and
Announcement
Mechanism to
enable / disable
automatic display
and announcement
of passenger
information.

The make manual announcement
mechanism is available.

Transportable Staff has notified Check that manual
announcements are clearly
all transportable persons.
audible in all areas of the train
under all environmental
conditions.

Medium DB

Passenger Information has been
setup.

Passenger Information confirms Check that the automatic display
the automatic Display and
and announcement system can
Announcement setting.
be activated / deactivated on
train.

Medium DB

Transportable Staff Train is setup.
uses the Setup
Passenger
Information System
Mechanism to
initialize the
passenger
information system.

Passenger Information System is Check that the passenger
information system is correctly
initialized with current route
set up for a selected train route.
information.

Medium DB

Train Staff uses the The seat reservation is set up.
Setup Seat
Reservation
Mechanism to read
the seat reservations
and display them.

The seat reservations are
displayed on the seat
reservation displays.

Medium DB

Check that the seat reservation
information on the seat displays
can be updated on train.

UC-5.1- [5.1] Passenger
011
Information

Notify of Delay of current
and connecting trains

Transportable Person wants to be
notified automatically, if there is
a change in delay of the current
or any connecting trains.

TCMS

Transporta
ble Person

Transportable
Person activates
delay notifications
using the Delay
Notification
Mechanism.

The train is in service.

Transportable Person is aware
of the current delays.

Check that the passenger
information system can be
remotely updated on delays of
the train or of connecting trains.
And push information
mechanism works properly

Medium DB

UC-5.1- [5.1] Passenger
012
Information

Obtain Alternative Train
Information

Transportable Person wants to
obtain train alternative
information - for selected and
connecting trains - including free
seats on the alternatives.

TCMS

Transporta
ble Person

Transportable
The train is in service.
Person uses the
Obtain Alternative
Train Information
Mechanism to obtain
train alternative
information
including free seats
on the alternatives.

Transportable Person is aware
of alternatives and their
capacity.

Check if the passenger
information system is updated
with alternative train information
and this info is available to all
transportable persons.

Medium DB

UC-5.1- [5.1] Passenger
013
Information

Obtain Available Lavatory
Direction Information

Transportable Person wants to
obtain the information of the
available lavatories.

TCMS

Transporta
ble Person

Transportable
The train is in service.
Person uses the
Obtain Available
Lavatories
Information
Mechanism to obtain
visual (and acoustic)
guidance to the next
available lavatory.

Transportable Person is aware
of the available lavatories.

Check that the direction to the
next available lavatories is
correctly indicated.

Medium DB

UC-5.1- [5.1] Passenger
014
Information

Obtain Delay of current and
connecting trains

Transportable Person wants to
obtain the delay and be informed
about changes of connecting
trains.

TCMS

Transporta
ble Person

Transportable Person is aware
of the current delay and
receives updates on any delay
changes and changes of
connecting trains.

Check that the passenger
information system can be
remotely updated on delays of
the train or of connecting trains.
And pull information mechanism
works properly

Medium DB

UC-5.1- [5.1] Passenger
015
Information

Obtain Dining Car Direction
Information

Transportable Person wants to
obtain the direction information
to the dining car.

TCMS

Transporta
ble Person

Transportable
The train is in service.
Person uses the
Obtain Delay of
current and
connecting Trains
Mechanism to obtain
the delay and be
informed about
updates.
Transportable
The Dining Car Direction
Person uses the
Mechanism is available.
Dining Car Direction
Mechanism to
visually (and
acoustically) obtain
the direction to the
dining car.

Transportable Person is aware
of direction to the dining car.

Check that the direction
indication to the dining car works
correctly all over the consist.

Medium DB

UC-5.1- [5.1] Passenger
016
Information

Obtain Next Stop Information Transportable Person wants to
obtain next stop including its exit
direction and change of train
direction.

TCMS

Transporta
ble Person

Transportable
The train is in service.
Person uses the Next
Stop Mechanism to
obtain the next stop,
exit direction and
change of train
direction.

Transportable Person is aware
of the next stop(s), their exit
direction and possible changes
of the direction of the train.

Check if next stop information is
available to the transportable
person and correct for all stops
on a selected route.

Medium DB

UC-5.1- [5.1] Passenger
017
Information

Obtain Outside Vehicle
Information

TCMS

Transporta
ble Person

Transportable
The train is approaching a stop or
stopped.
Person uses the
Outside Vehicle
Mechanism in order
to obtain the outside
vehicle information
visually (and
acoustically).

Transportable Person has
obtained the train information
of the outside of the vehicle.

Check if train number, the
destination of the train and train
route can be displayed on the
outside of the train and are
correct for a selected route.

Medium DB

Transportable Person wants to
obtain the train information (such
as train number, destination and
route) from the outside of the
train.

UC-5.1- [5.1] Passenger
018
Information

Obtain Position and Velocity Transportable Person wants to
Information
obtain the location and velocity
of the train.

TCMS

Transporta
ble Person

Transportable
The train is in service.
Person uses the
Position and Velocity
Mechanism to know
the position and
velocity of the train.

Transportable Person has
obtained the position and
velocity of the train.

Check if position and velocity of
the train is available and correct.
And can be accessed by
transportable persons.

Medium DB

UC-5.1- [5.1] Passenger
019
Information

Obtain Seat Reservation
Information

Transportable Person wants to
obtain seat reservation
information to find their seat or
assist other in finding their seat
and to obtain guidance to
available seats.

TCMS

Transporta
ble Person

Transportable
The train is in service.
Person uses the Seat
Reservation
Information
Mechanism to obtain
all reserved seats in
the coaches and the
dining car.

Transportable Person knows
their seat reservation or the
location of an available seat and
has information on how to get
to this seat.

Check if the reservation
information for selected seats is
available and correct .
Check if guidance to selected
seats is available and correct.
And if this info can be accessed
by transportable persons.

Medium DB

UC-5.1- [5.1] Passenger
020
Information

Obtain current Location in
Train

Transportable Person wants to
know its location on the train
including consist and coach.

TCMS

Transporta
ble Person

Transportable
The train is in service.
Person uses the
Location Mechanism
to obtain its current
location on the train
including consist and
coach number.

Transportable Person is knows
its location on the train.

Check if personal location
information is available and
correct for transportable persons
on the entire train.

Medium DB

UC-5.1- [5.1] Passenger
021
Information

Setup Seat Reservations

The railway undertaking wants to
setup the seat reservation.

TCMS

Railway
Undertaki
ng

The seat reservations are
displayed on the seat
reservation displays.

Check that the seat reservation Availability
information on the seat displays
can be remotely updated.

Medium DB

UC-5.1- [5.1] Passenger
022
Information

Setup Passenger Information Railway undertaking wants to
System
setup the passenger information
system.

TCMS

Railway
Undertaki
ng

The Railway
The seat reservation is set up.
Undertaking uses
the Setup Seat
Reservation
Mechanism to
supply the seat
reservations to the
train and display
them.
The railway
Train is setup.
undertaking uses
the Setup Passenger
Information System
Mechanism to
initialize the
passenger
information system.

Passenger Information System is Check that the passenger
Availability
information system is correctly
initialized with current route
set up for a selected train route.
information.

Medium DB

UC-5.1- [5.1] Passenger
023
Information

Test Passenger Information
System

Maintenance staff wants to test
all functions/mechanisms of the
passenger information system.

TCMS

Maintenan
ce Staff

Maintenance staff
uses the passenger
information test
function to test all
mechanisms of the
passenger
information.

Obtain a result of the condition
of all functions of the passenger
information like:
- Announcements
- Next stop info
- Seat reservation etc.

Check that all functions of the
passenger information system
are available and properly
working.

Availability

Medium DB

UC-5.1- [5.1] Passenger
025
Information

Make predefined
Announcement

Driver wants to make an
predefined announcement.

TCMS

Driver

Driver uses the
The make predefined
Make predefined
announcement mechanism is
Announcement
available.
Mechanism to make
an predefined
announcement.

Driver has notified all
transportable persons.

Check that predefined
Availability
announcements can be selected
and are clearly audible in all
areas of the train under all
environmental conditions.

Medium DB

Passenger information system is
available.

UC-5.1- [5.1] Passenger
027
Information

Make predefined
Announcement

UC-5.1- [5.1] Passenger
029
Information

Railway Undertaking wants to
make an predefined
announcement

TCMS

Railway
Undertaki
ng

Railway Undertaking The Predefined Announcement
uses the Predefined Mechanism is available.
Announcement
Mechanism to make
an predefined
announcement.

Railway Undertaking has
notified all transportable
persons.

Check that predefined
Availability
announcements can be selected
and are clearly audible in all
areas of the train under all
environmental conditions.

Medium DB

Make manual Announcement Rail Integration wants to make a
manual announcement with 2nd
highest priority.

TCMS

RU

Railway undertaking The manual announcement
uses the Manual
mechanism is available.
Announcement
Mechanism to make
an manual
announcement.

Rail Integration has notified all
transportable persons.

Check that manual
announcements are clearly
audible in all areas of the train
under all environmental
conditions.

Availability

Medium DB

UC-5.1- [5.1] Passenger
030
Information

Make predefined
Announcement

Rail Integration wants to make a
predefined announcement with
2nd highest priority.

TCMS

Rail
Integration

Rail Integration uses The make predefined
the Make predefined announcement mechanism is
available.
Announcement
Mechanism to make
an predefined
announcement.

Railway undertaking has notified Check that predefined
Availability
all transportable persons.
announcements can be selected
and are clearly audible in all
areas of the train under all
environmental conditions.

Medium DB

UC-5.1- [5.1] Passenger
031
Information

Make TCMS selected
Announcement

Rail Integration wants to make a
TCMS selected announcement
with 2nd highest priority.

TCMS

Rail
Integration

Rail Integration uses The make TCMS selected
the Make TCMS
announcement mechanism is
selected
available.
Announcement
Mechanism to make
an TCMS selected
announcement.

Rail Integration has notified all
transportable persons.

For all relevant operational
Availability
scenarios, check that the correct
TCMS selected announcements
are clearly audible in all areas of
the train under all environmental
conditions.

Medium DB

UC-5.1- [5.1] Passenger
032
Information

Make predefined
Announcement

Transportable Staff wants to
make a predefined
announcement with lowest
priority.

TCMS

Transporta
ble Staff

Transportable Staff The make predefined
uses the Make
announcement mechanism is
predefined
available.
Announcement
Mechanism to make
an predefined
announcement.

Transportable Staff has notified Check that predefined
Availability
all transportable persons.
announcements can be selected
and are clearly audible in all
areas of the train under all
environmental conditions.

Medium DB

UC-5.2- [5.2] Passenger
001
Area
Surveillance

Obtain Passenger Area
Surveillance Maintenance
Data

The Maintenance staff wants to
obtain the Passenger Area
Surveillance System Maintenance
Information.

TCMS

Maintenan
ce Staff

Maintenance staff
uses the Passenger
Area Surveillance
Maintenance
Information
Mechanism.

Maintenance Staff has received
the transfer of Passenger Area
Surveillance System
Maintenance Information.

Check if the maintenance data
for the passenger area
surveillance system is available,
complete and correct.

Availability

Medium DB

UC-5.2- [5.2] Passenger
002
Area
Surveillance

Upload Surveillance Material Railway Undertaking wants
to Railway Undertaking
surveillance material to be
uploaded for analysis purposes.

TCMS

Railway
Undertaki
ng

Railway Undertaking Passenger Area Surveillance Control
uses the Upload
has detected an event and/or
Surveillance Material recorded material.
Mechanism to
receive all
surveillance material
relating to an event.

The surveillance material has
been uploaded to the railway
undertaking.

Check if surveillance data can be Availability
send to the railway undertaking
in real time and non real time.

Medium DB

UC-5.2- [5.2] Passenger
003
Area
Surveillance

Notify of Surveillance Event

TCMS

Transporta
ble Staff

Passenger Area
Passenger Area Surveillance Control
Surveillance Control detects an event.
notifies all
transportable staff
of the event.

All Transportable Staff have
been informed of the event.

Check if there is a correct
Availability
notification to the transportable
staff for different scenarios as
fire, smoke, burglary, vandalism,
detected by the surveillance
mechanism and/or surveillance
intelligence.

Medium DB

Transportable Staff wants to be
notified when an event is
detected by passenger
surveillance control on the train.

Passenger Area Surveillance System
is available.

UC-5.2- [5.2] Passenger
004
Area
Surveillance

Surveil Passenger Area

Transportable Staff wants to
monitor the passenger area.

TCMS

Transporta
ble Staff

UC-5.2- [5.2] Passenger
005
Area
Surveillance

Test of passenger area
surveillance

The maintenance staff wants to
test the mechanisms/functions of
the passenger area surveillance.

TCMS

Maintenan
ce Staff

UC-5.2- [5.2] Passenger
006
Area
Surveillance

Notify of Surveillance Event

Railway undertaking wants to be
notified when an event is
detected by passenger
surveillance control on the train.

TCMS

Railway
Undertaki
ng

UC-5.2- [5.2] Passenger
007
Area
Surveillance

Surveil Passenger Area

Railway Undertaking wants to
monitor the passenger area.

TCMS

Railway
Undertaki
ng

UC-5.3- [5.3] Passenger
001
Counting

Obtain Passenger Count

System - TCMS wants to obtain
the passenger count on the train.

TCMS

UC-5.3- [5.3] Passenger
002
Counting

Send Surveillance Passenger Passenger Area Surveillance
wants to send its passenger count
Count
to passenger count control via
the Counting Input Interface.

UC-5.3- [5.3] Passenger
003
Counting

Obtain Passenger Count

UC-5.3- [5.3] Passenger
004
Counting

Obtain Passenger Counting
Maintenance Data

Transportable Staff
uses the Surveil
Passenger Area
Mechanism to
surveil the
passenger area.
Maintenance staff
uses the test
passenger area
surveillance
mechanism.
Passenger Area
Surveillance Control
notifies railway
undertaking of the
event.

The train is stopped at station or an
event occurred.

Transportable Staff is aware of
the event or able to surveil the
passenger area.

Check if the transportable staff
can monitor all - non excluded parts of the train.

Medium DB

Passenger Area surveillance System
is available.

Maintenance staff gets
condition info of the passenger
surveillance.

Medium DB

Passenger Area Surveillance Control
detects an event.

Railway undertaking has been
informed about the event.

Check if the testing of the
Availability
passenger area surveillance
delivers all required data
correctly for normal and
abnormal conditions.
Check if there is a correct
Availability
notification to the railway
undertaking for different
scenarios as fire, smoke,
burglary, vandalism, detected by
the surveillance mechanism
and/or surveillance intelligence.

Railway undertaking The train is stopped at station or an
uses the Surveil
event occurred.
Passenger Area
Mechanism to
surveil the
passenger area.

Railway undertaking is aware of Check if the railway undertaking Availability
the event or able to surveil the can monitor all - non excluded passenger area.
parts of the train, remotely.

Medium DB

System TCMS

System - TCMS uses Passenger count mechanism is
the Passenger Count available.
Interface to obtain
the number of
passengers on the
train.

System - TCMS received the
number of passengers on the
train.

Check if the number of
Capacity
passengers on the train is
correctly collected and available
for the TCMS.

Medium DB

TCMS

Passenger
Area
Surveillanc
e

Passenger Area
The train is in service.
Surveillance Control
uses the Counting
Input Interface to
send its passenger
count in an interval
of n minutes to
passenger counting.

Passenger Counting has
received the passenger count
and is able to provide a more
precise passenger count.

n.a.

Capacity

Medium DB

Railway Undertaking wants to
obtain the passenger count on
the train.

TCMS

Railway
Undertaki
ng

Railway Undertaking Passenger count mechanism is
uses the Obtain
available.
Passenger Count
Data transfer is possible.
Mechanism to obtain
the number of
passengers on the
train.

Railway Undertaking received
the number of passengers on
the train.

Check if the number of
Capacity
passengers on the train is
correctly collected and available
for the railway undertaking.

Medium DB

The Maintenance staff wants to
obtain the Passenger Counting
System Maintenance Information.

TCMS

Maintenan
ce Staff

Maintenance staff
Passenger Counting System is
uses the Obtain
available.
Passenger Counting
System Maintenance
Information
Mechanism.

Maintenance Staff has received
the transfer of Passenger
Counting System Maintenance
Information.

Check if the maintenance data
Availability
for the passenger counting
system is available, complete and
correct.

Medium DB

Medium DB

UC-5.3- [5.3] Passenger
005
Counting

Notify of Passenger Counting Transportable Staff wants to be
Malfunction
informed about any malfunction
of passenger counting.

TCMS

Transporta
ble Staff

Passenger Counting The train is in service. The
Control notifies
passenger counting delivers invalid
Transportable Staff values.
about a malfunction.

Transportable Staff is aware of
passenger count malfunction.

UC-5.3- [5.3] Passenger
006
Counting

Obtain Passenger Count

TCMS

Transporta
ble Staff

Transportable Staff Passenger count mechanism is
uses the Obtain
available.
Passenger Count
Mechanism to obtain
the number of
passengers on the
train.

Transportable Staff received the Check if the number of
number of passengers on the
passengers on the train is
train.
correctly collected and available
for the transportable staff..

Medium DB

UC-5.3- [5.3] Passenger
007
Counting

Notify of Passenger Counting Railway undertaking wants to be
informed about any malfunction
Malfunction
of passenger counting.

TCMS

Railway
Undertaki
ng

Passenger Counting The train is in service. The
Control notifies
passenger counting delivers invalid
Railway undertaking values.
of a malfunction.

Railway undertaking is aware of Check if the railway undertaking Availability
is informed about detected faults
passenger count malfunction.
in the passenger counting
system.

Medium DB

UC-5.3- [5.3] Passenger
008
Counting

Test Passenger Counting

The maintenance staff wants to
test the mechanisms and
functions of the passenger
counting.

TCMS

Maintenan
ce Staff

Maintenance staff
uses the test
passenger counting
mechanism.

Maintenance staff gets
condition info of the passenger
counting.

Check if the testing of the
Availability
passenger counting delivers all
required data correctly for
normal and abnormal conditions.

Medium DB

UC-5.4- [5.4] Passenger
001
Services

Configure Connectivity in
each Car

Railway Undertaking wants to
configure each section of each
carriage as connected or quiet
zone.

TCMS

Railway
Undertaki
ng

Railway Undertaking The train is in power on state and
uses the Setup
T2G data link is available.
connected and quiet
Zones Mechanism to
configure the
connectivity in each
carriage or section.

Quiet zones and connected
zones are set up.

Check if the radio
communication zones on the
train are partitioned correctly
and the zones are configured
correctly as connected or quite
zones.

Medium DB

UC-5.4- [5.4] Passenger
002
Services

Obtain Food And Beverage
Quantity

Railway undertaking wants to get
quantity of all food and beverage
items on-board for replenishment
purposes.

TCMS

Railway
Undertaki
ng

Railway Undertaking The train is in power on state and
uses the Obtain Food T2G data link is available.
and Beverage
Quantity Mechanism
to receive the
quantity of all food
and beverage items
on-board.

Railway undertaking received
the quantity of all food and
beverage items on-board.

Check if the amount of all food Capacity
and beverage items are collected
and updated correctly.
And that this information is
available for the railway
undertaking.

Medium DB

UC-5.4- [5.4] Passenger
003
Services

Obtain Usage Statistics of
Lavatories and Lavatory
Items

Railway Undertaking wants to
obtain lavatory usage and
lavatory item usage data.

TCMS

Railway
Undertaki
ng

Railway Undertaking The train is in power on state and
uses the Obtain
T2G data link is available.
Usage Statistics of
Lavatories and
Lavatory Items
Mechanism to
receive usage data
of the lavatories and
their items.

Railway Undertaking has
received usage data of the
lavatories and their items.

Check if the usage statistics of
Availability
the lavatory and the inventory of
lavatory items are collected and
updated correctly.
And this information is available
for the railway undertaking.

Medium DB

Transportable Staff wants to
obtain the passenger count on
the train.

Passenger count system is
available.

Check if the transportable staff
is informed about detected faults
in the passenger counting
system.

Medium DB

UC-5.4- [5.4] Passenger
004
Services

Obtain statistical Data

Railway Undertaking wants to
receive statistical data of Wi-Fi /
mobile signal quality and usage,
entertainment and restaurant
usage.

TCMS

Railway
Undertaki
ng

Railway Undertaking The train is in power on state and
uses the Obtain
T2G data link is available.
statistical Data
Mechanism to
receive statistical
data of Wi-Fi /
mobile signal quality
and usage,
entertainment and
restaurant usage.

Railway Undertaking has
received the statistical data of
Wi-Fi / mobile signal quality and
usage, entertainment and
restaurant usage.

Check if the quality statistics of Capacity
the WiFi/ mobile access and
statistics about WiFi/mobile,
entertainment and restaurant
usage are collected and updated
correctly.
And this information is available
for the railway undertaking.

Medium DB

UC-5.4- [5.4] Passenger
005
Services

Set Audio / Video / Games

Railway Undertaking wants to
add / change / remove content
to/from the on-board
entertainment system.

TCMS

Railway
Undertaki
ng

Railway Undertaking The train is in power on state and
uses the Set Audio / T2G data link is available.
Video / Games
Mechanism to add /
change / remove
audio / video / game
content to / from
the on-board
entertainment
system.

The desired audio / video /
game content is available.

Check if the railway undertaking Capacity
can add/change/delete content
on the onboard entertainment
system remotely and locally.

Medium DB

UC-5.4- [5.4] Passenger
006
Services

Order Food and Beverages

The Driver wants to order food
and beverages to the cab.

TCMS

Driver

The Driver uses the The train is in service.
Order Food and
Beverages
Mechanism to order
food and beverages
to be delivered to
the cab.

Train Staff is notified of a food
and beverage order.

Check if the train staff is
informed about a food /
beverage order from the cab.

Availability

Medium DB

UC-5.4- [5.4] Passenger
007
Services

View Outside Camera

The Driver wants to view the
outside cameras.

TCMS

Driver

The Driver uses the The train is in power on state.
View Outside
Camera Mechanism.

The Driver is able to view the
outside cameras.

Medium DB

UC-5.4- [5.4] Passenger
008
Services

Obtain Passenger Services
Maintenance Data

The Maintenance staff wants to
obtain the Passenger Services
Maintenance Information.

TCMS

Maintenan
ce Staff

UC-5.4- [5.4] Passenger
009
Services

Access Internet

Passenger wants to access the
internet.

TCMS

Passenger

Maintenance staff
The train is in power on state.
uses the Obtain
Passenger Services
Maintenance
Information
Mechanism.
Passenger uses the The train is in service.
Access Internet
Mechanism to bring
its personal devices
online.

Check if the outside cameras are Availability
working properly under all
environmental conditions and
the different views are available
to the driver.
Maintenance Staff has received Check if the maintenance data
for the passenger service
the transfer of Passenger
system are available, complete
Services Maintenance
Information.
and correct.

Passenger devices are
connected to the internet.

Check if the internet access is
available to the passengers and
test the limitations in terms of
number or users, throughput,
latency etc.

Medium DB

UC-5.4- [5.4] Passenger
010
Services

Access on-board
Entertainment

Passenger wants to access audio
/ video / game content on the
train.

TCMS

Passenger

Passenger uses the The train is in service.
Access on-board
Entertainment
Mechanism to gain
access to audio /
video / games
content on the train.

Passenger is able to access
audio / video / games content of
the on-board entertainment
system.

Check if access to the onboard
entertainment system is
available to the passengers and
test the quality of experience
and maximum number of parallel
users.

Medium DB

UC-5.4- [5.4] Passenger
011
Services

Adjust Seat according to
Personal Profile

Passenger wants to adjust its seat
according to a stored profile.

TCMS

Passenger

Passenger uses the
Adjust Seat
Mechanism.

Passenger Services adjusts the
seat according to the stored
personal configuration of the
Passenger.

Check if the personal
configuration of a certain
passenger is available.
Check if the seats is adjusted
according this profile.

Medium DB

Train is in service and connected to
the remote Passenger Services
Backend IT system

Medium DB

UC-5.4- [5.4] Passenger
012
Services

Automatic Validation of
Ticket

Passenger wants its ticket to be
validated once seated.

TCMS

Passenger

Passenger Services
uses the Automatic
Validation of Ticket
Mechanism.

Train is in service and connected to
the remote Passenger Services
Backend IT system. Passenger is
seated.

Validation of the ticket is
confirmed to passenger and
train staff.

Check if the personal ticket of a
certain passenger is validated
after a configurable seating time.

Medium DB

UC-5.4- [5.4] Passenger
013
Services

Notify on invalid Ticket for
Train

Passenger wants to be notified, if
its ticket is invalid for this train.

TCMS

Passenger

Passenger enters
train and has ticket
on a mobile device.

Train is in service and connected to
the remote Passenger Services
Backend IT system

Passenger is informed about an Check if the ticket is invalid for a
certain train.
invalid ticket for this train.
Check if the passenger receives a
notification on the invalid ticket.

Medium DB

UC-5.4- [5.4] Passenger
014
Services

Obtain Menu

Passenger wants to obtain the
menu of food and beverage items
available on board.

TCMS

Passenger

Passenger uses the
Obtain Menu
Mechanism to view
the menu on their
own device.

The train is in service.

Passenger is able to view the
menu on its own device.

Check if the onboard food and
beverage menu of a certain train
is available.
Check if it can be accessed from
multiple personal devices.

Medium DB

UC-5.4- [5.4] Passenger
015
Services

Purchase Food and
Beverages

Passenger wants to purchase
food and/or beverages for
delivery to their seat.

TCMS

Passenger Train
staff

Passenger uses the Passenger has obtained the menu
Purchase Food and on its own device.
Beverages to select
food and beverages
to purchase and
makes an order.

Train Staff is notified about the
order.

Check if passenger can access
the food and beverages order
menu.
Check if train staff is notified
about any selection.

Medium DB

UC-5.4- [5.4] Passenger
017
Services

Receive Mobile Coverage

Passenger wants to have mobile
coverage on the train.

TCMS

Passenger

Passenger device
connects to PLMN
via onboard
repeater.

Train is in service and Transportable
Person is in a connected zone of the
train.

Passenger has mobile coverage. Check coverage and quality of
mobile access on board.

Medium DB

UC-5.4- [5.4] Passenger
018
Services

Request Assistance

Passenger wants to request
assistance.

TCMS

Passenger Transpo Passenger uses the
rtable Request Assistance
staff
Mechanism to
request assistance
from Train Staff.

The train is in service.

Train staff is notified about
assistance request.

Check if the train staff is notified
about a passenger assistance
request on board and on
platform.

Medium DB

UC-5.4- [5.4] Passenger
019
Services

View Outside Camera

Passenger wants to view the
outside cameras.

TCMS

Passenger

Passenger uses the The train is in service.
View Outside
Cameras Mechanism
to see the video
stream of the
outside cameras.

Passenger is able to view the
outside cameras.

Check if a passenger can select
and view outside train cameras
in desired quality.

Medium DB

UC-5.4- [5.4] Passenger
020
Services

Deactivate Lavatory

Transportable Staff wants to seal
and lock the lavatory.

TCMS

Transporta
ble Staff

Transportable Staff The train is in power on state.
uses the Deactivate
Lavatory Mechanism
to seal and lock the
lavatory.

The lavatory is sealed and
locked for passengers.

Check if the train staff can seal
and lock a lavatory remotely.

Medium DB

UC-5.4- [5.4] Passenger
021
Services

Notify of Assistance Request Transportable Staff wants to be
notified of when there is a
request for assistance by a
passenger.

TCMS

Transporta
ble Staff

Passenger Service
Control notifies
Transportable Staff
of a passenger
assistance request.

The train is in service.

Transportable staff is informed
about the request.

Check if the train staff is notified
about a passenger assistance
request on board and on
platform.

Medium DB

UC-5.4- [5.4] Passenger
022
Services

Notify of Lavatory
Malfunction

TCMS

Transporta
ble Staff

Passenger Services
Control notifies
Transportable Staff
about a lavatory
malfunction.

The train is in service.

Transportable Staff is aware of
the lavatory malfunction.

Check if train staff is notified
about a lavatory malfunction.

Medium DB

Transportable Staff wants to be
notified in case of a lavatory
malfunction.

UC-5.4- [5.4] Passenger
023
Services

Notify of Order for Beverage Transportable Staff wants to be
and Food
notified when there is an order
for food and/or beverages.

TCMS

Train Staff

Passenger Service
The train is in service.
Control notifies Train
Staff about a food
and/or beverage
order.
The maintenance
The train is in power on state.
staff uses the test of
passenger services
mechanism.

Train Staff is aware of the order. Check if train staff is notified
about food or beverage
selection by the passenger..

Medium DB

UC-5.4- [5.4] Passenger
024
Services

Test passenger services

The maintenance staff wants to
test all passenger service
functions.

TCMS

Maintenan
ce Staff

The results of the test of
passenger services are
delivered.

Check if the testing of the
Availability
passenger services delivers all
required data correctly for
normal and abnormal conditions.

Medium DB

UC-5.4- [5.4] Passenger
024
Services

Locate Transportable Staff

Transportable Staff wants to
locate all Transportable Staff on
the train.

TCMS

Transporta
ble Staff

Transportable Staff The train is in service.
uses the Locate
Transportable Staff
Mechanism to locate
other Transportable
Staff on the train.

Transportable Staff obtained
location information of the
other Transportable Staff.

Check if the localisation of train
staff and roles on board of the
entire train is working correctly.

DB

UC-5.4- [5.4] Passenger
025
Services

Restaurant reservation

The passenger wants to make a
seat reservation in the train
restaurant.

TCMS

Passenger

The passenger
makes a seat
reservation with its
personal device via
the restaurant
reservation
mechanism.

Passenger got a confirmation on Check if the passenger can
its restaurant reservation.
access the dining car seat
reservation system, make a
booking and get a confirmation.

DB

UC-5.4- [5.4] Passenger
025
Services

Talk to Transportable Staff

Transportable Staff wants to talk
to a single or all Transportable
Staff on the train.

TCMS

Transporta
ble Staff

Transportable Staff The train has an active cab.
uses the Talk to
Transportable Staff
Mechanism to talk to
other Transportable
Staff on the train.

Transportable Staff is able to
voice communicate with a single
or all Transportable Staff on the
train.

Check if the intra train
communication between
multiple roles of transportable
staff is working for various
scenarios.

DB

UC-5.4- [5.4] Passenger
026
Services

Seat Reservations

Passenger wants to make or
change a seat reservation.

TCMS

Passenger

Passenger uses the
seat reservation
mechanism.

Seat reservation is done in the
related system and seat displays
are updated accordingly.
Passenger received
confirmation.

Medium DB

UC-6.1- [6.1] Vehicle
001
Monitoring

Analyze maintenance data

The railway undertaking analyses
maintenance data to plan
scheduled maintenance.

TCMS

Railway
Undertaki
ng

The railway
Remote communication is
undertaking analyses established, TCMS is operable.
maintenance data.

Maintenance data has been
analyzed.

UC-6.1- [6.1] Vehicle
002
Monitoring

Collect PIS maintenance data The railway undertaking collects
PIS maintenance data to plan
scheduled maintenance.

TCMS

Railway
Undertaki
ng

The TCMS sends PIS TCMS is operable
maintenance data.

FSI maintenance data has been
collected by the railway
undertaking.

Check if the passenger can
Availability
access the train seat reservation
system, make a
booking/rebooking, gets a
confirmation and the seat
reservation display is updated
accordingly.
Verifying that RU receive
Availability
maintenance data to plan
scheduled maintenance.
##Analyses is ot realised by
TCMS
Verifying that RU receive PIS
Availability
maintenance data.

UC-6.1- [6.1] Vehicle
003
Monitoring

Collect air conditioning
maintenance data

The railway undertaking collects
air conditioning maintenance
data to plan scheduled
maintenance.
Collect battery maintenance The railway undertaking collects
data
battery maintenance data to plan
scheduled maintenance.

TCMS

Railway
Undertaki
ng

The TCMS sends air
conditioning
maintenance data.

Remote communication is
established, TCMS is operable.

Air conditioning maintenance
data has been collected by the
railway undertaking.

Verifying that RU receive air
conditioning maintenance data.

Availability

Medium DB

TCMS

Railway
Undertaki
ng

The TCMS sends
Remote communication is
battery maintenance established, TCMS is operable.
data.

Battery maintenance data has
been collected by the railway
undertaking .

Verifying that RU receive battery Availability
maintenance data.

Medium DB

UC-6.1- [6.1] Vehicle
005
Monitoring

Collect bogie maintenance
data

The railway undertaking collects
bogie maintenance data to plan
scheduled maintenance.

TCMS

Railway
Undertaki
ng

The TCMS sends
bogie maintenance
data.

TCMS is operable

Bogie maintenance data has
been collected by the railway
undertaking.

Verifying that RU receive bogie
maintenance data.

Availability

Medium DB

UC-6.1- [6.1] Vehicle
006
Monitoring

Collect brake maintenance
data

The railway undertaking collects
brake maintenance data to plan
scheduled maintenance.

TCMS

Railway
Undertaki
ng

The TCMS sends
brake maintenance
data.

Remote communication is
established, TCMS is operable.

Brake maintenance data has
been collected by the railway
undertaking.

Verifying that RU receive brake
maintenance data.

Availability

Medium DB

UC-6.1- [6.1] Vehicle
004
Monitoring

Train is in service and connected to
the remote Passenger Services
Backend IT system

The train is in service and data link
is available.

Medium DB

Medium DB

UC-6.1- [6.1] Vehicle
008
Monitoring

Collect door maintenance
data

The railway undertaking collects
door maintenance data to plan
scheduled maintenance.

TCMS

Railway
Undertaki
ng

The TCMS sends
door maintenance
data.

UC-6.1- [6.1] Vehicle
009
Monitoring

Collect maintenance data of The railway undertaking collects
interior
maintenance data of the interior
(cabin, passenger area, kitchen)
to plan scheduled maintenance.

TCMS

Railway
Undertaki
ng

UC-6.1- [6.1] Vehicle
010
Monitoring

Collect motor maintenance
data

The railway undertaking collects
motor maintenance data to plan
scheduled maintenance.

TCMS

UC-6.1- [6.1] Vehicle
011
Monitoring

Collect passenger comfort
data

The railway undertaking wants to
collect passenger comfort data to
plan scheduled maintenance.

UC-6.1- [6.1] Vehicle
012
Monitoring

Remote communication is
established, TCMS is operable.

Door maintenance data has
been collected by the railway
undertaking.

Availability

Medium DB

The TCMS sends the Remote communication is
maintenance data. established, TCMS is operable.

The maintenance data has been Verifying that RU receive interoir Availability
collected by the railway
maintenance data.
undertaking.

Medium DB

Railway
Undertaki
ng

The TCMS sends
Remote communication is
motor maintenance established, TCMS is operable.
data.

Motor maintenance data has
been collected by the railway
undertaking.

Verifying that RU receive motor
maintenance data.

Availability

Medium DB

TCMS

Railway
Undertaki
ng

The TCMS sends
passenger comfort
data.

Remote communication is
established, TCMS is operable.

Passenger comfort data has
been collected by the railway
undertaking.

Verifying that RU receive
passenger comfort data.

Availability

Medium DB

Collect traction maintenance The railway undertaking collects
traction maintenance data to plan
data
scheduled maintenance.

TCMS

Railway
Undertaki
ng

The TCMS sends
traction
maintenance data.

Remote communication is
established, TCMS is operable.

Traction maintenance data has
been collected by the railway
undertaking.

Verifying that RU receive traction Availability
system data.

Medium DB

UC-6.1- [6.1] Vehicle
013
Monitoring

Collect transformer cooling
maintenance data

TCMS

Railway
Undertaki
ng

The TCMS sends
Remote communication is
transformer cooling established, TCMS is operable.
maintenance data.

Medium DB

Collect wheel maintenance
data

TCMS

Railway
Undertaki
ng

The TCMS sends
Remote communication is
wheel maintenance established, TCMS is operable.
data.

The transformer cooling
maintenance data has been
collected by the railway
undertaking.
Wheel maintenance data has
been collected by the railway
undertaking.

Verifying that RU receive
Availability
transformer colling maintenance
data.

UC-6.1- [6.1] Vehicle
014
Monitoring

The railway undertaking collects
transformer cooling maintenance
data to plan scheduled
maintenance.
The railway undertaking collects
wheel maintenance data to plan
scheduled maintenance.

Verifying that RU receive wheel
maintenance data.

Availability

Medium DB

UC-6.1- [6.1] Vehicle
015
Monitoring

Monitor Location of Train

The railway undertaking is
monitoring the location of the
train.

TCMS

Railway
Undertaki
ng

The TCMS sends the Remote communication is
location of the train. established, TCMS is operable.

The railway The railway undertaking has
undertaking received the location of the
wants to
train.
monitor the
location of
the train.

Verifying that RU receive the
location of the train.

Availability

Medium DB

UC-6.1- [6.1] Vehicle
016
Monitoring

Monitor air pressure changes The railway undertaking monitors
pressure changes.

TCMS

Railway
Undertaki
ng

The TCMS monitors Remote communication is
pressure changes by established, TCMS is operable.
using the Monitoring
Mechanism of TCMS.

Pressure changes have been
monitored by the TCMS.

Verifying that RU receive
pressure changes data.

Availability

Medium DB

UC-6.1- [6.1] Vehicle
017
Monitoring

Monitor clutches

The railway undertaking monitors
clutches.

TCMS

Railway
Undertaki
ng

The railway
Remote communication is
established, TCMS is operable.
undertaking
monitors clutches by
using the Monitoring
Mechanism of TCMS.

Verifying that RU receive
clutches data.

Availability

Medium DB

UC-6.1- [6.1] Vehicle
018
Monitoring

Monitor energy system

The railway undertaking monitors
the energy system.

TCMS

Railway
Undertaki
ng

The TCMS monitors Remote communication is
the energy system established, TCMS is operable.
by using the
Monitoring
Mechanism of TCMS.

Verifying that RU receive energie Availability
system data.

Medium DB

The railway Clutches were monitored.
undertaking
wants to
monitor
clutches.

The energy system has been
monitored by the TCMS.

Verifying that RU receive door
maintenance data.

UC-6.1- [6.1] Vehicle
019
Monitoring

Monitor interior air quality

The railway undertaking monitors
the interior air quality.

TCMS

Railway
Undertaki
ng

The TCMS monitors HVAC and TCMS operable.
the internal air
quality by using the
Monitoring
Mechanism of TCMS.

The internal air quality has been Verifying that RU receive interior Availability
monitored by the TCMS.
air quality data.

Medium DB

UC-6.1- [6.1] Vehicle
020
Monitoring

Setup Monitoring
Parameters

The Railway Undertaking select
monitoring parameters.

TCMS

Railway
Undertaki
ng

The railway
Remote communication is
undertaking selects established, TCMS is operable.
and configures some
monitoring
parameters by using
the Configuration
Mechanism of TCMS.

The railway undertaking has
successfully selected and
configured some monitoring
parameters by using the
Configuration Mechanism of
TCMS.

Verifying that RU receive can
Availability
selected and configured some
monitoring parameters by using
the Configuration Mechanism of
TCMS

Medium DB

UC-6.1- [6.1] Vehicle
021
Monitoring

Monitor exterior train doors The driver monitors the exterior
train doors.

TCMS

Driver

The TCMS retrieves TCMS operable.
and displays
monitored data of
the external train
doors for the driver.

The external train doors have
been monitored by the driver.

Verifying that driver can
monitors the exterior train
doors.

Availability

Medium DB

UC-6.1- [6.1] Vehicle
022
Monitoring

Monitor passenger air
conditioning

The driver monitors the
passenger air conditioning.

TCMS

Driver

The TCMS retrieves TCMS is operable
and displays
monitored data of
the passenger air
conditioning for the
driver

The passenger air conditioning
has been monitored by the
driver.

Verifying that driver can monitor Availability
the passenger air conditioning.

Medium DB

UC-6.1- [6.1] Vehicle
023
Monitoring

Monitor train acceleration

The driver monitors the train
acceleration.

TCMS

Driver

Train acceleration has been
monitored by the driver.

Verifying that driver can monitor Availability
the train acceleration.

Medium DB

UC-6.1- [6.1] Vehicle
024
Monitoring

Monitor train velocity

The driver monitors the train
velocity.

TCMS

Driver

The TCMS sends
The driver wants to monitor the
information about
train acceleration.
the train
acceleration to the
driver.
The driver monitors TCMS is operable
the train velocity.

The driver knows the train
velocity.

Verifying that driver can monitor Availability
the train velocity.

Medium DB

UC-6.2- [6.2] Vehicle
001
Maintenance

Access maintenance data

The maintenance staff wants to
access maintenance data of the
train (doors, motors, wheels,
clutches, ...).

TCMS

Maintenan
ce Staff

The maintenance
The train is in maintenance mode.
staff requests access
to the maintenance
data using the data
exchange
mechanism of TCMS.

The maintenance staff has
successfully accessed
maintenance data by using the
data exchange mechanism of
TCMS.

Perform use case on the train.

Availability

Medium DB

UC-6.2- [6.2] Vehicle
002
Maintenance

Change vehicle configuration The maintenance staff wants to
change the vehicle configuration.

TCMS

Maintenan
ce Staff

The maintenance
The train is in maintenance mode.
staff changes the
vehicle configuration
by using the
configuration
mechanism of TCMS.

The maintenance staff has
changed the vehicle
configuration by using the
configuration mechanism of
TCMS.

Perform use case on the train.

Availability

Medium DB

Availability

Medium DB

Perform use case on the train. A Availability
minimum catalogue of systems
to be checked should be defined,
in particular covering the safety
relevant systems. In addition,
random selection of more
systems may be possible.

Medium DB

UC-6.2- [6.2] Vehicle
003
Maintenance

Check communication
system

The maintenance staff wants to
check the communication system.

TCMS

Maintenan
ce Staff

The maintenance
The train is in maintenance mode.
staff requests to
check the
functionality of the
communication
system by using the
self-testing
mechanism of TCMS.

The maintenance staff has
Perform use case on the train.
checked the functionality of the
communication system by using
the self-testing mechanism of
TCMS.

UC-6.2- [6.2] Vehicle
004
Maintenance

Check configurations

The maintenance staff wants to
check different configurations of
systems controlled and
monitored by TCMS.

TCMS

Maintenan
ce Staff

The maintenance
The train is in maintenance mode.
staff checks different
configurations of
systems controlled
and monitored by
TCMS by using the
configuration
mechanism of TCMS.

The maintenance staff has
checked different configurations
of systems controlled and
monitored by TCMS by using the
configuration mechanism of
TCMS.

UC-6.2- [6.2] Vehicle
005
Maintenance

Check passenger information The maintenance staff wants to
check the functionality of the
system
passenger information system.

TCMS

Maintenan
ce Staff

The maintenance
The train is in maintenance mode.
staff checks the
functionality of the
passenger
information system
by using the
passenger
configuration and
self-testing
mechanism of TCMS.

The maintenance staff has
Perform use case on the train.
checked the functionality of the Compare the actual sitauation
passenger information system with the indication of TCMS.
by using the passenger
configuration and self-testing
mechanism of TCMS.

Availability

Medium DB

UC-6.2- [6.2] Vehicle
006
Maintenance

Connect Auxiliary Power Unit The maintenance staff wants to
connect an auxiliary power unit.

TCMS

Maintenan
ce Staff

The maintenance
The train is in maintenance mode.
staff connects an
auxiliary power unit
by using the auxiliary
power mechanism of
TCMS.

The maintenance staff has
Perform use case on the train.
connected an auxiliary power
unit by using the auxiliary power
mechanism of TCMS.

Availability

Medium DB

UC-6.2- [6.2] Vehicle
007
Maintenance

Exchange part

The maintenance staff wants to
exchange a technical part such
that vehicle configuration has to
be changed accordingly.

TCMS

Maintenan
ce Staff

Maintenance staff
The train is in maintenance mode.
exchanges a
technical part and
adopts the vehicle
configuration
accordingly using the
configuration
mechanism of TCMS.

The part has been exchanged
and the vehicle configuration
has been changed accordingly
by using the configuration
mechanism of TCMS.

Perform use case on the train.

Availability

Medium DB

UC-6.2- [6.2] Vehicle
008
Maintenance

OTA software update

The maintenance staff wants to
update software of TCMS or
some connected system OTA.

TCMS

Maintenan
ce Staff

The maintenance
staff requests an
OTA software
update of TCMS or
some connected
system using the
update mechanism
of TCMS.

The maintenance staff has
Perform use case on the train.
updated software of TCMS or
some connected system OTA
using the update mechanism of
TCMS.

Availability

Medium DB

The train is in maintenance mode.
Remote communication is
established

UC-6.2- [6.2] Vehicle
009
Maintenance

Obtain discharge clearance
of electrical systems

The maintenance staff wants to
obtain discharge clearance of
electrical systems.

TCMS

Maintenan
ce Staff

The maintenance
The train is in maintenance mode.
staff requests to
obtain a discharge
clearance of
electrical systems
using the discharge
clearance
mechanism of TCMS.

The maintenance staff has
Perform use case on the train.
obtained discharge clearance of Compare real situation with
electrical systems using the
indication of clearance.
discharge clearance mechanism
of TCMS.

Availability

Medium DB

